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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
I 
During the last decades, one of the most remarkable renewals in the fields of structu-
ral and especially mechanical design has been the widespread use of fully automated 
CAD systems and the innovation of computer based analysis tools like the finite element 
method, finite difference method, etc. In the wake of this development, comprehensive 
software packages like ANSYS, ABAQUS, OASIS, CAOS, ODESSY, etc., in which sophi-
sticated pre- and postprocessors, FE modelling and analysis, automatic mesh generation 
and, to some extent, optimization facilities are integrated, have become commercially 
available- refer e.g. to manuals such as Ansys (1988) and Abaqus (1992) and papers by 
Esping (1986), Rasmussen (1990), Olhoff et al. (1993) and others. Thus, present and fu-
ture trends seem to approach concurrent engineering design environments enabling the 
user to perform modelling, analysis and optimization interactively within one system 
only, i.e. a more rational design philosophy developing towards synthesis rather than 
just analysis. 
However, comparing the use of optimization tools with the widespread use of FE-based 
analysis tools in practical engineering, the prevalence of optimization tools are less de-
veloped. Typically, only in connection with batch productions (e.g. parts used in car 
production) or extremely expensive structures (e.g. aircraft and aerospace) optimization 
methods have been widely used. In the large zone in between, the traditional trial-and-
error approach is most frequently used. 
Considering the evaluation of safety, traditional design of structural systems is based on 
a deterministic approach, where sufficient safety against failure is obtained through a 
system of partial safety factors or partial coefficients as applied to various design codes 
such as Danish design codes and Eurocodes. An alternative to the deterministic approach 
is the reliability-based approach, in which the various uncertainties (including physical, 
statistical and model uncertainties) are linked directly to the problem definition by use 
of a stochastic model, in which each of the uncertain quantities is modelled. Especially 
for complex structural systems the handling of uncertainties in the alternative reliability-
1 
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based approach is more rational and realistic. 
Still, the prevalence of reliability-based methods has been limited to a few branches 
only. Typically, the reliability-based approach is used in connection with re-analyses of 
existing structures, for example partly deteriorated structures (e.g. bridges subjected to 
chlorides) or existing structures to be used for purposes not taken into account in the 
original design (e.g. offshore platforms). 
Combining the branches of optimization and reliability-based design of structural sy-
stems, the design tool Reliability-Based Structural Optimization (RBSO) emerges. He-
reby the reliability analysis is included in the outer optimization loop whereby the un-
certainties of the structure are still taken into account in a rational way. 
Considering structural systems subjected to loads with a stochastic behaviour (e.g. en-
vironmental loads such as waves, wind or snow) and structural systems characterized 
by a complex structure, (whereby the optimal design not is known a priori), the use of 
the rational design tool RBSO seems obvious. However, despite the advantage using 
RBSO, this methodolody has not been adopted by designers in the industry for practical 
engmeenng purposes. 
One of the main reasons for this omission may be caused by a general lack of knowledge 
of the optimization process in which the designer regards the optimization as a 'black-
1 
box' without opportunities of influencing the design. Hereby the designer is prevented 
from utilizing his professional judgement and experiences from similar problems, which 
in itself is inefficient but also causes lack of confidence. 
In addition, due to the complexity of the reliability-based optimization problem, it is 
often difficult to formulate the problem correctly initially. Thus, during the iterative 
design process, additional or changed constraints may become important, a modified set 
of design variables may be appropriate, etc. 
Therefore, lack of suitable software packages for the industries or at least inadequate 
knowledge of these packages may be the reason for the lack of adoption in practical 
engineering. This applies especially for programs aiming at reliability-based optimization 
problems but also, to a minor extent, with respect to programs for reliability analysis 
and optimization, respectively. 
Thus, based on the desirable capabilities and requirements outlined above, an interactive 
reliability-based optimization system is a step towards a concurrent engineering design 
system. 
1.2 Review of Literature 
Considering the research within the field of reliability-based structural optimization, a 
direct relation to the two original research areas optimization and reliability analysis is 
seen. Furthermore, the trends within these research areas are seen to be strongly related 
to the on-going development of more powerful computers. Previously, the applicability of 
various methods was, to a large extent, determined by effective theoretical appproxima-
tion schemes whereby different types of problems could be solved by hand using standard 
methods involving simple equations. Nowadays, the applicability is typically determined 
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by numerical approximations where an easy and effective implementation (often using 
vector and matrix formulations) is becoming increasingly important. The prevalence of 
finite element based analysis tools is an example of this development. 
Considering the field of optimization techniques, the development of the research is 
described in review papers such as Belegundu & Arora (1985a) and (1985b), Ding 
(1986), Haftka & Grandhi (1986), Levy & Lev (1987), Powell (1987), Fletcher (1987) 
and Venkayya (1989), where various mathematical programming methods and their use 
in structural optimization problems are described and compared. 
Depending on the size and characteristics of optimization problems, one or more ap-
propriate solution techniques exist. For example, within the structural optimization 
problems, especially the family of quasi-Newton methods has proven to be effective .. 
For a closer description of these methods, refer e.g. to papers such as Fletcher & Po- -
well (1963) Broyden (1967), Dennis & More (1977) and more recently Nocedal & Yuan 
(1993). 
The research within the field of reliability analysis used to estimate the probability of 
failure for a given structure is primarily divided into two separate branches. 
A widely used strategy is to apply the so-called First Order Reliability Method (FORM) 
in wpich the most likely failure point is found iteratively in a normalized space. At this 
point, the probability of failure is estimated by a linear (FORM) or quadratic (SORM) 
approximation. For a closer description, refer to Rackwitz & Fiessler (1978) , Hohen-
bichler & Rackwitz (1986), Hohenbichler et al. (1987) and Liu & Kiuregian (1991) and 
books such as Thoft-Christensen & Baker (1982), Thoft-Christensen & Murotsu (1986) 
and Madsen et al. (1986). 
Using an alternative approach, the probability of failure is estimated by simulation or 
importance sampling technique, in which the accuracy of the estimated probability of 
failure can be increased arbitrarily by use of increasing number of samples. A description 
and comparison of these methods can be found in e.g. Shinozuka (1983), Fujita & 
Rackwitz (1988) and Engelund & Rackwitz (1993). 
Combining the two research areas reliability-based analysis and structural optimization, 
design by use of reliability-based structural optimization techniques is achieved. 
A historical review of RBSO techniques can be found in Enevoldsen ( 1991) while a 
compact outline of techniques and methods used for reliability-based optimization in 
structural engineering is considered in papers by Enevoldsen & S0rensen (1994) and 
(1995) . 
Considering the application of RBSO techniques, a collection of papers reporting applica-
tions in various fields is listed in Thoft-Christensen (1990). The majority of these papers 
primarily considers academic examples and few examples based on real-life applications 
for industrial purposes. However, the tendency for the type of problem considered appro-
aches more realistic structures and better modelling as also pointed out in Enevoldsen 
(1991). 
Considering present and future trends within this research field, the approach towards 
large commercial programs to be used for concurrent engineering design and analysis 
seems inevitable. Among others, papers such as Rogan (1989), Tyson (1991 ), Wang et 
al. (1991) and Olhoff et al. (1993a), consider present concepts, techniques and method-
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ologies, outline and discuss future developments and the corresponding requirements for 
the software for these systems. 
Furthermore, the variety of different types of problems to be considered is increasing. 
For example, static and dynamic problems within branches such as heat flow, fluids and 
various types of linear and non-linear structural problems can be considered within a 
single program package such as ANSYS and ABAQUS. Considering present optimiza-
tion packages for structural problems, these are typically able to treat a limited type 
of design variables such as sizing and shape variables and material parameters. How-
ever, the more advanced topology optimization based on the homogenization method as 
described in e.g. Bends!{le (1995), Bremicker et al. (1991) and Bends!Zle & Kikuchi (1988) 
is likely to be included in future applications. 
1.3 Scope of the Project 
Based on the motivation and requirements for interactive reliability-based structural 
optimization outlined in section 1.1, the scope of the thesis is defined as 
Th!e objective of the present Ph.D. project is to develop, implement and examine 
methods suitable for interactive reliability-based structural optimization. 
Within this definition, the primary topics to be considered concerns the techniques used 
to perform the interactive reliability-based optimization. Therefore, based on the per-
formance of existing techniques used for non-interactive problems, the objective also 
includes suggestions for modifications of optimization algorithms, the reliability analy-
sis module, etc. In general, the optimization module is treated more intensively than 
the reliablity analysis module although the special characteristics of the reliability-based 
constraints is taken into account. 
Based on the choice that the starting point is within the performance of the optimization 
algorithm and reliability analysis module, the important issue considering integration of 
the interactive reliability-based optimization system into an existing CAD environment 
is not considered in this thesis. 
In order to test and illustrate the interactive capabilities of the methods considered, 
the interactive reliability-based optimization system IROS is developed. However, the 
computer program IROS is not intended to be used as a commercial program but is 
rather implemented to: 
• Vizualize the capabilities and applicability of an interactive reliability-based opti-
mization system. 
• Identify primary parameters within the field of interactive reliability-based struc-
tural optimization. 
• Examine and illustrate the effect of the proposed modifications of the algorithms 
and compare the performance of various optimization strategies. 
Finally, due to the fact that the implementation aims at structural problems, the effec-
tiveness of the implementation within the algorithm (e.g. solution of a QP sub problem, 
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techniques used to factorize a matrix, etc.) is not considered a primary issue in this 
thesis. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
With the intention to present an overview of the contents of the thesis and thereby allow 
a selective reading, the thesis outline is summarized in the following. 
In brief, the outline of the thesis can be divided into 3 parts. First, the chapters 2, 3 and 
(4) are devoted to a review of the basic theory and a definition of interactive capabilities 
to be included in an interactive optimization system. Secondly, based on the first part, 
chapters (4), 5 and 6 describe the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm and formulate 
new procedures to be used in interactive reliability-based optimization. Finally, chapters 
7 and 8 describe the implementation of the interactive optimization system IROS and 
evaluate and illustrate the performance of the modified algorithm. 
Considering each chapter in more detail, chapter 2 outlines the basic theory and termi-
nology used for non-linear optimization, reliability analysis and the combined reliability-
based optimization problems. Only methods suitable to solve structural problems are 
considered, whereby the algorithms and solution schemes presented are based on the 
characteristics and speCial properties for this class of problems. 
Next, desirable and feasible interactive capabilities of a genereal interactive reliability-
based structural optimization system are considered in chapter 3. Based on the requi-
rements in this chapter, necessary and appropriate modifications of the optimization 
algorithms and corresponding reliability evaluations, system layout, etc. can be formu-
lated later. 
In chapter 4, the proprties of the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm are considered 
in detail, where the influence of the basic elements such as solution of the quadratic 
programming problem, update of the approximate Hessian matrix, choice of Lagrange 
multipliers, merit function and penalty parameters are discussed. 
Based on the requirements for an interactive optimization system, chapter 5 contains new 
procedures to be used for interactive reliability-based optimization using quasi-Newton 
algorithms. In particular, computational and numerical aspects connected with the up-
date of the Hessian matrix are considered. 
Next, chapter 6 evaluates and illustrates the effect of the modifications outlined in chap-
ter 5 by use of relatively simple examples, where the primary object is to provide a 
qualitative assessment of the various modifications. The performance of the modifica-
tions of the algorithms is examined for both non-interactive and interactive optimization 
problems. 
Chapter 7 gives a description of the program IROS (Interactive Reliability-based Opti-
mization System) including program structure, interactive capabilities and implementa-
tion of the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm and the corresponding external relia-
bility analysis module and finite element module to perform response analyses. 
Chapter 8 presents examples of interactive reliability-based optimization problems using 
IROS. In order to evaluate the implementation of the program IROS and the performance 
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of the proposed modifications, several optimization strategies are used to solve a typical 
example of a reliability-based structural optimization problem (offshore jacket). 
Finally, an overall summary and major conclusions including guidelines for interactive 
reliability-based optimization and suggestions for further research of the present thesis 
are given in chapter 9. 
Chapter 2 
Basic Theory for Reliability-Based 
Structural Optimization Problems 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to introduce the basic concepts within the field of reliability-based structural 
optimization problems, this chapter is devoted to a brief outline of the basic theories. 
Therefore, this chapter is of a more formal nature and used as a basis for the remaining 
parts of the thesis. 
In section 2.2 a general non-linear optimization problem and corresponding terminology 
are presented whereupon optimality conditions and the standard form of an iterative 
optimization algorithm are outlined. Subsequently, the special properties and charac-
teristics concerning structural optimization problems are treated in section 2.3. 
With respect to the reliability evaluation, the basic theory behind a reliability analysis 
and estimation of probability of failure by the First-Order Reliability Method (FORM) 
and the iterative Rackwitz-Fiessler (RF) algorithm are considered in section 2.4. 
Finally, the above-mentioned constituents are combined in section 2.5 in which the 
reliability-based structural optimization (RBSO) problem is formulated and described. 
2.2 Non-Linear Optimization 
2.2.1 General Formulation 
In order to introduce the terminology to be used throughout the thesis, the general 
formulation of a non-linear constrained optimization problem is stated here, as shown in 
(2.1)-(2.5). In brief, the purpose of an optimization is to minimize the objective function 
subject to a set of constraints. 
7 
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mm 
z 
s.t. 
C(z) 
ZT = {zt,Z2 1 ••• ,zn} 
Cj(z)=O j=1, ... ,me 
ci ( z) :2: 0 j = 1, ... , m; 
z~n < z· < z~ax 
t - '&- '& i = 1, ... ,n 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where the n-dimensional vector z denotes the design variables and C(z) the cost or 
objective function to be minimized subject to the constraints (2.3)-(2.5). The general 
non-linear constraints (2.3)-(2.4) consist of me equality constraints Cj(z), j = 1, ... , me 
and m; inequality constraints Cj(z), j = 1, ... , m;. The equality constraints Cj(z) are 
required to be satisfied exactly at optimum while the inequality constraints ci(z) divide 
the n-dimensional design space into a feasible and non-feasible region. 
The simple .bounds (2.5) constitute 2n additional linear inequality constraints which 
restrict the design space to ann-dimensional box. Although these simple lower and upper 
bounds of the design variables in general can be regarded as ordinary constraints, they 
are typically treated separately due to their simple linear behaviour. In contradiction 
to the constraints (2.3)-(2.4 ), the simple bounds are required to remain fulfilled at any 
time. ' Hereby, the design space in which the objective function and the constraints must 
be defined, is given by the simple bounds (2.5). 
Finally, the design variables z;, i = 1, ... , n are all assumed to be continuous real-valued 
variables while the objective function (2.1) and constraints (2.3)-(2.4) are assumed to be 
continuous functions. 
2.2.2 Optimality Conditions 
In order to determine whether an optimal solution is found, the Lagrange function L(z, .X) 
(also frequently termed the Lagrangian) is widely used. Introducing the Lagrange multi-
pliers .X = {At, ... , Am., Am.+t, ... , Am.+m;, Am.+m;+l, ... , Am.+m;+2n}T corresponding to 
the me+ m; equality and inequality constraints and the 2n simple bounds, the Lagrange 
function can be written as 
me ffii 
L(z, .X) = C(z)- L AjCj(z)- L Am.+jCj(z) (2.6) 
j=l j=l 
n n 
-L Am.+m;+j(Zj- zfn)- L Ame+m;+n+j(zjax- Zj) 
j=l j=l 
Having introduced the Lagrangian according to (2.6), the necessary but not sufficient 
Kuhn-Tucker (KT) optimality conditions require L(z*, .X) to be stationary at the opti-
mum and the design point z* to be feasible, i.e. 
z~n < z~ < z~ax 
1 - 1- 1 
Cj(z*) = 0 , AjCj(z*) = 0 
Cj(z*) :2: 0 , Am.+jCj(z*) = 0 , Am.+i :2: 0 
i=1, ... ,n 
j = 1, ... ,me 
j = 1, ... ,m; 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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me m~ 
VzC(z*)- L AjVzci(z*)- L Am.+jVzcj(z*) (2.10) 
j=l j=l 
n n 
- L Am.+m;+j(ej)- L Am.+m;+n+j( -ej) = 0 
i=1 j=l 
where ej = {0, ... , 0, 1, 0, .. . , O}T denotes a column vector that contains zeroes except 
at the jth position. A detailed description of the KT conditions and a geometrical and 
qualitative interpretation of the Lagrange multipliers can be found in Gill et al. (1981), 
Vanderplaats (1984), Arora (1989) and others. 
Although (2.7)-(2.10) generally constitute necessary optimality conditions only, the KT 
conditions can be proved to be sufficient when the optimization problem is convex. This ·. 
important property is often used in efficient optimization algorithms, where the solution 
z* is found as the limit of a sequence of linearized, convex subproblems of the original 
optimization problem (2.1)-(2.5). 
2.2.3 Optimization Algorithms 
Considering solution techniques for a given optimization problem, the most appropriate 
choice is highly dependent upon the behaviour of the objective function (2.1) and the 
constraints (2.3)-(2.4). 
A simple class of optimization problems possessing properties such as linearity, convexity, 
etc. is possible to solve using analytical methods, but considering general non-linear 
optimization problems, numerical methods based on mathematical programming (MP) 
must be applied. Therefore, although the formulation (2.1 )-(2.5) is applicable to almost 
any type of optimization problem, only solution strategies which are relevant to structural 
optimization problems are considered in this section. 
Nearly all optimization algorithms suitable for non-linear optimization problems are 
based on an iterative procedure, where the optimum z* is found as the limit of the 
sequence {z(k), k = 0,1,2, ... }. The new iteration z(k+t) is obtained as 
(2.11) 
where d denotes the search direction while the step length a is obtained from a one-
dimensional line search. 
Thus, utilizing the update scheme (2.11), a standard layout of a general optimization 
algorithm suitable for non-linear optimization problems can be summarized into the 
following steps: 
Algorithm 2.1: Standard layout of optimization algorithm 
Step 0 Initialization 
Select initial starting point z(k), k = 0. 
Step 1 Function Evaluation 
Evaluate values of the objective function C(z(k)) and constraints Cj(z(kl), 
Cj(z(k)) at current design point. 
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Step 2 Sensitivity Analysis 
Evaluate gradients of the objective function V'zC(z) and the active constraints 
V'zcj(z), j = 1, ... ,me and V'zcj(z), j E Mai at the current design point z(k). 
Step 3 Search Direction 
Determine search direction din accordance with the chosen mathematical pro-
gramming method. 
Step 4 Line Search 
Perform a one-dimensional line search in a merit function in order to determine 
the step length a and the next iteration point z(k+I) = z(k) +ad. 
Step 5 Check Convergence 
Determine whether the optimality conditions and the convergence criteria are 
satisfied. If satisfied then exit, otherwise set k = k + 1 and return to step 1. 
Step 6 Exit 
The most important differences among the mathematical programming techniques that 
correspond to algorithm 2.1 are within the determination of the search direction d and 
the step length a. 
An overall property of an optimization algorithm is the order (typically Oth, 1st or 2nd 
order) information that is used within the algorithm. Considering algorithms suitable 
for structural optimization, 1st order algorithms where the function values itself and 
gradients of objective function and constraints are required in each iteration are most 
widely used. 
Standard MP methods that apply to algorithm 2.1 can be found in several optimization 
books such as Arora (1989), Gill et al. (1981), Vanderplaats (1984), Luenberger (1984) 
and others, in which the following subset of methods is treated among others: 
• Sequential Linear Programming (SLP). 
• Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP). 
• Constrained quasi-Newton methods using Lagrange multipliers. 
• Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Techniques (SUMT). 
• Generalized Reduced Gradient method (GRG). 
In order to decide what type of MP method to use, the nature and behaviour of the 
optimization problem must be considered. For example, the number of design variables, 
number of constraints and special properties such as linearity, convexity, computational 
effort used to evaluate the constraints, etc. must be taken into account. However, within 
the context of non-linear structural optimization, the SQP techniques have proven to be 
most efficient due to their low number of function and gradient evaluations . 
Sequential Quadratic Programming 
Using sequential quadratic programming, the search direction din each iteration is found 
as the solution of a quadratic programming subproblem of the form (2.12)-(2.15), i.e. 
using a quadratic objective function and linear constraints 
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mJn VzC(z(k){ d + ~dTB(k)d 
s.t. Cj(Z(k)) + Vzcj(z(k){ d = 0 
cJ(z(k)) + Vzcj(Z(k){ d 2:: 0 
)k) _ z~in < d· < z~ax _ z~k) 
I t - t- t t 
j = 1, ... ,me 
i = 1, ... , n 
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(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
where only an active subset Mai of all m; inequality constraints in (2.4) is included in 
the linearized constraints (2.14). B(k) denotes a positive definite matrix which gradually 
is updated by use of a quasi-Newton scheme (refer to chapter 4) to approach the Hessian 
matrix of the Lagrange function L(z, .X). 
The solution to the SQP subproblem (2.12)-(2.15) results in the desired search direction _ 
d and a new estimate of the Lagrange multipliers A (k+I) of the active constraints. 
The solution techniques to solve (2.12)-(2.15) are treated intensively in section 4.2, where 
an active set -strategy to handle inequality constraints and an extension to treat special 
interactive constraints are introduced. Furthermore, a modification ensuring that the 
linearized constraints (2.13)-(2.14) on d are consistent is included in this section. 
Line Search and Merit Function 
I 
In order to determine whether the new iteration z(k+I) is improved as compared to the 
previous point z(k), a merit function 'lj;( ·) is used. Generally speaking, the merit function 
is used to balance the two mutual and contradicting tasks of minimizing the objective 
function and ensure that the constraints are fulfilled. 
Typically, the merit function 'lj;(-) is based on the Lagrangian (2.6), but according to Han 
(1977), Schittkowski (1985) and others, the Lagrangian have proven to be inappropriate. 
Thus, in order to obtain a more stable and quickly convergent solution, an augmented 
Lagrangian is introduced as a merit function, e.g. with a quadratic penalty term like 
me ma 
'lj;(z, A, JL) = L(z, .X)+ L /Lj(Cj(z)) 2 + L /Lm.+j[min(O, cJ(z)W (2.16) 
j=l j=l 
where J-t denotes a vector with dimension me+ m; with penalty parameters. Due to the 
requirement that the 2n simple bounds must remain fulfilled throughout the iteration, 
no penalty terms are added to these constraints in the merit function (2.16). 
Having defined the merit function 'lj;(z, A, p,), the purpose of the line search is to find a 
step length a and thereby a new design point z(k+I) = z(k) +ad that fulfils an inequality 
of the form 
(2.17) 
Typically, line search termination criteria such as the Armijo rule or the Goldstein test 
- see e.g. Luenberger (1984), require that the inequality (2.17) is satisfied by a spe-
cified margin. However, special techniques, such as the watch-dog technique proposed 
by Chamberlain et al. (1982), allow violation of (2.17) under certain circumstances. 
Utilizing this approach, the total number of function and gradient evaluations may be 
reduced even though the overall number of iterations might be increased. 
A more thorough description of the choice of merit function, choice of Lagrange multi-
pliers in (2.17), update of penalty parameters, suitable termination criteria and scaling 
of design variables and constraints is given in section (4.4)-(4.6). 
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2.3 Structural Optimization 
Having introduced the basic concepts of a non-linear optimization problem and an ite-
rative solution procedure, this section emphasizes the characteristics of structural pro-
blems. 
Considering any type of iterative optimization algorithm, the computational effort used 
can be divided into the following two categories: 
• Function and gradient evaluations, i.e. the time used to evaluate values and sensi-
tivitites of objective function and constraints (problem dependent functions). This 
type of calculation is frequently termed response calculation and sensitivity analy-
SIS. 
• Algorithm dependent calculations within the algorithm, i.e. the time used to de-
termine search direction, step length, solution of SLP or SQP subproblems, update 
of Hessian matrix, etc. 
Within the context of structural optimization, the cumulative computational effort is 
completely dominated by the response and sensitivity calculations while the time used 
for algorithm dependent calculations is almost negligible. 
Thus, in order to perform an efficient optimization the number of response calculations 
and sensitivity analyses must be kept at a minimum and be performed with the smallest 
computational effort possible. 
2.3.1 Response Calculations 
One of the most remarkable renewals and innovations within practical engineering de-
sign in the fields of structural and especially mechanical design has been the widespread 
use of computer based analysis tools. Considering methods for analysis of structural sy-
stems, the finite element method (FEM) has proven to be the universal and most widely 
used method. Following this development, comprehensive and commercially available 
software packages like ANSYS and ABAQUS, see e.g. Ansys (1988) and Abaqus (1992), 
are nowadays widely used in practical engineering. 
Seen from an optimization point of view, all the parameters that are allowed to vary such 
as the geometry, material properties, boundary conditions, etc. must be defined uniquely 
by the vector of design variables z. Application of superior and/or artificial variables, 
upon which several physical parameters are dependent, are therefore typically advanta-
geous. For example, parametric modelling, i.e. a mapping between design variables and 
e.g. FE-nodes, -boundaries and -discretization by use of polynomials, splines or other 2 
or 3-dimensional curves, is often applied in order to establish a response model, see e.g. 
Rasmussen et al. (1993). 
Finally, considering the computational effort used to evaluate the constraints, a single 
FE-analysis may be used in more than one constraint. For example, stresses at several 
points, deflections at specified points and instability in elements can be derived from 
only one FE-analysis. 
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2.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
In order to provide the necessary first order information for the previously outlined 
optimization algorithm a sensitivity analysis must be performed, i.e. the gradients of 
the functions (2.1) and (2.3)-(2.4) must be evaluated. 
Finite Difference Methods 
The simplest and most widely used finite difference approximation of the sensitivity 
og( z) I OZ; of the function g( z) is obtanied from the forward finite difference approxima-
tion 
Og(z) .6..g(z) g(zb ... , Zj + .6..z;, ... , Zn)- g(zt, ... , Z;, ... , Zn) 
----~ ---- = ~~--~----~----~--~------------~ 
oz; .6..z; .6..z; 
(2 .18) 
Thus, using this approach, a full gradient evaluation Vzg( ·) requires n additional ana-
lyses. Similarly, the backward finite difference approximation requires one additional 
function evaluation per derivative og(z)joz; while a central finite difference approxima-
tion requires 2 additional function evaluations. 
The choice of the step-size .6..z; has been addressed in e.q. Haftka & Adelman (1989). 
The primary sources of error are caused by the non-linearity of the function g( · ), where 
the influence of the neglected higher order terms in the Taylor series approximation is 
seen to increase for increasing magnitude of the perturbation .6..z;. On the other hand, 
since calculations within computers are only carried out with a finite accuracy (typically 
14-16 digits), a too small step-size .6..z; entails computational round-off errors. Especially 
in cases where the function values g( ·)is based on an iterative solution and/or a solution 
from ill-conditioned matrix systems, the perturbation .6..z; in the finite difference scheme 
(2.18) must not be chosen too small. 
Letting the function g( ·) represent the objective function C(z) or constraints Cj(z ), cj(z ), 
the sensitivity obtained by (2.18) is termed the overall finite difference method. 
In cases where FEM is used as the analysis tool, this approach is inefficient because the 
stiffness matrix K for the perturbed point must be re-established as well as the global 
equilibrium equation Ka = f must be refactorized and resolved. 
Based on a differentiation of the global FE equilibrium equation 
K(z) oa = _ oK(z) a+ of 
OZ; OZ; OZi 
oK(z) = t okJ(z) 
OZ; . OZ; 
;=l 
(2.19) 
the displacement sensitivities oaf oz; are obtained by use of a finite difference scheme 
within the FE code to obtain the sensitivities okJI OZ; of the local stiffness matrices. 
Hereby the design sensitivities of the constraints can be obtained without refactorizing 
the global stiffness matrix. 
Since a finite difference scheme is used to obtain the sensitivities okJ(z)joz;, the choice 
of the magnitude of the perturbation still applies to the above formulation. However, 
a correction method as described by Olhoff et al. (1993b) and Lund (1994) inside the 
finite element code, taking the definition of the element shape functions into account, 
has been developed for a large class of elements and various types of design variables in 
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order to obtain 'exact' design sensitivities for virtually any choice of the perturbation 
step-size 6.z;. 
Substantial work has been done within the field of design sensitivity analysis based on 
the FE formulation. For a further description, see e.g. Haftka & Adelman (1989), Choi 
& Santos (1987), Arora (1993) and especially the Ph.D.-Thesis by Lund (1994), in which 
a discussion of methods for FE-based sensitivity analysis is given. 
With respect to the practical applicability of the various methods , an important distinc-
tion is whether the sensitivity evaluation requires calculations inside the FE code (such 
as the method referred above) or can be performed outside the existing code based on 
postprocessing data only: An advantage that enables the optimization system to use 
commercially available FE packages such as ANSYS, ABAQUS, etc. 
In conjunction with this distinction, a common classification of methods for design sen-
sitivity analysis has been the 'continuum approach' and the 'direct approach', where 
the first is based on a differentiation of the continuum equations for the response of 
the system, while the latter is based on a differentiation of the discretized continuum 
equations such as in (2 .19). Examples of optimization systems using these different 
approaches with respect to sensitivity analysis are iCare, see Santos et al. (1994) and 
CAOS and ODESSY, see Rasmussen (1990) and Lund (1994), respectively. 
I 
2.4 Reliability Analysis 
In this section, the concepts of reliability analysis and estimation are briefly introduced 
based on Thoft-Christensen & Baker (1982), Thoft-Christensen & Murotsu (1986) and 
Madsen et al. (1986). 
In brief, a reliability-based approach links the various uncertainties directly to the pro-
blem definition by use of a stochastic model, in which each of the uncertain quantities 
are modelled. Compared to determinstic analyses known from various design codes (e.g. 
Danish design codes and Eurocodes) where sufficient safety is obtained through a sy-
stem of partial safety factors or partial coefficients, the handling of uncertainties in the 
alternative reliability-based approach are therefore more rational and realistic. 
2.4.1 Formulation and Terminology 
With the terminology used in the above-mentioned references, the reliability of a struc-
ture is defined as 
R = 1- P1 (2.20) 
where the term P1 is known as the probability of failure. 
Introducing the uncertainty quantities in terrris of a vector of N physical stochastic vari-
ables X = { X 1 , X 2 , ••• , XN f and corresponding realizations x of X, a failure function 
or limit state function g(x) that corresponds to a specific mode of failure in a given ele-
ment can be defined. Typically, failure modes are representing ultimate limit states such 
as yielding at a given point, local or global instability, etc. or requirements with respect 
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to serviceability such as maximum allowable deformations. Hence, for realizations x of 
X the failure function divides the space w into 2 regions (wJ and Ws called the failure 
region and safe region, respectively) characterized by 
g(x) ;:::: 0 if X E W 8 
g(x) < 0 if X E Wj 
(2.21) 
and a failure surface g(x) = 0 in terms of a hyperplane in the basic variable space w 
separating the above regions. 
Introducing the joint probability density function fx(x) of X, the reliability (2.20) can 
be reformulated as 
R = 1- P1 = 1 -1 fx(x)dx 
g(x)<O 
(2.22) 
Given that the stochastic variables X are normally distributed, equation (2.22) can be 
extended to 
R = 1- P1 = 1 -1 fx(x)dx = 1 -<I>( -(3) 
g(x)<O 
(2.23) 
where <I>(·) is the one-dimensional standard normal distribution function and f3 denotes 
the reliability index. Thus, f3 can be evaluated as 
(2.24) 
With non-normally distributed stochastic variables X, (2.22)-(2.24) are not valid. In 
such cases, a generalized reliability index can be introduced as described in section 2.4.2 
whereby the latter part of equation (2.22) is reduced to an approximation R = 1 - P1 ~ 
1- <I>( -(3). 
Thus, if the joint probability density function of the basic stochastic variables is known, 
the 'exact' probability of failure and the corresponding generalized reliability index j3 
can be evaluated. 
In general, the information required for the above so-called level 3 method is not available. 
Consequently, an approximate approach is utilized (a so-called level 2 method based on 
the hierarchical partitioning of methods in Thoft-Christensen & Baker (1982)), where the 
reliability index can be obtained through an iterative scheme of calculations. Often, the 
reliability is estimated using a technique called FORM (First Order Reliability Method) 
which is based on a linearization of the failure function g(x). However, the evaluation 
of the reliability index is treated more intensively in the following section. 
2.4.2 Reliability Evaluation 
As stated earlier, the uncertainties related to the reliability problem are described in 
terms of a vector of N physical stochastic variables X= {X1 , X 2 , •. • , XN f. On account 
of the simplification and limitation that the reliability of the structure is estimated by 
use of a level 2 method, each uncertainty variable X; is characterized by two distribution 
parameters (expected value J.li and variance a[), a distribution and finally a correlation 
between any pair of basic variables in terms of the covariance matrix. 
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Thus, introducing a U-space of standardized independent and normally distributed va-
riables by the transformation X= T(U), refer to Madsen et al. (1986), the Hasofer & 
Lind reliability index f3 is defined as the solution of the optimization problem 
/3= mm 
s.t. 
VuTu" 
g(T(u)) = 0 
(2.25) 
where g( ·) denotes the previously introduced failure function and u is realizations from 
the space U. 
Thus, in the standardized normalized and uncorrelated space U, the Hasofer & Lind 
reliability index can be interpreted as the shortest distance from origin to the failure 
surface g(T(U)) = 0. 
Although the Hasofer & Lind reliability index is generally defined as presented above 
(Madsen et al. (1986), Thoft-Christensen & Baker (1982) and others), the definition 
(2.25) always -entails non-negative values of f3 and consequently probabilities of failure 
P1 ~ 0.5 in accordance with (2.24). In order to include the possibility of P1 > 0.5, the 
definition of the reliability index can be generalized as 
~= { mm -mm 
~ if g(T(u = 0));::: 0 
~ otherwise 
s.t. g(T(u)) = 0 
(2.26) 
i.e. when origin in the U -space (u = 0) is situated in the safety region W 5 the validity of 
the definition (2.25) holds while the negative sign must be utilized when origin is placed 
in the failure region WJ· 
The solution u * of the problem stated in (2.25 )-(2.26) is denoted the design point (or 
(3-point) and is frequently expressed as 
u* = f3a (2.27) 
where a is the outward normalized vector (i.e. directed toward the failure region) with 
the property 11 a 11 = 1 
u* -V u9(T(u*)) 
a= -(3 = .,.,---11 V-u-=-9(,...:--T.,-:-(u--:-'*))~11 (2.28) 
The solution to the non-linear optimization problem with one equality constraint (2.25) 
can be obtained by any general iterative non-linear algorithm available. However, in 
FORM the solution is typically obtained by utilizing the algorithm presented in Rackwitz 
& Fiessler (1978), where the next estimate u(k+t) is obtained from the current estimate 
u(k) by use of the recursive scheme 
(2.29) 
Thus, using the Rackwitz-Fiessler (RF) algorithm (2.29), the design point u* is deter-
mined as the limit of the sequence { u (O), u {I), u (2), ... } . 
Due to the above definition of the Hasofer & Lind reliability index f3 for a general non-
linear safety margin M = g(T(U) ), f3 is equal to the reliability index calculated for the 
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corresponding linear safety margin where the linearization is carried out at the design 
point u * 
(2.30) 
In cases where the limit state function g(x) is highly non-linear, the FORM approxi-
mation of the probability of failure P1 ~ <I>( -{3) may become increasingly inaccurate. 
An improved estimate of the probability of failure can be obtained from a solution by 
SORM (Second Order Reliability Method). Using this method, the iterative scheme and 
solution point u * remain unchanged while the approximated linear failure surface from 
the FORM solution is replaced by a quadratic hyperplane. Consequently, all second 
order derivatives of the limit state function g(x) must be found at u*. 
A more detailed description of FORM/SORM solutions can be found in Hohenbichler et . 
al. (1987), Cai & Elishakoff (1991) and others. 
Based on the above description, a model algorithm for a FORM/SORM solution by use 
of the Rackwitz-Fiessler algorithm can be summarized as: 
Algorithm 2.2: Reliability estimation with RF algorithm 
Step 0 Initialization 
Select initial starting point u(l), l = 0. 
Step 1 function Evaluation 
Step 2 
Evaluate value of limit state function g(T( u(l))) by use of the response model 
(FEM). 
Sensitivity Evaluation 
Evaluate gradient of limit state function V ug(T( uU>)) at current point 
e.g. by use of the sensitivity methods described in section 2.3.2. 
Step 3 Update and Convergence Check 
Update most probable failure point u(/+1) in accordance with RF scheme (2 .29) 
and check convergence. If satisfied then set u* = u(/+1) and continue, otherwise 
set l = l + 1 and return to step 1. 
Step 4 Evaluate Reliability Index 
Evaluate FORM reliability index ,oFORM = J u *T u*. If applying SORM, eva-
luate 2nd order partial derivatives v,;g(T(u*)) and evaluate ,B80RM as shown 
in e.g. Madsen et al. (1986). 
Step 5 Exit 
At this point, the only technique considered to estimate the probability of failure has 
been FORM/SORM where the artificial U-space is used. Although the Rackwitz-Fiessler 
algorithm is typically used to find the {3-point u*, any non-linear optimization algorithm 
capable of handling equality constrants is applicable. A comparison of suitable algo-
rithms can be found in e.g. Liu & Der Kiureghian (1991). 
Still , within the class of approximative iterative solutions, several other methods have 
been proposed such as evaluation of the probability of failure in the X-space (refer e.g. 
to the work by Breitung within the field of asymptotic approximations, etc., Breitung 
(1995, 1991)) and response surface techniques, see e.g. Murotsu (1993) and Rajashekhar 
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& Ellingwood (1993). 
A different class of methods is based on simulation techniques such as Monte-Carlo 
simulation or importance sampling techniques, where the probability of failure is estima-
ted on the basis of simulated outcomes of the stochastic variables. A major advantage 
using these techniques is that in addition to the estimated probability of failure they 
also provide an estimate of the standard deviation of the probabilty of failure, i.e. an 
assessment of the accuracy of the solution. A systematic comparison of the performance 
of the methods can be found in Engelund & Rackwitz (1993). 
It is not the intention with this thesis to participate in the ongoing discussion of the op-
timal and most efficient method of estimating the probability of failure. However, in the 
context of reliability-based optimization problems FORM has proven to be advantageous . 
compared to simulation methods due to its consistent gradients - see also section 2.5. 
Therefore, throughout this thesis, the only method considered for reliability estimation 
is the FORM solution and the Rackwitz-Fiessler algorithm. 
2.5 Reliability-Based Structural Optimization 
Based on the descriptions of structural optimization and reliability evaluations in the 
previous sections, the two branches are now combined into the reliability-based structu-
ral optimization (RBSO). 
In general, RBSO can be divided into an outer and inner loop, where the inner loop 
consists of the reliability analysis (algorithm 2.2) while the outer loop applies to a stan-
dard structural optimization problem (algorithm 2.1), where a subset of the inequality 
constraints (2.4) is written of the form 
(2.31) 
where (3jin denotes the minimum required reliability index for the jth failure mode. 
In order to emphasize the nested structure of RBSO, the 4 core constituents/components 
are summarized as: 
• Outer optimization loop that applies to algorithm 2.1 in which the optimal 
values of the design variables z is sought. 
• Inner optimization loop, i.e. a reliability analysis that applies to algorithm 2.2 
used to evaluate the (3j(z(k))-point u* and thereby the constraints of the form (2.31) 
in the outer loop. Additionally, the gradients of the reliability-based constraints 
Vzcj(z) = Vzf3j(z) must be evaluated for use in the outer optimization loop. 
• Limit state evaluation, i.e. for each iteration in the reliability analysis in the 
inner loop, the value of the limit state function gj(x, z) is evaluated by use of the 
response model, i.e. typically FEM. 
e Design Sensitivity Analysis of the limit state function to be used in the inner 
loop (reliability analysis). Typically, the gradient Vugj(T(u), z(k)) is found by use 
of the methods outlined in section 2.3.2. 
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2.5.1 Sensitivity Analysis in RBSO 
With respect to sensitivity analyses in RBSO, these are seen to appear in both the inner 
and outer optimization loop, i.e. at two levels. 
In the inner loop, design sensitivities in terms of the gradient Vugj(T(u), z(k)) of the 
limit state functions are obtained by use of the methods described in 2.3.2. 
With respect to the sensitivities to be used in the outer optimization loop, these con-
sist of the partial derivatives of the objective function and constraints as outlined in 
algorithm 2.1. In opposition to a traditional, deterministic structural optimization, the 
RBSO requires sensitivities of the reliability indices. Using a direct finite difference ap-
proximation, an additional reliability analysis must be performed with a perturbed set . 
of design variables for each derivative 8{3J(z)joz; Since this approach is costly and inac-
curate due to a finite difference of two iterative solutions, a semi-analytical approach is 
typically used. 
Provided that the /3j-point is found (where gj(T(u), z(k)) = 0) and requiring that the 
limit state function gj(T(u), z) = 0 after a perturbation dz;, i.e. 
(2.32) 
the expression for the sensitivity 8{3jj odz; can be obtained from (2.33) as shown in e.g. 
Madsen et al. (1986) 
8{31 = 1 ogi(T(u*), z) 
oz; 11 Vugj(T(u*), z) 11 Oz; 
(2.33) 
In (2.33), the gradient Vugj(T(u*),z) is already known from the preceding reliability 
analysis (see section 2.4 .2) while Ogj(T(u*), z)joz; can be found using the sensitivity 
methods outlined in 2.3.2. Thus, using a direct finite difference approximation, the 
sensitivity 8{31joz; is obtained with one additional limit state evaluation. 
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Chapter 3 
Desirable Capabilities of 
Interactive Optimization Systems 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the capabilities of an interactive optimization system are considered in 
order to define desirable and necessary interactive capabilities and thereby the require-
ments for the optimization algorithm used in this optimization system. 
First, a brief examination of existing optimization systems is summarized in section 3.2, 
in which the primary issues considered are the interactive capabilities and the corre-
sponding optimization algorithms used. 
Next, in section 3.3, interactive capabilities with respect to proper graphical displays used 
to assess and monitor the progress of the optimization are considered to obtain infor-
mation concerning the decision making for successive user imposed interactions. Section 
3.4 contains a listing of desirable possibilities for user imposed interactions, whereby the 
designer is able to influence the optimization problem. Primarily, these modifications 
encounter changes with respect to the design variables and simple bounds, changes in 
the constraints and changes in the reliability analysis. 
Based on the above-mentioned sections, the sections 3.5 and 3.6 describe an appropriate 
system layout of an interactive reliability-based optimization system. Furthermore, in 
conjunction with the primary objective of the thesis, the necessary capabilities of op-
timization algorithms for solving interactive reliability-based optimization problems are 
defined. 
3.2 Interactive Optimization Systems 
Considering existing interactive optimization systems (both determinstic and reliability-
based) available for commercial use and/or systems which have been reported in the 
literature, a large variety exists. 
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Among others, optimization systems capable of performing interactive optimization are 
systems such as 
ODESSY: Based on the prototype optimization system CAOS (refer to Rasmussen 
(1989), (1990)), the integrated program ODESSY (Optimal DESign System) is 
being developed at the Institute of Mechanical Engineering, Aalborg University. 
In brief, ODESSY contains an integrated preprocessor, analysis module and post-
processor which aims at interactive engineering optimization of FE discretized 
structures with parametric design variables. The integrated FE code and cor-
responding design sensitivity analysis module (refer e.g. to Lund (1994)) are con-
sidered the primary features of ODESSY. 
!DESIGN: The general purpose program !DESIGN (Interactive DESIGN Opti-
mization of Engineering Systems) is developed at the University of Iowa- refer e.g. 
to Arora (1989) and Arora & Tseng (1988) or the manual Arora & Tseng (1987) . 
Using IDESIGN, several different types of optimization algorithms are available 
including special algorithms designed specificly for a given type of interaction, e.g. 
constraint correction for constant value of the objective function. 
OASIS: A commercially available optimization package designed for structural op-
1 
timization of FE discretized structures- refer e.g. to Oasis-Aladdin (1990) and the 
paper Esping (1986). In brief, the primary issues considered in the optimization 
packages OASIS are the FE integration and implementation of different element 
classes. 
iCare: Interactive Computer Aided Reliability Engineering based on the predecessor 
IST. iCare is currently being developed at Instituto Superior Tecnico (IST), Lisbon, 
Portugal - refer e.g. to Santos (1994). The program iCare is an integrated system 
based on modelling and analysis by use of CAD and the commercial FE-program 
ANSYS from which generalized, parametric design variables are assigned to the 
model. The optimization is performed by use of the optimization system ADL while 
both simulation and FORM/SORM techniques can be applied for the reliability 
estimation. 
Furthermore, refer also to papers such as Al-Saadoun & Arora (1989), Chen & Haleja 
(1989), Nakib & Frangopol (1990), Chen & Duan (1994) and others in which the appli-
cation of interactive optimization systems and/or closely related issues are reported. 
In general, the typical primary features of these systems are within the fields of FE in-
tegration and parametric modelling. For example, the implementation and definition of 
different types of elements and corresponding master nodes and/or design variables that 
control the geometrical boundaries are given thoroughly consideration. Also, integrated 
graphical tools that allow for postprocessing within the same system are generally gi-
ven much attention in the above-mentioned applications. For example, this includes the 
possibilities to display stress distributions, deflections, etc. and vizualizes the modified 
geometry during the optimization. Finally, various techniques and implementations that 
effectively and accurately determine the design sensitivities of the FE discretized struc-
ture have been considered in the applications listed above. 
Considering the possibilities to introduce user imposed interactions with respect to the 
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optimization, especially !DESIGN contains such facilities. For example, !DESIGN con-
tains interactive facilities and corresponding algorithms for constraint correction, con-
straint correction at constant cost, constraint correction at specified increase in cost, 
constraint correction at minimum increase in cost, etc. 
Generally, with respect to the implementation and performance of the optimization algo-
rithms used, these issues have not been considered thoroughly for the listed optimization 
systems. Typically, already existing optimization packages developed for non-interactive 
optimization or relatively simple techniques such as linear programming are applied, alt-
hough special considerations must be taken in an interactive environment. The desirable 
and necessary capabilities of an interactive optimization system with respect to grap-
hical displays for interactive decision making are therefore considered in the following 
sections. 
3.3 Basis for Interactive Decision Making 
To obtain a proper basis upon which appropriate user imposed interactions can be based, 
this s.ection considers various parameters and graphical displays which can be used to 
obtain information on the behaviour of the reliability-based optimization . 
3.3.1 Optimization as an Information Tool 
In a traditional, non-interactive reliability-based optimization, the design process can be 
divided into 3 parts: 
• Pre-evaluation in order to determine potential failure modes, definition of design 
variables, stochastic variables and formulation of response model, definition of 
optimization problem, etc. 
• Perform the reliability-based structural optimization. 
• Post-evaluation in order to verify that the failure modes considered are the most 
critical, and a general assessment of the final design. 
In cases where the obtained solution is not acceptable for some reasons, the design 
process outlined above is repeated where the information obtained from the previous 
optimization is taken into account. 
Considering this information and the behaviour of the optimization problem, quantities 
such as sensitivities and elasticities (refer to section 3.3.2) and what-if studies (see section 
3.3.3) contain valuable information. Furthermore, assessment of iteration histories for 
the objective function, constraints and design variables, comparison of the active and 
violated constraints for a given set of design variables, determination of the most critical 
design variables, etc. can be used to determine appropriate modifications for the next 
optimization. Finally, the designer's intuition, confidence with respect to the final design 
and experiences from similar problems should not be neglected. 
In brief, the information obtained from the post-evaluations is observed to constitute the 
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basis for the pre-evaluation and hereby define suitable modifications for definition of the 
next optimization problem. In other words, a recursive scheme is established. 
Considering interactive reliability-based optimization, this can be interpreted as an in-
tegration of the pre- and post-evaluations. Hereby, the iteration histories, sensitivities, 
elasticities, etc. are available during the optimization. Furthermore, provided that the 
interactive optimization system is CAD integrated, important measures such as distribu-
tion of stresses and a vizualization of the changed geometry of the structure are available 
for the interactive decision making. 
In other words, relevant information concerning the behaviour and condition of the 
optimization problem can be extracted during the optimization process and exploited 
through appropriate interactive modifications of the optimization problem at an early . 
stage. The number of costly and redundant recalculations are hereby reduced while the 
designer at the same time is given the opportunity to influence the deisgn process more 
directly. 
3.3.2 Sensitivity and Elasticity 
I 
Considering the family of 1st order optimization algorithms outlined in section 2.2.3, 
the sensitivities of the objective function and the constraints with respect to a design 
variable z; 
8C(z) 
8z; 
8cj{z) 
8z; 
j = 1, ... ,me 
aci(z) 
8z; 
are required for the solution of the optimization problem. 
j = 1, ... ,m; (3.1) 
Furthermore, provided that the reliability-based constraints Cj(z), j = 1, ... , mf3 are 
written in the form (2.31 ), these sensitivities are identical with the partial derivatives of 
the reliability index f3i ( z) 
8(3i(z) 1 8gi(T(u*), z) 
--~~= ----------------~~~--~ 
8z; 11 V,.gj(T(u*), z) 11 8z; 
(3.2) 
where equation (2.33) is applied to obtain the sensitivity effectively. 
Considering the sensitivities with respect to the reliability indices, the parameters for 
which the sensitivities are sought can be divided into the following 3 groups: 
• Sensitivities with respect to optimization variables z evaluated in accordance with 
equation (3.2). 
• Sensitivities with respect to the distribution parameters used to describe the sto-
chastic variables (typically mean value f.lXi and standard deviation uxJ 
• Sensitivities with respect to other deterministic parameters p. 
In brief, the vector p contains various types of deterministic parameters which influence 
the reliability-based optimization problem, e.g. distribution parameters and physical 
quantities which are considered to be satisfactory modellel as deterministic parameters. 
With respect to the evaluation of the latter two types of sensitivities, these can be 
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obtained analogously with equation (3.2) provided that the latter term 8gi(T(u*), z)/8z; 
in (3.2) is replaced by the derivative with respect to the parameter PI considered, i.e. 
8gi(T(u*), z, p)j8p1. 
However, considering the evaluation of the sensitivities with respect to the distribution 
parameters, the sensitivity of the limit state function 8gi(T(u*), z, p )/ 8p1 can be omitted 
because these parameters p only participate through the transformation X = T(U, p). 
Therefore, based on the definition of f:J in accordance with (2.25), the sensitivity is 
obtained as 
f:J = Vu*Tu* (3.3) 
where subscript j indicating the jth failure mode has been omitted for reasons of sim- · 
plicity. 
For a closer . description of the evaluation of sensitivities, refer e.g. to Madsen et al. 
(1986) and Enevoldsen (1991) and (1992). 
In order to compare the importance of the sensitivities defined above, the so-called ela-
sticities S; (or S;j} are often used. Thus, using this measure to compare the sensitivities 
of the reliability indices f:Ji(z), j = 1, ... , m/3 with respect to the design variables z;, 
i = 1,1 ••• , n, the elasticity sii is defined as 
(3.4) 
Analogously, elasticities that correspond to the sensitivitites defined in equations (3.1 )-
(3.3) with respect to both design variables z and parameters p can be defined similar to 
equation (3.4). 
Finally, although the elasticities given by (3.4) define a consistent standard of reference, 
the uncertainty of the parameters considered ought to be taken into consideration. For 
example, S;i > S;k does not automatically imply that the parameter Pi is more important 
than Pk in cases where the value of Pi is determined with greater certainty. 
In order to depict effectively the various sensitivities and elasticities considered above, 
these quantaties are conveniently shown either numerically using a spreadsheet formula 
or displayed in a matrix plot. Using the latter form, the values of S;i are represented by 
use of different colors. Refer e.g. to the program Post View ( 1994) designed specificly for 
post-evaluation of reliability-based analyses. 
3.3.3 What-If Studies 
Having evaluated the various sensitivities defined in the previous section, these can be 
applied in the particular useful what-if studies. Applying a what-if study, the expected 
change in objective function, constraints (or reliability indices) for given changes in 
the design variables z and the vector of parameters p are estimated based on a linear 
approximation. 
For example, considering the reliability index fli(z(k), p) subjected to the changes .6.z and 
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.6.p, the estimated new value of the reliability index (,Bi(z(k) + .6.z, p + .6.p )) is obtained 
from the approximation 
Considering the iterative process during an interactive optimization, the sensitivities with 
respect to the design variables are considered the most important, since the interactions 
are typically based on these parameters. For example, based on what-if studies, mutually 
dependent design variables (e.g. thickness and diameter of a steel bar) can be changed 
interactively to adjacent standard dimensions without violating the constraints. Addi-
tionally, the effect with respect to constraint violations and the change in the objective · 
function (e.g. volume or cost) can be assessed before intended user imposed interactions 
are introduced. 
From section 2.2.3 it is seen, that the sensitivities of the objective function and con-
straints with respect to the design variables are used by the optimization algorithm (refer 
e.g. to algorithm 2.1). However, since the sensitivities (8C(z(k))j8z;, 8cj(z(k))j8z;, etc.) 
that correspond to the design point z(k) are evaluated in conjunction with the search for 
the n~w point z(k+l), these sensitivities are not available at the time where the optimiza-
tion is temporarily stopped after iteration k. Consequently, provided that the previous 
sensitivities are applied for the what-if studies with respect to the design variables, i.e. 
(3.6) 
no additional response calculations are required to carry out the what-if studies with 
respect to the design variables. 
3.4 Interactive Capabilities and Modifications 
Based on the information obtained from the graphical displays described in the section 
3.3, this section defines the desirable interactive capabilities for user imposed modifica-
tions which an interactive (reliability-based) optimization system should possess. With 
respect to desirable capabilities for interactive deterministic optimization systems, refer 
also to Arora & Tseng (1988) and Arora (1989). 
3.4.1 Changes in Design Variables 
In order to perform an interactive optimization, the basic requirements for an inter-
active optimization system with respect to the design variables include the following 
opportunities: 
• Change the current design point z(k). 
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• Fix existing design variables to prespecified values. Similarly, the possibility to 
include new (and re-include temporarily fixed) design variables in the optimization 
problem should be provided. 
• Modify, i.e. narrow or enlarge, the simple bounds on the design variables . 
By use of these possibilities, the user is allowed to apply different optimization strategies. 
For example, relatively narrow simple bounds can be applied throughout the optimization 
and then, as the iterative process is progressing, the simple bounds can be altered. On 
the other hand, wide simple bounds can be used initially to obtain more or less 'global' 
optimum, whereafter a subset of the design variables can be fixed/ attached to appropriate 
values, some simple bounds can be narrowed, etc. 
3.4.2 Changes in Constraints 
Considering interactive changes with respect to the constraints, the facilities listed below 
should be taken into consideration: 
• 
1
Facilities to change the active set of constraints and thereby exclude and include 
constraints interactively must be present. 
• Modification of deterministic parameters in order to change the target value (e.g. 
maximum deflection) or reformulate simple constraints. 
For example, considering optimization of tubular steel bars constraints with respect to 
global and local instability can be formulated while, depending on the current status of 
the design variables, only the type of failure mode which is most likely to become active 
is taken into consideration. Especially in conjunction with the application of fixed design 
variables, the opportunity to change the active set is particularly effective. 
Considering constraints with respect to comfort and serviceability (e.g. deflections, ro-
tations) or aesthetic requirements, these can be included or excluded interactively by the 
designer, and, provided that the governing parameters are included in the vector p, the 
requirements can be modified. 
3.4.3 Changes in Reliability Analysis 
With respect to the changes concerning the reliability analysis, these changes prima-
rily consider stochastic parameters, the stability of the reliability evaluation and the 
convergence rate. 
• Modification of the set of stochastic variables, i.e. the possibility to alter the status 
of a stochastic variable to a deterministic parameter and vice versa. 
• Modify the distribution parameters for the stochastic variables, i.e. mean value 
f.LX; and standard deviation CTX;· 
• Change the required accuracy for the determination of the reliability index /3j(-). 
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• Change the starting point u}0 ) used for the determination of the individual relia-
bility indices /3j( · ), j = 1, ... , m13. 
• Alter the minimum required reliability index f3yun. 
In order to assess the influence of the stochastic parameters, the sensitivities and elasti-
cities of the reliability indices with respect to the distribution parameters flx. and ax; 
can be corn pared. 
In particular, a low value of 8f3i/ 8ax; indicates that the variable X; can be removed 
from the set of stochastic variables. Furthermore, the magnitude of the corresponding 
component a; in the a-vector introduced in equation (2.28) can be used to determine 
the so-called omission sensitivity factors as referred in Madsen (1988). 
Finally, with respect to changes of the starting point u(o) for the reliability evaluation, 
adaptive accuracy, etc., refer to section 5.4 where these modifications are addressed. 
3.5 System Layout 
Within the concept of interactive optimization, the basic methods to impose the inter-
actions/ modifications are: 
• The program prompts for input automatically in cases where difficulties are de-
tected. For example, inconsistent constraints (no feasible solution), line search step 
length parameter a ~ 1 for several consequtive iterations, lack of convergence, etc. 
may initiate the optimization program to prompt for user input. 
• The user monitors the progress of the optimization manually and interrupts the 
program in cases where the performance and/or developement of the optimization 
is unsatisfactory. 
• The optimization program stops automatically when a pre-specified number of 
iterations or mild convergence criteria are reached. 
Clearly, the most versatile layout of a general interactive optimization system includes 
a combination of all the above methods. Considering optimization of realistic structural 
systems characterized by costly and time consuming constraint evaluations, these are 
typically carried out in a batch environment. Therefore, the types in which the opti-
mization stops automatically and waits for interactions after a pre-specified number of 
iterations are considered superior to methods that requires to monitor the progress con-
tinuously. 
With respect to the organization of an interactive reliability-based optimization system 
aiming at structural problems, the following modules are necessary: 
• User interface in which the interactive decision making and modifications can be 
performed. 
• Optimization module with the capability to handle the interactions and changes 
of the optimization problem imposed by the user. 
• Reliability analysis module used to evaluate the reliability-based constraints. 
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• Finite element module in order to perform the response evaluations. 
Using an interactive optimization that stops automatically and awaits interactive changes 
from the user when pre-defined requirements are fulfilled, the above list constitutes 
a more or less hierarchical layout of the interactive optimization system. Therefore, 
depending on the level of integration, the user interface can be seen as an external 
module which is used to control the optimization process. However, in order to modify 
parameters with respect to the performance of the optimization, the reliability analysis, 
etc., the requirements for enhanced integration are increasing. 
3.5.1 Customizing and Linking of Modules 
In order to be able to import and export information from the various modules concer-
ning interactions, optimization, reliability analysis, FE analysis, etc., a common interface 
is required. With respect to existing commercial optimization packages such as the pro-
grams considered in section 3.2, these are typically based on an internal standard. Her-
eby, the linking between the various modules is performed through specific interfaces or, 
more1rationally, through a common, internal database. With respect to the importance 
of applying a rational database in connection with development of software, refer e.g. to 
Park & Arora (1986), Rogan (1989) and Tyson (1991). 
Considering interactive reliability-based optimization systems, the integration between 
the various modules is even more important. In such systems, the opportunity to im-
pose interactions at different levels requires that the superior and controlling parameters 
within each module are accessible through the user interface. 
In order to obtain a flexible system that allows replacement of one or more modules (e.g. 
the reliability analysis module or the FE module), a global interface standard is desirable. 
Unfortunately, such standards are typically either non-existing, not fully supported and 
only rarely used. For example, within the context of FE programs, the NEUTRAL file 
format can be used to import and export models between different programs. However, 
although most programs support this standard, it is not possible to transfer all proper-
ties for some types of elements. 
Consequently, interactive reliability-based optimization systems are bound to rely on 
internal standards and thereby apply internal interfaces or databases. 
3.5.2 Graphical Displays 
In order to apply an interactive optimization system effectively as an information tool, 
the appropriate graphical displays must be available. 
In brief, the various graphical displays can be divided into 2 groups, namely: 
• Graphical displays directly associated with the optimization, i.e. iteration histo-
ries and values of e.g. objective function, constraints, sensitivities, convergence 
parameters, what-if studies, etc. 
• Displays used for postprocessing of the design, i.e. geometry of the structure, 
deflections, distribution of stresses, etc. 
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Within the first group, a list of desirable graphical displays are outlined in Arora & 
Tseng (1988) and Arora (1989) . Combined with the graphical capabilities discussed in 
section 3.3, the primary requirements can be summarized as: 
• Status of the current design, i.e. values of design variables, objective function, 
constraints, etc. 
• Sensitivities and what-if studies (refer to section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) in order to as-
sess the behaviour of the optimization problem and the influence of possible user 
imposed interactions. 
• Iteration histories of design variables, objective function and constraints. Addi-
tionally, more internal parameters such as the development of various convergence 
parameters can be used to determine appropriate modifications of the optimization 
problem. 
• Information with respect to the reliability analyses such as the most important 
stochastic variables, the required number of iterations for the determination of the 
reliability indices (3J( · ), etc. 
The implementation of the prototype IROS of an interactive reliability-based optimiza-
tion sy;stem is described in chapter 7, where some of the proposed interactive capabilities 
are presented. 
In order to allow for postprocessing of the optimized design, the requirements for in-
tegration of the response analysis module into the optimization system is increasing. 
Especially, considering complex structures characterized by parametric modelling where 
superior optimization variables are used to control the geometry of the structure, this in-
tegration of graphical tools that allow for postprocessing becomes increasingly important. 
For example, in cases where the shape/geometry of a given structure is modelled by po-
lynomials, cubic splines, etc., the actual values of the optimization variables that define 
these curves are difficult to assess. Therefore, the vizualization of the actual geometry, 
stress distribution, etc. for a given set of optimization variables z(k) is important to 
obtain a feasible design. 
3.6 Algorithms for Interactive Optimization 
As outlined in section 2.2.3, optimization algorithms which have shown superior for sol-
ving structural problems are characterized by their use of already available information 
obtained from the previous iterations. The gradual construction of the approximate 
Hessian matrix used in quasi-Newton methods is an example of such an algorithm . 
Considering interactive optimization, the primary differences are caused by the fact that 
the optimization problem is changed interactively. Hereby, depending on the type of 
change and influence on the optimization problem, already obtained information may 
or may not be representative for the ongoing solution of the modified optimization pro-
blem. 
In order to minimize the influence of the iteration history and path dependent infor-
mation utilized in the future iterations, the following two strategies for optimization 
algorithms for interactive problems are straightforward: 
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e Reduce the sensitivity of the path dependent information used. Unfortunately, 
these types of modifications are prone to reduce the efficiency of the optimization 
algorithms. 
• Apply alternative optimization algorithms which are less dependent (or not depen-
dent at all) on the iteration history. 
Within the latter types, the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) proposed by Svan-
berg (1987) can be used. Using this method, the basic strategy for solving the opti-
mization problem is the standard approach in which a sequence of easily solved, explicit 
subproblems is generated. However, using MMA, these subproblems are written in terms 
of reciprocal design variables of the type 1/ ( Zj - Lj) or 1/ ( Uj - Zj). Due to the fact 
that the parameters Lj and Uj are allowed to vary between the iterations, the method · 
is hereby termed MMA. 
The method is described in the papers Svanberg (1987), (1993a) and (1993b), where the 
performance/efficiency of the method is evaluated and some suggestions for the update 
of the moving asymtotes Lj and Uj are given. Based on the authors experiences using 
MMA, the performance and stability of the method are extremely sensitive to the choice 
of the parameters Lj and Uj, especially in cases where Zj -t 0. Furthermore, the effici-
ency1of MMA is dependent of the nature of the problem considered. Not surprisingly, 
the efficiency is superior in cases where the problem functions contain reciprocal terms, 
i.e. 1/ zj, r > 0. Finally, rather similar experiences have been observed by Lars Krogh, 
Institute of Mechanical Engineering, Aalborg University. 
Considering more traditional methods based on a linearization of the constraints, a large 
variety of methods has been described in standard optimization books such as Gill et al. 
(1981), Vanderplaats (1984), Arora (1989) and others. Although not reported specificly 
in this thesis, methods based on sequential unconstrained minimization techniques and 
sequential linear programming have been implemented and examined. Hereby, the per-
formance and applicability of these methods has been assessed in order to determine the 
most effective methods for interactive optimization of structural problems. 
Based on this assessment, the dominant quasi-Newton algorithm is considered to be su-
perior as already pointed out in section 2.2.3. Hereby, since this method more or less 
can be interpreted as an expansion of the method of constrained steepest descent, con-
strained conjugate direction, etc., the quasi-Newton algorithm is chosen as the method 
to be considered more thoroughly. 
Thus, in order to obtain a stable, reliable and relatively efficient optimization algorithm 
suitable for interactive optimization, the following chapters concentrate on appropriate 
modifications of the quasi-Newton algorithm. 
Although improved performance can be obtained through a specific fine-tuning of the 
algorithm for certain classes of optimization problems, such non-general modifications is 
not considered. On the contrary, the purpose of the following chapters is to determine 
the governing parameters within the algorithm and, subsequently, modify the algorithm 
in order to solve interactive reliability-based structural optimization problems most effi-
ciently. 
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Chapter 4 
Quasi-Newton Optimization 
Algorithms 
4.1 Introduction 
Based on the brief outline of quasi-Newton optimization algorithms in chapter 2, this 
chapter deals with the constituents of these algorithms in more detail. An overall descrip-
tion of the method can be found in optimization books such as Gill et al. (1981) and 
Luenberger (1984) while a more detailed theoretical description is given in Dennis & 
More (1977). 
Generally, the various parts are reviewed from an interactive point of view, upon which 
the algorithm dependent modifications suitable for interactive reliability-based optimiza-
tion proposed in chapter 5 are based. 
Firstly, the quadratic programming subproblem is treated in section 4.2, where a formal 
solution technique for an inequality constrained QP problem is outlined with some neces-
sary modifications. Next, in section 4.3, focus is concentrated on quasi-Newton updating 
schemes where the difficulties in obtaining a consistent update and thereby consistent 
search directions in an interactive environment are concerned . Finally, the choice of 
Lagrange multipliers used in the quasi-Newton updating schemes and the choice of me-
rit function are addressed from an interactive point of view in sections 4.4 and 4.5, 
respectively. 
4.2 Quadratic Programming Subproblem 
As stated earlier in section 2.2.3, the most efficient and widely used algorithms within 
structural optimization have been based on sequential quadratic programming (SQP). 
Combined with a quasi-Newton update of the approximate Hessian matrix, this method-
ology is also frequently termed Recursive Quadratic Programming (RQP) or Constrained 
Variable Metric (CVM). 
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With respect to the derivation of the standard QP subproblem, a thourough description 
can be found in Arora (1989), where the QP formulation and its solution are derived 
using necessary KT conditions (2. 7)-(2.10) and Taylor series approximation. 
Although a standard QP generally is defined as equations (2.12)-(2.15) in section 2.2.3, 
two modifications will be presented here. 
A relaxation parameter p E [0, 1] is introduced as proposed in Powell (1977) in order 
to ensure that a feasible solution to the SQP (2.12)-(2.15) exists. In cases where the 
intersection of the linearized constraints spans an empty set, the active set of inequality 
constraints is split into two set Mai = Me; U M>.;, where Me; consists of non-positive con-
straints Cj(z(k)) ~ 0 while M>.; consists of active inequality constraints with Cj(z(k)) > 0. 
Inconsistency among the linearized inequality constraints in the original SQP (2.14) are . 
hereby omitted by choosing an appropriately large value of p in ( 4.3). 
Secondly, recalculation of inactive constraint gradients is omitted through the approxi-
mation Vzc1cz(k)) ~ Vzcj(z(kj))- refer e.g. to Schittkowski (1984), where the superscript 
(kj) denotes gradients which have been calculated in a previous iteration, i.e. typically 
the last iteration in which the constraint Cj(·) was active. 
Thus, the modified quadratic subproblem, from which the search direction d in the kth 
iteration can be determined, is given as 
I 
mm VzC(z(k){ d + ~dTB(k)d ( 4.1) 
d 
s.t. Cj(Z(k)) + Vzcj{z(k){ d = 0 j E Me ( 4.2) 
(1- p)ci(z(k)) + Vzci(z<kl{ d 2:: o j E Mci ( 4.3) 
ci(z(k)) + V zci(z(k){ d 2:: 0 j EM>.; U Me; ( 4.4) 
ci(z(k)) + Vzcj(z(kj){ d 2:: 0 j E M; \ {M a; U Me;} ( 4.5) 
z(k) - z~in < d· < z~ax - z~k) 
1 t - t- 1 1 i = 1, ... , n ( 4.6) 
O~p~1 (4.7) 
In ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) and throughout the remainder of this thesis, the following set of constraints 
is used 
Me {1, .. . , me} (4.8) 
At/; {1, ... , m;} ( 4.9) 
Msb = {m; + 1, ... , m; + 2n} (4.10) 
Mai Me; U M>.; ( 4.11) 
Mci {j : j E M; I Cj(Z(k)) ~ 0} ( 4.12) 
M>.; {j : j E M; I A~!+j > 0} \ Mci (4.13) 
Me; {j : j E M; I 0 ~ c;(z(k)) ~ c:} \ Mai ( 4.14) 
where the constraint sets Me and M; denote the sets of equality and inequality con-
straints, respectively, while Msb denotes the set of simple bounds with n lower bounds 
and n upper bounds. Ma; denotes the set of inequality constraints which is likely to 
become active in the solution of the QP (4.1)-(4.7). Mai is also written as the union 
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Mai = Mci U M>.;, where Mci consists of non-positive constraints cj(z(k)) ::; 0 and M>.; 
consists of active inequality constraints with Cj(z(k)) > 0. 
Finally, Mei used in equations ( 4.4)-( 4.5) denotes the set of c:-active inequality con-
straints, where the parameter c: ~ 0 is a user specified tolerance which determines the 
set of c:-active inequality constraints. Therefore, for increasing value of the parameter c:, 
the potential active set of constraints defined by equation ( 4.11) used in ( 4.4) is seen to 
increase. The choice of c: and the use of an active set strategy are treated in more detail 
in section 4.2.2. 
4.2.1 Quadratic Programming Solution Technique 
For simplicity, only solution techniques for QP problems of the standard form (2.12)-
(2.15) are considered in this section. Having established a solution technique for this 
problem, a generalization to the modified version ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) is straightforward in terms 
of splitting up the inequality constraints into different sets and impose the relaxation 
parameter p on the constraint values. 
Equality constrained QP 
Considering solution techniques for a QP subproblem with equality constraints only, 
i.e. (2.12)-(2.13), a straightforward solution can be obtained from the KT conditions. 
First, the necessary conditions to obtain a solution require that all me linearized equality 
constraints vanish in accordance with equation (2.8), i.e. 
j = 1, ... ,me (4.15) 
Furthermore, the derivative of the Lagrangian of the QP subproblem is required to be 
stationary in accordance with (2.10), i.e. 
( 4.16) 
where then x me dimensional matrix Vzcj(z(k)) contains the gradients of the me equality 
constraints while K, is the vector of Lagrange multipliers that corresponds to the QP 
(2.12)-(2.13). 
Combining the me+ n equations in (4.15)-(4.16), the solution in terms of the search 
direction d and the new estimate of the Lagrange multipliers ;:;.,(k+I) to the equality 
constrained QP can be obtained from the matrix form 
( 4.17) 
where c(z(k)) denotes a column vector with the constraint values of ci(z(k)), j = 1, ... , m,. 
The estimation of Lagrange multipliers,\ that corresponds to the original problem (2.1)-
(2.3) is treated in section 4.4. 
With respect to the solution of (4.17), the robust QR factorization (refer e.g. to Golub 
& Van Loan (1989) or Press et al. (1992)) is often used where the matrix is written as 
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the product of an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R. Although 
the solution can be obtained by a direct factorization of the full n + ma x n + ma matrix, 
more effective techniques can be used. Refer e.g. Gill & Murray (1978) for more efficient 
solution algorithms. 
Inequality constrained QP 
Considering the full standard QP (2.12)-(2.15) with inequalities and simple bounds, the 
closed form ( 4.17) is not valid. The major obstacle here is to determine the correct active 
set of constraints which is active at the point z(k) + d and thereby corresponds to the 
solution d. A general strategy is outlined in Ringertz (1993), Luenberger (1984) and 
others, where a 2 step procedure is used. 
First, an initial feasible point is determined using a phase 1 simplex algorithm. A thou-
rough description of the method can be found in Arora (1989), where an artificial cost 
function is introduced and the solution procedure of the simplex tableau is outlined. 
Among the 4 types of solutions to a standard simplex (unique, non-unique, unbounded 
and no feasible solution, respectively), the 1st and 2nd type entails a usable feasible 
point. Due to the presence of the simple bounds, the 3rd type (unbounded) of solution 
never pccour while the 4th type requires modification of the constraints in order to ob-
tain a feasible starting point. Thus, in cases where the simplex algorithm returns no 
feasible solution, the standard QP (2.12)-(2.15) has no solution. 
Considering the modified QP ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7), the relaxation parameter p is imposed in ac-
cordance with ( 4.3) whereby, for a sufficient large value of p E [0, 1], a feasible point is 
obtained with respect to the relaxed inequality constraints ( 4.3). 
Secondly, having determined an initial feasible starting point Z(o), the solution of the 
QP is found iteratively by use of an active set method, i.e. an iteration in the QP 
subproblem denoted by subscript ( l) is performed within the overall iteration denoted 
by superscript (k). In this method, the next estimate to the solution of the QP is 
updated as Z(l+l) = Z(l) + 6(1)· Introducing the difference between the current estimate 
Z(l) and previous design point from the overall iteration z(k) as D.z(l) = Z(l) - z(k), the 
change 6(l) of the current estimate Z(l) is found from the following equality constrained 
QP subproblem 
s.t. Vzcj(Z(k){ 6(1) = 0 
VzcJ(z(k){ 6(1) = 0 
j E Me 
j E wi(l) 
( 4.18) 
( 4.19) 
( 4.20) 
where Wi(l) denotes the current working set of inequality constraints. For simplicity, 
potential active simple bounds are formulated as standard inequality constraints and 
included in the working set wi(l) in ( 4.20). 
With respect to the solution of (4.18)-(4.20), a closed matrix form similar to (4.17) 
is easily formulated. Assembling the gradients of the ma constraints V 2 cj(z(k)) and 
Vzcj(z(k)) in (4.19)-(4.20) in the n x ma dimensional matrix Vzh(z(k)), 6(/) and ma 
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dimensional reduced vector of Lagrange multipliers K.{l+l) are found from 
( 4.21) 
Having found a solution 6(1) with the current active set, the maximum step length O'max 
among all m; linearized inequality constraints and 2n simple bounds is determined requi-
ring that the new point 
( 4.22) 
is feasible. Thus, due to the initially feasible starting point Z(o)l equation ( 4.22) and the . 
form of the constraints ( 4.19)-( 4.20), the new estimate Z(I+I) is known to be situated at 
the hyperplane of the linearized constraints. 
Depending on the value of O'max and the sign of the Lagrange multiplers R-(1+1) in equation 
( 4.21 ), the working set Wi(l) is changed. For a more detailed description, refer e.g. to 
Ringertz (1993). 
Finally, when both O'max = 1 and all Lagrange multipliers that correspond to inequality 
constraints are non-negative, the correct active set of constraints has been found. The 
solut
1
ion point Z(L), where Z(L) denotes the limit of the sequence { Z(l), l = 0, 1, 2, ... } has 
then been obtained. Consequently, the change 6(/) is zero at this point. 
The search direction d that corresponds to the original modified QP subproblem ( 4.1)-
( 4. 7) is then given by 
d = b.z{L) = Z(L) - z(k) (4.23) 
Inserting (4.23) and 6(1) = 0 in (4.21), the solution in terms of the search direction and 
the Lagrange multipliers is seen to coincide by comparison of the vector equations in the 
1st row of the matrix solution schemes ( 4.17) and ( 4.21) for the equality and inequality 
constrained QP, respectively. 
Although the solution procedure for the inequality constrained QP consists of 2 iterative 
steps and therefore seems to be relatively costly, both the simplex algorithm and the 
active set method only operate on the linearized constraints, i.e. no recalculation of 
constraint values or gradients are necessary. The dominating computational effort within 
the QP solution procedure is therefore dominated by the QR decomposition which is 
insignificant compared to the response and sensitivity analysis for each main iteration 
(k). However, specialized algorithms to update matrix factorizations more effectively 
can be utilized- refer e.g. to Golub & Van Loan (1989) or Gill et al. (1992). 
4.2.2 Active Set Strategy 
Since only a subset of all the original inequality constraints (2.4) is used in the QP so-
lution described in section 4.2.1, an active set strategy with respect to the constraints 
seems appropriate. 
Using this approach, only the constraint values and corresponding gradients of the con-
straints which are most likely to become active (Me U Mai) and the so-called e:-active 
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constraints (M";) are recalculated in each iteration. Consequently, the constraint va-
lues of the inactive constraints are updated by the linear approximation Cj(z(k+l)) ~ 
cj(z(k)) + Vzcj(z(k)l{ d while the corresponding gradients simply are assumed unchan-
ged, i.e. Vzcj(z(k+t)) ~ Vzci(z(kil). The superscript (ki) here indicates, that the gradient 
may have been calculated at a previous iteration (0) :::; (kj) < (k). 
However, since the constraints (2.4) are generally non-linear, the above approximation 
is encumbered with the weakness that the linear approximation of the constraint values 
might remain positive (and thereby indicate that the constraint is inactive) although the 
value Cj ( z(k)) of the constraints at the point z(k) is negative. 
Alternatively, in order to comply with the difficulties involved with the non-linearity 
of the constraints, all constraint values are evaluated in each iteration after which the 
criterion for evaluating the gradients is that the corresponding constraint values Cj(z(kl), . 
j E M; satisfy the condition Cj(z(k)) < c:, where c: > 0 is a user specified tolerance. 
Clearly, the number of constraints which has to be re-evaluated is increasing for increa-
sing value of the parameter c:. 
4.3 1 Quasi-Newton Updating Schemes 
As already mentioned, approximate 2nd order methods or quasi-Newton methods using 
only 1st order information have been considered to be the most efficient for solving 
structural optimization problems. Basicly, their relatively small total number of con-
straint evaluations is caused by the general use of recursive updating formulas for the 
approximate Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian. 
Originally, the full Newton method is developed for unconstrained problems, where the 
change at the design point p(k) is required to satisfy the condition 
( 4.24) 
whereby the 2nd order Taylor expansion of C(z) is stationary. 
In quasi-Newton methods, the fundamental idea is to approximate the Hessian matrix 
using 1st order information gathered in the previous iterations. Expanding the gradient 
of the objective function and requiring it to be stationary at the next iteration z(k+I) 
( 4.25) 
where B(k+I) denotes the approximation to the Hessian matrix of the objective function, 
the quasi-Newton condition for the unconstrained case is seen to be 
( 4.26) 
With respect to constrained optimization problems, B(k+I) is desired to approximate the 
curvature of the Lagrangian, i.e. B(k+t) simply contains an approximation of the 2nd 
derivative of the Lagrange function L(z, A) instead of the objective function C(z) in the 
unconstrained case. Thus, letting p(k) and q(k) denote the change in the design variables 
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and the change in the gradient vector of the Lagrangian, respectively, the quasi-Newton 
condition for the constrained case which B(k+l) is required to satisfy can be written as 
( 4.27) 
which is seen to be similar to (4.24). Refer also to Gill et al. (1984) and Luenberger 
( 1984) for a more detailed description. In ( 4.27) the vector p(k) is given as the difference 
between the current and previous design point - see also equation (2.11) 
( 4.28) 
while q(k) is dependent upon the difference between the current and previous derivatives 
of the Lagrangian L(z, ..\). The most straightforward choice for q(k) is . 
( 4.29) 
but several other suggestions have been given. The main reason for choosing another 
definition of q(k) is originated by the desire to preserve positive definiteness for B and 
due to problems originated by the change in the active constraint set - refer also to 
section 5.2.1 where this problem is addressed. The formulation q(k) = VzL(z(k),,\(k))-
VzL(z(k-I), ,\ (k)) is among the most commonly used alternatives to ( 4.29), where only the 
lastest set of Lagrange multipliers ,\ (k) are used . Combined with Powell 's modification 
presented in Powell (1977), q(k) is given as 
where the definition of the original vector q~k) is given as 
while the relaxation parameter ek is defined as 
1 
(1 - C)p(k)T B(k)p(k) 
p(k)TB(k)p(k) _ p(k)T q~k) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
In Powell (1977), the constant C E [0, 1] is chosen as 0.2. Using (4.30)-(4.32), the 
property of hereditary positive definiteness for the approximate Hessian matrix B is 
ensured for a large class of update schemes - refer also to the following sections and 
chapter 5 in which the Hessian update is treated. 
4.3.1 Rank-One Update Formulas 
Since the only new second order information obtained between two successive iterations 
is directed along the search direction d = p(k) fa, the difference between B(k+I) and B(k) 
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is expected to be satisfactorily represented by a matrix of low rank. Thus, given that 
B(k+I) is constructed by adding a rank-one matrix uvT to the original matrix B(k) 
(4.33) 
it is seen from ( 4.34) that the vector u must be parallel to the direction q(k) - B(k)p(k) 
if the quasi-Newton condition ( 4.27) is to be satisfied 
q<kl _ s<klp(k) 
U= ( 4.34) 
Thus, inserting u given by ( 4.34) into ( 4.33) determines a feasible rank-one update for . 
any choice of v satisfying the condition vT p(k) =/= 0, i.e. 
(k+I) - (k) q(k) - B(k)p(k) 
B - B + vT p(k) V ( 4.35) 
However, since the actual Hessian matrix is known to be symmetric it seems reasonable 
to require B(k+I) to be symmetric. Assuming that B(k) is symmetric, the property of 
hered~tary symmetry implies that u and v must be parallel, i.e. the unique symmetric 
rank-one update is given as 
( 4.36) 
4.3.2 Rank-Two Update Formulas 
If additional properties as hereditary positive definiteness must be included in the update, 
at least rank-two update matrices - also frequently termed variable metric methods- must 
be applied. 
Based on a sequence of matrices defined by the rank-one update ( 4.35) 
(k) _ B(k) (k) 
B(21+1) = B(2/) + q p V 
vTp(k) 
B(21+I) + B(21+I)T 
B(21+2) = -------
2 
a general symmetric rank-two updating matrix is presented in Gill et al. ( 1981) 
( 4.37) 
( 4.38) 
where the resulting formula ( 4.38) is found as the limit of the sequence ( 4.37). 
Depending on the choice of v, different rank-two corrections can be established. When 
v is chosen as p(k), ( 4.38) equals the commonly used DFP (Davidon-Fletcher-Powell) 
j 
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update formula. Rearranging the terms in ( 4.38), the DFP update is conveniently written 
as 
( 4.39) 
where w is defined as 
q(k) B(klp(k) 
w- (4.40) 
- p(k)T q(k) p(k)TB(k)p(k) 
The equality between ( 4.38) and ( 4.39)-( 4.40) is easily shown by evaluation of both 
right-hand sides. Premultiplying ( 4.40) by p(k) immediately proves the orthogonality 
between w and p(k). Consequently, any multiple of the matrix wwT, may be added to · 
the new approximate Hessian B(k+I) without affecting the quasi-Newton condition (4.27) . 
or the property of hereditary symmetry. Thus, in conjunction with Gill et al. (1981) , 
Luenberger ·(1984) and others, the one-parameter Broyden family update may be written 
as a slightly modified version of ( 4.39), i.e. 
B(k+l) - B(k) - B(k)p(k)p(k)T B(k) q(k)q(k)T ( (k)T B(k) (k)) WWT 
- p(k)TB(k)p(k) + p(k)T q(k) + </Jk p p ( 4.41) 
The 'optimal' choice of the parameter </Jk is closely related to the selection of similar 
parameters in SSVM (Self-Scaling-Variable-Metric) algorithms. In these methods the 
parameter( s) are selected automatically in order to create certain prescribed desirable 
properties (e.g. minimize the condition number) on the basis of theoretical considera-
tions. Typically, only a given class of functions and unconstrained problems is considered. 
SSVM methods can be reviewed in detail in Shanno & Phua (1978), Oren & Spedicato 
(1976) and others. 
At the present stage the considerations with respect to the selection of <Pk in (4.41) is 
restricted to encounter two commonly used values: <Pk = 1 whereby ( 4.41) is termed the 
DFP formula already shown in ( 4.39, and <Pk = 0 resulting in the efficient and even more 
commonly used BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) update formula, in which 
( 4.41) is reduced to 
( 4.42) 
In brief, it is worth noting that the BFGS update formula is a symmetric rank-two 
correction constructed from the vectors q(k) and B(k)p(k), respectively. Furthermore, the 
BFGS update formula has the property of hereditary positive definiteness if p(k)T q(k) > 0 
which is satisfied by use of Powells modification ( 4.30)-( 4.32) . 
4.4 Estimation of Lagrange Multipliers 
Since the Lagrange multipliers ..\ are used in the Hessian update, in the determination 
of the step length and the merit function (refer to section 4.5), etc., the efficiency of the 
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quasi-Newton algorithm is dependent on a reliable and accurate estimation of..\. 
From the QP solution outlined in section 4.2, a reduced mu-dimensional vector K_(k+I) of 
Lagrange multipliers that corresponds to the m a active constraints of the SQP ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) 
at the point z(k) + d is known. Expanding this reduced vector K_(k+I) to the vector ~(k+l) 
of the full dimension 
-(k+l)_{-(k+l) -(k+l)}T ~~ 
~ - ~1 ' • .. l ~ma . ~ ( 4.43) 
the vector K_(k+l) of dimension me+m;+2n is established, where the ith non-zero element 
in K_(k+l) corresponds to the ith active constraint in the SQP. 
Consequently, taking the effect of the step length a =J. 1 into account, the following 
update scheme for the Lagrange multipliers ..\(k+l) for the original problem can be used ·. 
( 4.44) 
i.e. a formula similar to the update of the design point in equation (2.11). 
From the SQP solution scheme outlined in section 4.2 it is easily seen that K_(k+I) is 
generally dependent on the approximate Hessian matrix B(k)_ Only at the optimal 
solution point where z(k) = z(k+I) = z* whereby d = 0, the vector K_(k+I) = K.* is 
obtained from the equation 
( 4.45) 
where Vzh( z*) denotes the gradients of the active constraints as introduced in ( 4.21). 
Thus, comparing (4.45) with the KT conditions (2 .7)-(2.10), K,{k+I) from the SQP is seen 
to converge to the correct Lagrange multipliers ..\ *. 
In Gill & Murray (1979), several alternatives to the above-mentioned method are propo-
sed. Based on ( 4.45) and the KT conditions, the reduced vector of Lagrange multipliers 
XLs corresponding to the current point z(k) and the gradients VzC(z(k)) and Vzh(z(k)) 
can be estimated from the least-square subproblem 
mm 
ALs 
s.t. j EM; U Msb 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
where equation ( 4.4 7) ensures that Lagrange multipliers corresponding to inequality 
constraints and the 2n simple bounds on the design variables are non-negative, i.e. an 
expansion XLs '"'-'t A£s similar to equation ( 4.43) has been used. 
4.5 Line Search 
Having found a search direction d from the QP subproblem described in section 4.2, the 
step length a along the search direction is determined from a one-dimensional line search 
in a merit function 'lj;( · ). Typically, a termination criterion for the line search requires 
that the value of the merit function is decreasing in each iteration. 
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4.5. 1 Merit Function and Penalty Parameters 
In order to ensure convergence for constrained optimization problems, a merit function 
'l/;( ·) is introduced. In brief 'l/;( ·) is a combined function used to compare mutual gains 
in the objective function and violation of the constraints with the property of having 
minimum at the optimum of the original problem. 
Generally, '1/J(·) is written as the sum of the objective function C(z) and a penalty term 
P( ·). Introducing the penalty parameters 1.t = {JLI, . . . flme, flme+I, ... flme+m;} T, the 
socalled Lrfunction proposed by Han (refer e.g. to the papers by Han (1977), Powell 
(1977)) can be written as 
me m; 
'1/J( a) = '1/J(z, l.t) = C(z) + L flj I Cj(z) I + L flme+i I min[O, Cj(z)]l ( 4.48) 
j=l j=l 
Similarly, the L2-function is defined by substituting the linear penalty terms in ( 4.48) 
with corresponding quadratic terms. 
Another frequently used class of merit functions is the augmented Lagrange functions, 
refer e.g. to Powell (1978), where 'l/;(·) is based on the Lagrange function L(z,A). Using 
a quadratic penalty term, '1/J( ·) can be written in the form 
( 4.49) 
Analogously, an exact differentable penalty function based on L(z, A) is used in Powell 
& Yuan (1986). 
In (4.48)-(4.49), the non-cogent notation 'l/;(a) = '1/J(z,A,/.t) is used due to the fact that 
the step length a uniquely specifies the point z = z(k) + ad, the Lagrange multipliers 
A = A (k) + a( K(k+I) - A (k)) and the penalty parameters /.t· 
For certain combinations of the merit function, penalty parameters, poor scaling of 
constraints, etc., the socalled Maratos effect (originally referred in Maratos (1978) and 
later in Powell ( 1987) and others) occur. In brief, the Maratos effect signifies that the 
penalty term is increasing even though the design point is closer to the solution, i.e. 
P(z(k) +d) > P(z(k)) 1\ 11 z(k) + d- z* 11 < 11 z(k) - z* 11 ( 4.50) 
Therefore, the performance and convergence properties of various definitions of the merit 
function, penalty parameters, etc. have been investigated in several papers, refer e.g. 
to Powell (1977), Powell & Yuan (1986), Broyden & Attia (1988), Byrd & Nocedal 
(1991) and others. Depending on the merit function, update of penalty parameters 
and line search termination criterion, global convergence can be proved. For example, 
for the augmented Lagrange function of the type ( 4.49) used as merit function in the 
algorithm NLPQL by Schittkowski, global convergence of the algorithm is considered in 
Schittkowski (1985b) for a certain update for the penalty parameters. Similarly, using the 
L1-function ( 4.48) as a merit function, global convergence can be proved for sufficiently 
large constant values of the penalty parameters J.li based on the value of the Lagrange 
multipliers i'Cj to the QP. 
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In Powell (1977), the penalty parameters to be used in conjunction with the L1-function 
are proposed to be updated as 
( 4.51) 
Using ( 4.51 ), the penalty parameter J.li that corresponds to an active or previously active 
constraint is seen to be greater than zero. In cases where 11 z(o) - z* ll ~ 0, whereby the 
active set of constraints is likely to change in the next iterations, J.li > 0 for both 
active and inactive constraints is advantageous. Thus, defining the minimum Lagrange 
multipliers from the QP solution as /'Cmin = min[Kj, j = 1, .. . , ma], equation (4.51) IS 
suggested to be extended to 
I i'Cj I 
o.5(J.Li+ I i'Cj I) (4 .52) 
ai'Cmin a E ]0, 1] 
Using equation ( 4.52), J.li > 0 is identically fulfilled for j = 1, . . . , me +m;. Hereby, the 
violations of previously feasible constraints which become violated in the next iteration 
(i.e. fj(z(k) +d) < 0 while Cj(z)(k)) > 0) are reduced. 
In general, the update of penalty parameters is dependent on the following contradictory 
guidelines: 
• Use of penalty parameters larger than necessary typically results in smaller step 
lengths, whereby the overall number of iterations is increased. As a consequence, 
a feasible (or almost feasible) point z(k) is always available, i.e. the optimization 
process can be terminated at any time with a feasible solution. 
• Use of smaller penalty parameters and/or J.lj = 0 for inactive constraints, currently 
inactive constraints is more likely to become violated. Due to oscillation, the 
determination of the correct active set of constraints hereby requires additional 
iterations. 
4.5.2 Line Search Termination Criteria 
Having defined and chosen the merit function, the step length a is now determined by 
the line search termination criterion and the search method used. 
Since each new point (a, 7/J( a)) in the one-dimensional unconstrained function mini-
mization requires a new calculation of the objective function and constraints in the 
corresponding point z(k) +ad, an 'exact' line search is inefficient in terms of increased 
computational effort. Therefore, using an inaccurate line search, termination criteria are 
necessary in order to determine whether a certain point (a, 7/J( a)) is acceptable. 
The test by Armijo and Goldstein outlined in e.g. Luenberger (1984) is among the most 
frequently used line search criteria, where the upper bound on a is defined by 
7/J(a) ::_; 7/J(O) + c'I/JI(O)a { 
Armijo : E: E ]0, 1[ 
Goldstein : E: E ]0, 0.5[ 
(4.53) 
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while the lower bounds on a, which ensure that the step length not is too small, are 
defined as 
1/J(TJa) > 7/J(O) + c1f;1(0)7Ja 
7/J(a) > 7/J(O) + (1- c)7f;!(O)a 
for the Armijo and Goldstein criteria, respectively. 
Armijo c E ]0, 1[ 
Goldstein : c E ]0, 0.5[ 
( 4.54) 
( 4.55) 
Using the Goldstein criterion (and the Armijo criterion with 7] = 1/c), the line search 
termination criteria are in the limit c --+ 0 seen to converge to the relaxed criterion 
7/J(O) + 1/J!(O)a < 1/J(a)::; 7/J(O) (4.56) 
while the acceptable range for the two criteria is observed to decrease for increasing 
values of the parameter c. 
In standard optimization books such as Luenberger (1984) and Vanderplaats (1984), 
a general outline of commonly used techniques for minimization of a one-dimensional 
unconstrained function is given. Refer also to Rao & Subbaraj (1990), in which new 
one-dimensional search schemes and methods such as golden section search, various 
types 9f quadratic and cubic interpolation, etc. are compared. 
In the context of reliability-based optimization, where the gradient evaluation of the 
constraints is relatively inexpensive when the constraint values are known (refer to section 
2.5.1 ), the number of trial steps and thereby the number of function evaluations in the 
line search must be minimized. 
Based on this observation, the line search techniques known as the watchdog technique 
proposed by Chamberlain et al. (1982) can be used, where the line search termination 
criterion ( 4.56) is allowed to be temporarily violated under certain specified conditions. 
Therefore, using the watchdog technique, 2 different line search termination criteria are 
used: 
• A standard, strong criterion such as Armijo, Goldstein, etc. requiring 7/J(a) < 7/J(O) 
whereby global convergence is guaranteed. 
• A relaxed criterion less restrictive than the standard criterion. In the limit, no 
criterion can be applied, whereby the initial trial step length is used identically. 
Having satisfied the strong criterion, the relaxed criterion (e.g. no criterion at all whe-
reby a = 1) is allowed to be used for a prescribed number of iterations. For a closer 
description, refer to Chamberlain et al. (1982). 
4.6 Scaling of Design Variables and User Functions 
In order to improve the numerical stability of the algorithm, hereby also reduce the 
condition number of the Hessian matrix B as addressed succeedingly in chapter 5, scaling 
of design variables, objective function and constraints are considered. Introducing z, C, c 
as the scaled design variables, objective function and constraints, respectively, and the 
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corresponding scaling parameters ndv, nobj and neon' a linear transformation can be 
defined as 
6 = nobjc ( 4.57) 
where both equality and inequality constraints are included in the latter equation. In 
( 4.57), nobj denotes a scalar' while ndv and neon denote diagonal matrices with com-
ponents D~v and D'J't, respectively. Typically, the optimization problem is only scaled 
once whereby ( 4.57) is applied before the 1st iteration. However, for extremely non-
linear problems and/or wide simple bounds combined with poor starting point, rescaling 
is likely to improve the iterative solution procedure. 
Considering the actual values of the various scaling parameters, a straightforward choice 
of ndv is 
" D~v = l/z}0) i = l, ... ,n (4.58) 
whereby all _design variables initially are scaled to unity provided that z}0 ) =/:- 0. 
With respect to the scaling of the constraints, only positive scaling constants must be 
applied in order to maintain the property that feasible inequality constraints are positive. 
Thus, defining Dj'J" in accordance with ( 4.59), all constraints are hereby scaled to ±1. 
neon- { ll/cj(z(O)) I 
ii- 11/ci-m.(z(o))l 
j = 1, ... ,me 
j = me + 1, ... ' me + m; (4.59) 
With respect to the determination of the remaining parameter nobj, the 2 linear matrix 
systems Bd- Vzc K = - V zC and V zcT d = c in the solution scheme ( 4.17) for the QP 
subproblem are considered. For a well-scaled problem, the order of magnitude of the 
search direction d and the gradient VzC is typically similar (initially, B = I), whereby 
Dobj ::::::: jj VzC(z(o)) jj-1 is a feasible choice. In order to reach the simple bounds (i.e. in 
cases where d is obtained from an unconstrained SQP with no active constraints) in one 
iteration only, nobj can be chosen as 
Dobj = (_!_ 11 VzC(z(o)) 11 ) - 1 
]( 11 zmax - znUn 11 
say](= 5 (4.60) 
Starting from an initially feasible point z(0), ]( ~ 1 typically requires several iterations 
before a constraint is reached while ]( » 1 often results in initial step length a ~ l. 
Finally, although the scaling procedures outlined above are used throughout the remi-
ander of this thesis, the designated symbols z, 6, c for the scaled parameters will not 
be used. Thus, unless a clear distinction is necessary for reasons of clarity, the unsealed 
symbols are used only. 
Chapter 5 
Procedures in Interactive 
Reliability-Based Optimization 
5.1 Introduction 
Based on the general outline of the desirable interactive capabilities of an interactive 
optimization system and the standard quasi-Newton optimization algorithm in the pre-
vious chapters, this chapter describes appropriate and necessary modifications of the 
quasi-Newton optimization algorithm and the corresponding reliability analysis. 
The proposed modification can be divided into two groups: First, modifications directly 
associated with user imposed interactions (such as change of current design point, modify 
simple bounds, exclude or include constraints, etc.) with which standard closed-loop op-
timization algorithms are unable to comply. Second, general purpose modfications of the 
algorithms, taking the typical behavoiur of the reliability-based structural optimization 
problems (both interactive and non-interactive) into account. Hereby, it is possible to 
improve properties such as smoother iteration history, reduce computational effort used 
in reliability analyses, etc. and, hopefully, improve the overall performance. 
The effects of the proposed modifications of the algorithm are illustrated and evalua-
ted in chapter 6, where relatively simple functions are used to test the procedures for 
interactive optimization outlined in this chapter. 
Considering the most frequent causes of the breakdown of quasi-Newton optimization 
algorithms, the specific implementation of the algorithm is an important factor. However, 
based on the experiences from numerous examples using NLPQL by Schittkowski (1984), 
VMCWD by Powell (1982) and others and Gill et al. (1981 ), the most general causes 
can be summarized as: 
• Poorly conditioned functions in terms of bad formulation, highly non-linear func-
tions, non-continuous and/ or non-differentiable functions (and 1st order derivatives 
of the functions), functions based on iterative solutions, etc. 
• Inaccurate gradients due to the item above and/or inconsistency in sensitivity 
analysis, e.g. step in finite difference scheme or numerical inaccuracy. 
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• Ill-conditioning of the current approximate Hessian matrix B(k) due to poor starting 
point z(o), whereby information from the first iterations does not apply in the 
current iteration k. 
Based on these observations, the most direct approach to improve the quasi-Newton 
algorithm is to minimize the sensitivity with respect to the current Hessian matrix and 
inaccurate functions and gradients. Especially in an interactive environment characte-
rized by user imposed changes of the current design point, changes of constraint set, etc., 
such properties are important. 
5.2 Revision of the Hessian Matrix 
Since the computational effort for reliability-based structural optimization problems used 
within the algorithm is negligible compared to the constraint and gradient evaluations, a 
more refined update scheme for the approximate Hessian matrix can be applied without 
affecting the overall computational effort. 
Condition Number of a Matrix 
Considering the linear system 
Ax=b ( 5.1) 
a unique solution x = A - 1 b can be found when A is a non-singular square matrix. 
Suppose now that b is perturbed to b + 8b, the perturbed solution is given as 
(5.2) 
Utilizing the inequalities 11 b 11::; 11 A 1111 x 11, refer e.g. to Gill et al. (1981), the relative 
effect on x from the perturbation of b can be written as 
(5.3) 
Similarly, a perturbation 8A of the matrix A results in the relative change 
ll8x 11 < 11 A 1111 A -1 11 II8A 11 
11 x + 8x 11 - 11 A 11 
(5.4) 
Introducing the condition number of a matrix A defined as 
cond(A) =IIAIIIIA-1 11 (5.5) 
this number is seen to determine the effect of a perturbation in b or A on the solution 
x. In other words, a matrix A is said to be well-conditioned if cond(A) is 'small', and 
ill-conditioned if its condition number is 'large'. 
Focusing on the quadratic subproblem ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) and the corresponding solution of the 
form ( 4.17), the approximate Hessian B (k) plays a dominant role in the determination 
of the search direction d. Consequently, a well-conditioned approximate Hessian entails 
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a stable solution of (4.1)-(4.7) in terms of a feasible descent direction d even though 
the gradients of the objective function and active constraints VzC(z(k)) and Vzh(z(k)), 
respectively, or the approximate Hessian matrix B(k) are slightly inaccurate. 
Considering the evaluation of the condition number as defined in (5.5 ), calculations of 
matrix norms are necessary. According to Golub & Van Loan (1989), the p-norm of a 
matrix A is defined as 
11 
A 11 = max _11 A_x_I...:....IP 
p llxii#O 11 X liP 
(5.6) 
Using the most frequently used 2-norm, 11 A 11 2 can be seen to be evaluated explicitly as 
the square root of the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix AT A, i.e. 11 A 11 2 ~ 
(11max[AT A]) 112 . Thus, using the property that the eigenvalues of a matrix equal the 
inverse eigenvalues of the inverse matrix, the condition number of an n-dimensional 
symmetric,-non-singular matrix A can be evaluated as the ratio between the largest and 
smallest eigenvalue of the matrix, i.e. 
I 
11n 
cond(A) =-
111 
where the eigenvalues are arranged in increasing order 111 :S: 112 :S: ... :S: 11n. 
(5.7) 
Hence, due to the symmetric updating schemes for the approximate Hessian, its condition 
number can be evaluated exactly from (5. 7). Alternatively, various techniques to estimate 
the condition number of a matrix are outlined in Golub & Van Loan (1989). 
Based on the above perturbation analysis, the most important indicator on the behaviour 
of the optimization problem is considered to be the condition number cond(B) of the 
Hessian B and the change in the corresponding eigenvalues which will be evaluated in 
the next section. Still, the change in the determinant det(B), the trace tr(B) and various 
matrix norms from one iteration to the next iteration may provide useful information. 
5.2.1 Minimization of the Condition Number of the Hessian 
Matrix 
Based on the result that a low cond(B) reduces the sensitivity of the gradients used in 
the QP solution scheme to determine the search direction d, a minimization of cond(B) is 
introduced. In several papers considering Self-Scaling-Variable-Metric methods (SSVM) 
such as Oren (1974), Oren & Luenberger (1974), Oren & Spedicato (1976) and Shanno 
& Phua (1978) and more recently in Nocedal & Yuan (1993), the optimal choice of 
parameters in the Hessian update to minimize cond(B) has been considered. However, 
these papers are typically based on theoretical considerations for unconstrained problems 
where the computational effort used within the algorithm is significant. Furthermore, 
the concept of minimizing cond(B) is addressed in Arora (1989), in which the initial 
scaling of the design variables is based on cond(B). 
Focusing on the quasi-Newton updating schemes outlined in section 4.3, any choice of 
the Broyden parameter rPk in the Broyden family update ( 4.41) is seen to satisfy the 
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quasi-Newton condition ( 4.27). Therefore, in order to minimize the condition number of 
the Hessian, a straightforward choice of B(k+I) is obtained from the following additional 
subproblem to be solved in each iteration 
mm cond(B(k+l)) = J(B(k), p(k), q(k), ifJk) 
tPk 
s.t. v1(B(k+1)) = Vmin > 0 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
where the function J(·) in equation (5.8) is defined as (4.41) and a positive lowest eigen-
value provided by (5.9) ensures positive definiteness of B(k+l). Additionally, simple 
bounds can be specified for the optimization variable ifJk, say ifJf:in::; ifJk ::; ifJf:in. 
In (5.8)-(5.9), the approximation of the change in the gradient q(k) of the Lagrange 
function L(z,.\) is defined by (4.30) in which qbk) is given in (4.31) while the relaxation 
parameter Ok is given by the self-scaling scheme (4.32) by Powell (1977). 
With respect to the original approximation qbk) of the change in the gradient of the 
Lagrange function, ( 4.31) is based on the latest set .\ (k) of Lagrange multipliers only in 
conjunction with the recommendation in e.g. Lim & Arora (1986) and Powell (1977). 
Especially in the first iterations where the active set of constraints is changing frequently 
and the estimate of the Lagrange multipliers is uncertain, this modification ensures that 
the difference in ( 4.31) is more consistent and thereby a better approximation. In the 
latter stages near the solution point z* equation ( 4.29) might be a better approximation 
although .\ (k) ~ .\ (k-l) in this stage. The influence of the choice of qbk) is illustrated in 
section 6.2.3. 
Considering the definition of the relaxation parameter fh given in ( 4.32), an arbitrary 
choice of C E ]0, 1 [ is seen to fulfil the requirement p(k)T q(k) > 0 as illustrated below in 
figure 5.1. 
JL!C: 1 I · Cr- 0.1 / : / / 
0.8 ) 'C = 012 
/ . / 
// : ./ · 
/ : / 
a:> 0.6 ;' ;' . / c = 0.4 
;' 
·"' 
0.4 -
0.2 
o~------~------~------~ 
-0.5 0 0.5 
pq/pBp (old) 
0.8 ... ~ = 0.8 
- ~=<12_--0.2 
C=O.I 
o~------~------~------~ 
-0.5 0 0.5 
pq/pBp (old) 
Figure 5.1: Plot of relaxation parameter fh versus ratio pT qjpTBp (left) and new 
ratio versus old ratio of pT qjpTBp (right) for various values of the constant C used in 
equation (4.32). 
From figure 5.1 it is easily seen the smallest relaxation of the original vector qbk) is 
obtained in the limit C -t 0, whereby p(k)T q(k) jp(k)T B(k)p(k) -t 0. Therefore, using a 
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too low value of the constant C, ill-conditioning in terms of a low nominator p(k)T q(k) 
in the 2nd term in ( 4.41) is possible. 
As an alternative to the self-scaling scheme ( 4.32), a more direct approach is proposed for 
the determination fh. Having obtained a fixed value for the parameter <Pk from equations 
(5.8)-(5.9), a 2nd subproblem is introduced for the purpose of reducing the influence of 
the relaxation term B(k)p(k) in ( 4.30) subject to constraints that prescribe an upper 
absolute limit (J<t) of the condition number of B(k+I) and a maximum relative increase 
(K2) in cond(B(k+t)), i.e. 
(1 - fh) 
s.t. 1/t (B(k+I)) = 1/min > 0 
cond(B(k+I)) :::; Kt 
cond(B(k+I))/cond(B(k)) :::; K2 
0:::; fh:::; 1 
(5.10) 
(5.11) · 
(5 .12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
, say Kt = min(1oHvn, 1010 ) 
, say K2 = max(n2, 102) 
In the limit fh = 0, it is seen from ( 4.30) and ( 4.41) that the Broyden update ( 4.41) 
results in the trivial result B(k+I) = B(k). Thus, provided that cond(B(k)) :::; Kt, a 
feasible solution with respect to the constraints (5.12)-(5.13) exists. 
In brief, this alternative update scheme for the approximate Hessian matrix requires 2 
phases each of which involving a minimization problem: 
Algorithm 5.1: Minimize Condition Number of Hessian Matrix 
Step 0 
Step 1 
Initialization 
Define original change in gradient of Lagrange function q~k) (e.g. in accordance 
with ( 4.31) ), self-scaling scheme for fh, simple bounds on <Pk (optional) and maxi-
mum absolute and relative increase in cond(B) specified by the user defined pa-
rameters Kt and K2. 
Determine Broyden Parameter 
Determination of the Broyden parameter <Pk from the subproblem ( 5.8)-( 5.9) using 
a self-scaling scheme for ok. 
Step 2 Determine Relaxation Parameter 
Determination of the relaxation parameter Ok from the subproblem defined in 
(5.10)-(5.14). 
Step 3 Exit 
Since these subproblems only operate within the algorithm and require no additional 
function or gradient evaluations of the objective function and constraints, the increase 
in the computations is typically insignificant considering structural problems. 
With respect to the choice of the parameters K1 and /{2 in (5.12)-(5.13), no unique 
guidelines are given here. Clearly, a smaller value of the absolute limit K 1 reduces the 
sensitivity of the gradients of the objective function and constraints in the SQP subpro-
blem, while a too small value of K 1 does not allow the 2nd order information to be stored 
in B(k+t), i.e. reducing the quasi-Newton algorithm to a steepest descent method. The 
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effect of these parameters is treated in more detail in section 6.2.1. 
Finally, combining the 2 phases into a single 2-dimensional mininization problem in 
( </>k,{h) is not feasible with the objective functions (5.8) due to the fact that the corre-
sponding solution yields cond(B(k+l)) ~ cond(B(k)). Thus, using the identity matrix I 
as the initial approximation for B(l), no 2nd order information is accumulated. 
5.2.2 Rebuilding of the Hessian Matrix 
Considering non-interactive quasi-Newton algorithms, several authors have suggested to 
initialize the approximate Hessian B to the identity matrix I for every nth iteration if 
no convergence has been achieved. Hereby old information obtained in the preceding 
iterations is discarded which, especially for highly non-linear problems and poor starting 
point z(o), has -proven to be an advantage. For such problems, information from the very 
first iterations may be in conflict with the latter information obtained. 
In an interactive environment further distorted by the user imposed interactions such 
as described in chapter 3, the old information stored in the Hessian matrix B is even 
more li~ely to relate to old 2nd order information that corresponds to points far from 
the current point z(k). Thus, pursuing the idea of discarding obsolete information, the 
approximate Hessian B(K) in the J(th iteration can be constructed from information 
obtained in the last kr iterations only, where kr ~ J( can be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore, 
provided that the previous vectors p(k) and q(k) (or alternatively q~k)) are available, a 
new approximate Hessian is obtained as follows: 
Algorithm 5.2: Rebuilding of the Hessian Matrix 
Step 0 Initialization 
Define no. of iterations ( kr) to be used for rebuilding the Hessian B(K). Set 
iteration counter to k = J( - kr. Initialize B(k) = I. 
Step 1 Update Hessian Matrix 
Update B(k+l) in accordance with the chosen updating scheme (e.g. the BFGS 
update (4.42) or the scheme outlined in section 5.2.1) utilizing the old vectors p(k) 
and q(k) (or alternatively q~k) depending of the update scheme). 
Step 2 Increase iteration counter 
Set k = k + 1. If k < J( then return to step 1, otherwise exit. 
Step 3 Exit 
With respect to guidelines or heuristic rules that determine whether to initialize B(k+l), 
continue the update by applying the quasi-Newton updating scheme (e.g. equation 
( 4.42), utilizing algorithm 5.1, etc.) or redefine the approximate Hessian in accordance 
with algorithm 5.2, no unique solution exists. Provided that cond(B(k)) is low, initi-
alization or redefinition is typically neither necessary nor advantageous. However, for 
increasing value of cond(B(k)) combined with substantial modifications (interactively by 
the designer or due to a large norm of the search direction 11 d 11), initialization and re-
definition become more attractive. Refer also to section 6.2 in which the most significant 
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differences and characteristic properties of the various Hessian updates are illustrated 
and evaluated. 
5.3 Modifications in the Optimization Algorithm 
Based on the requirements for an interactive optimization system outlined in chapter 
3, possible and necessary modifications of the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm are 
treated in this section. 
5.3.1 Fixed Design Variables 
Considering the interaction that a design variable is fixed to a user specified value such 
as described in section 3.4.1, two different strategies that allow this interaction are con-
sidered: Change the dimension of the optimization problem and a modification in term 
of a~ artificial equality constraint whereby the fixed design variable is kept constant. 
Change of Dimension 
A straightforward strategy is to reduce the dimension of the original problem (2.1 )-(2.5) 
and the corresponding QP subproblem (4.1)-(4.7). Thus, considering ann-dimensional 
optimization problem originally consisting of the design variables z = { z1 , z2 , ... , Zn} T 
in which the ith design variable z; is fixed to a prescribed value, the new vector of design 
variables z- of dimension n - 1 is denoted 
(5.15) 
where superscript ( k) indicating that the interaction is imposed in the kth iteration is 
omitted in order to simplify the notation. 
Using the full vector z (or transferring the fixed design variable z; to a vector of structural 
system parameters p), the evaluation of values of the objective function C(z-) and 
constraints cj(z-) and ci(z-) remain unchanged. Similarly, the reduced gradients of 
dimension n - 1 of these functions with respect to z- are found analogously. With re-
spect to the approximate Hessian matrix, a straigthforward choice of B- is to delete the 
row and column that correspond to the fixed design variable z; in the original matrix B, 
I.e. 
B1,1 B1,i-1 B1,i+1 B1,n 
B- = Bi-1.1 B;-1,i-1 Bi-I,i+I Bi-1 ,n (5.16) 
Bi+1,1 B;+l,i-1 B;+I,i+1 Bi+1,n 
Bn,l Bn,i-1 Bn,i+1 Bn,n 
Considering the eigenvalues V;-, i = 1, ... , n -1 of the new approximate Hessian B-
defined by (5.16), the inequality v1 ~ v! ~ v;;_ 1 ~ Vn holds since B- is a submatrix of 
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B. Consequently, B- is positive definite provided that the original Hessian B is positive 
definite while the condition number satisfies the inequality cond(B-) ~ cond(B). 
Thus, using B- and the corresponding reduced vectors and matrices of dimension n - 1 
and n - 1 x n - 1, the search direction d- that corresponds to the vector z- can be found 
from a reduced QP subproblem similar to (4.1)-(4.7). 
Considering the case in which an additional design variable Zn+I is included (or a tem-
porarily fixed design variable is reincluded) in the optimization problem, the new enlarged 
vector of design variables z+ of dimension n + 1 is 
( 5.17) 
Like the previously described reduction z-, the function values and enlarged gradients 
of dimension n + 1 of the objective function and constraints that correspond to z+ are 
evaluated easily. Using the original n x n dimensional Hessian matrix B, the new matrix 
B + can be chosen as 
(5.18) 
whereby positive definiteness of B+ is ensured provided that the original matrix B is 
positive definite and the diagonal element B;!f.I,n+I = b is positive. Furthermore, choosing 
b in accordance with the inequality v1 ~ b ~ vn, the equality cond(B+) = cond(B) is 
identically satisfied due to Vt = v{ ~ b ~ v:+l = Vn. 
Thus, using the method above and the proposed redefinition of the Hessian matrices B-
and B+, positive definiteness of the Hessian is seen to be preserved which is an important 
property to obtain stability of the SQP since otherwise the 2nd term ~dTB(k)d in (2.12) 
is unbounded. However, due to change of the dimension of the Hessian matrix B(k), the 
already obtained 2nd order information is lost in cases where temporarily fixed design 
variables are re-included in the optimization problem. 
Artificial Constraint 
An alternative approach is to include an additional equality constraint per fixed design 
variable in QP subproblem ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) whereby the full dimension of B(k) and positive 
definiteness is preserved. Including such an artificial constraint, the modified solution 
scheme, for the search direction subproblem in the case where design variable z; is fixed, 
is given in accordance with (5.19). From this equation, it is easily seen that d; is equal 
to zero due to the fact that linear constraints (such as the last row d; = 0 in the matrix 
system (5.19)) are fulfilled exactly. 
- Vzh(z(k)f 0 0 _ (~+1) = h(z(k)) 
[ 
B(k) - Vzh(z(k)) e; l [ ] [ -VzC(z(k)) l 
e? 0 0 K- 0 
(5.19) 
In (5.19) the column vector e; = {0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, ... , OF contains zeroes except at the 
ith position. Due to the presence of the additional constraint, the corresponding active 
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constraint set h(z(k)) is generally different from the active set that corresponds to the 
standard problem ( 4.17) where all design variables are allowed to vary. Finally, the last 
element in the vector K_(k+l) is seen to correspond to the artificial constraint di = 0. 
Since di = 0, it is seen from (5.19) that recalculation of the derivative 8Cj8z; and 
8hi/ 8z; for the fixed Zi can be omitted without affecting d. Still, the values of the 
Lagrange multipliers K,(k+l) to the QP subproblem (5.19) are dependent on the gradients 
used. Therefore, it is suggested to reuse the latest evaluated derivatives 8C I 8z; and 
8hi/8zi where z; was active in the gradients VzC(z(k)) and Vzh(z(k)) in (5.19), i.e. 
(k) _ { 8C(z(kl) 8C(z(k)) 8C(z(kil) 8C(z(k)) 8C(z(k}) }T 
Vz C ( z ) - 8 ' ... ' 8 ' 8 ' 8 ' ... ' !l 
Z1 Zi-1 Zj Z i +l U Zn 
(5.20) 
In (5.20), the iteration number ki used in the component 8C(z(kJl)j8zi indicates a pre-
vious iteration, i.e. kj < k. Analogously, the gradients of the active constraints Vzh(z(k)) 
are defined s-imilarly to equation (5.20). 
Finally, since n artificial constraints of the form d; = 0 can be included in the QP 
subproblem, the full dimensional vectors K(k+l} and A (k+I} of Lagrange multipliers that 
correspond to the QP subproblem and the original problem (2.1)-(2.5), respectively, 
are dtended to dimension me+m;+2n +n referring to m e equality and m; inequality 
constraints, 2n simple bounds and n artificial constraints. 
5.3.2 Change of Current Design Point 
Considering the interaction in which the current design point z(k) is changed to a new 
point z(k), the optimal solution z* remains unaltered. Consequently, this type of inter-
action is typically combined with a change in the simple bounds and/or interactions in 
which one or more design variables are fixed with the intention of obtaining a new design 
that is more acceptable. 
With respect to the requirements for the optimization algorithm in order to allow this 
type of interaction, an open-loop algorithm is applicable. Hereby, the optimization can 
be continued from the current iteration with the modified vector of design variables z(k) 
and the current (or a modified) approximation o~ the Hessian matrix, Lagrange multi-
pliers, etc. 
In the assessment whether to reuse the old Hessian matrix B(k), Lagrange multipliers 
A (k), penalty parameters 1-L(k), etc. or, on the other hand, rescale design variables, ob-
jective function and constraints or initialize the Hessian matrix B(k) = I and thereby 
discard previous information, the following indicators can be addressed: 
• For increasing values of the condition number cond(B(k}), the sensitivity with re-
spect to a change L).z = z(k) - z(k) is increasing. 
• The estimated change in the constraints (cj(z(kl)) = Cj(z(k)) + VzcJ(z(k))L).z can be 
assessed. In cases where the sign of (cj(z(k})) and cj(z(k)) is opposite, the active 
set of inequality constraints is expected to change. 
• Similarly, the elements 8L(z(k},A(k})/8zi can be interpreted as the sensitivity with 
respect to the change in the given design variable Zj. 
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• For highly non-linear problems (where the exact Hessian matrix Vz 2 L(z, ..\) is 
dependent on the point considered), the approximation B(k) based on the path 
to the old point z(k) might be a poor approximation at the new point z(k). Thus, 
the variation of the ratio 11 q(k) 11 / 11 p(k) 11 (i.e. the change in the gradient of the 
Lagrange function q(k) versus the change of the design point p(k)) from the 1st to 
the current point can be used as an indicator for the degree of non-linearity. 
In section 6.2, the above-mentioned indicators are used to illustrate the effect of the 
interactive change of the current design point. 
Finally, with respect to the implementation of procedures that allow this type of inter-
action and succeedingly continues the optimization process with B (k), ..\ (k), J.t(k), etc., 
special procedures are necessary. Therefore, issues such as line search termination crite- · 
ria, continued update of the Hessian matrix, etc. are treated in more detail in chapter 
7, in which t_he implementation of IROS is described. 
5.3.3 Change in Active Set of Constraints 
Focuiing on an interactive change with respect to the constraints, i.e. an inclusion 
or exclusion of a constraint, the number of equations me and mi in (2.3) and (2.4), 
respectively, is simply increased or decreased by one. Therefore, since the dimension 
of the Hessian matrix B remains unaltered, the search direction d and the reduced 
vector of Lagrange multipliers K, to the QP subproblem ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) are obtained by use 
of the standard solution technique outlined in section 4.2.1. However, the active set of 
constraints is now sought in the enlarged/reduced set of constraints. 
Provided that the included/ deleted constraint is not in the active set, the solution to 
the QP (4.1)-(4 .7) is independent of the interaction. On the other hand, in cases where 
interactively included or deleted constraints are affecting the active set of constraints, 
the solution to the QP is dependent on the interaction. Consequently, an assessment of 
whether or not to reuse current values of B(k), ..\ (k), J.t(k), etc. becomes relevant. 
Considering the effect on the quasi-Newton algorithm caused by a change of the active 
set of constraints between successive iterations, this effect is independent on whether 
or not the original cause is a direct user imposed interaction or simply caused by the 
non-linearity of the constraints. Consequently, since the approximate Hessian B(k) is 
gradually updated by a quasi-Newton scheme based on the vectors p(k) and q(k), the 
definition of the vector q(k) denoting an approximation to the change in the gradient of 
the Lagrange function is significant. In Powell (1977), Lim & Arora (1986) and others, the 
definition of q~k) given in ( 4.31 ), i.e. based on the most recent set of Lagrange multipliers 
..\ (k) only,_ is r:cm~mended in cas:s where the active set of constraints is changi~g. _Hereby, 
the contnbutwn m the two gradient vectors VzL(z(k), ..\ (k)) and VzL(z(k-1), ..\ ( :)) 1s based 
on the same set of constraints resulting in a more consistent approximation of q(k). The 
effect of the various definitions of q~k) and q(k) is illustrated for simple examples in section 
6.2.3. 
Similar to the guidelines outlined in the preceding sections, a low value of the condition 
number cond(B(k)) indicates that the sensitivity with respect to interactive changes 
is low. However, since the current Hessian B(k) is based on the previous gradients 
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V'zL( z(k),). (k)), the ratio 11 Aj V'zcj( z(k)) 11 / 11 V'zL( z(k),). (k)) 11, where the index j indicates 
active set changes of the constraints, can be used to assess the influence of the given 
constraint. 
5.4 Modifications in the Reliability Analysis 
Since the majority of computational efforts is used to evaluate the values of the reliability-
based constraints Cj(Z ), j = 1, ... , mf3 (and the corresponding gradients V'zcj( z)) to be 
used in the outermost optimization loop, the performance and efficiency of the reliability . 
analysis influence the overall performance substantially - refer also to section 2.5. 
5.4.1 Adaptive Accuracy 
In the very first iterations in the optimization loop, where the design point z(k) is changing 
rapidl:y and the difference z* - z(k) is relatively large, only moderate accuracy in the 
reliability analysis is required in order to improve the current design point z(k). Thus, 
based on equation (2.31), in which the reliability-based constraints are defined as Cj(z) = 
f3i(z)-f3jin, and based on the observation that feasible inequality constraints cj(z(k)) ~ 0 
are inactive in the SQP solution and therefore can be omitted in the current iteration, 
adaptive accuracy with respect to the convergence criteria in the reliability analysis can 
be applied. Using an iteration scheme for the approximation of the (3 point u* such as 
described in section 2.4.2, the iterative process is typically terminated when convergence 
criteria similar to 
(5.21) 
are fulfilled or a prescribed number of iterations n(Jax is completed. Using the reliability 
program Reliab01, refer to Reliab01 (1994), several convergence criteria similar to (5.21) 
are used, but in general Ef3 is comparable to the square of the difference between two 
subsequent estimates of (3. 
Based on the previous value (3j{z(k-l)) and thereby cj(z(k-1)) defined by (2.31), the 
gradient of the constraint V'zci(z(k-1)) and the search direction d, the mimimum expected 
value of the constraint in the next iteration k can be estimated as 
(5.22) 
where subscript j has been omitted. 
Based on the estimated value (c(z(kl)), the required accuracy for the reliability analysis 
can be defined. Using the reliability program Reliab01 or similar programs, the following 
definition of the convergence parameter Ef3 can be used 
{ 
10-16 
Ef3 = 10-4+2log(c(z(k))) 
10-2 
(c(z(kl)) ~ 10-to 
10-10 < (c(z(kl)) < 10-3 
(c(z(kl)) ~ 10-3 
(5.23) 
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from which it is seen that the obtained accuracy of the reliability index (3 in the limit 
(3 ~ (3min is .J10-16 = 10-8. 
Due to the definition/implementation of the limit state function g(T(u), z), inaccurate 
gradients Vug(T(u), z), etc., the required accuracy 6f3 cannot always be obtained. A 
maximum allowable no. of iterations n[Jax in the reliability evaluation is therefore typi-
cally used as an additional termination criterion. In figure 5.2 the parameters 6f3 and n[Jax 
are depicted as functions of the minimum expected value (c(z(k))) of the reliability-based 
constraints. 
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Figure 5.2: Plot of accuracy parameter 6f3 (left) and maximum allowed no. of itera-
tions n[Jax in reliability analysis for varoius no. of stocbastic variables N (right) versus 
minimum expected constraint value (c(z(k))). 
In the presentation outlined above, the subscript j denoting a specific reliability-based 
constraint, (3 value, limit state function, etc., have been omitted. In the optimization 
loop, where any subset of the m13 reliability-based constraints Cj(z(k)), j = 1, ... , m 13 is 
potentially active, the determination of the accuracy parameter using (5.22)-(5.23) must 
therefore be applied to each constraint cj{z(k)). 
Taking the progress of the overall outer optimization loop into account, the set of accu-
racy parameters can be controlled by parameters such as 11 d 11, 11 VzL( z, A) 11 or other 
quantitative measures of convergence. For example, using a simple termination criterion 
11 d 11 < cd = 10-10 , the set of accuracy parameters for the reliability analyses defined by 
(5.23) can be modified as 
cf3 = 6f3 · min[102 , \Ill d 11 /cd] say cd = 10-to (5.24) 
Thus, using (5.24) the accuracy required by (5.23) is seen to be relaxed for large step 
lengths when 11 d 11 > cd· 
In some sense, the concept of adaptive accuracy described above can be used as an 
alternative for the active set strategies with respect to the constraints. Using an active 
set straegy, only a subset of all me + mi constraint and/or gradients are evaluated in 
each iteration as outlined in section 4.2.2. However, the two methods/strategies are 
easily used simultaneously. 
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5.4.2 Adjusting the Starting Point 
In addition to the method of adaptive accuracy described in the preceding section, the 
required number of iterations in the reliability evaluation in the inner optimization loop 
can be reduced by an appropriate choice of starting point u<o) for the iterations in the 
standardized, normalized and uncorrelated space U. 
Close to the optimum z*, where the step z(k) - z(k-1) is expected to decrease and the 
change in the reliability index is small, i.e. (3j{z(k)) ~ f3i(z<k-1l), the f3 point uj(z(k-1)) 
that corresponds to /3j{z(k- 1)) and thereby the constraint ci(z(k-1)), is likely to be a 
good approximation to the starting point uj0 l(z(k)) in the next iteration (k) in the outer 
optimization loop, i.e. 
J, ... ,mf3 (5.25) 
Considering the cases where the current design is changed as a result of a user imposed 
interaction whereby the change D.z is known as D.z = z(k)- z(k), a straightforward choice 
for the starting point u)0 l to be used in the next iteration could be found from the linear 
approximation 
I 
J, ... ,mf3 (5.26) 
However, due to the effective formulation of the reliability-based sensitivities outlined in 
(2.32), in which each derivative fJ/3i(z)jfJz; only requires fJgi(T(u*), z)jfJz;, the vector 
8u;/8z; in (5.26) is not available. Only in cases where the sensitivities 8(3i(z)j8z; are 
found by the computationally ineffective overall finite difference scheme, the adjustment 
in (5.26) is possible. 
Thus, the only information available is the corresponding points ( z(k), uj( z(k))) from 
the previous iterations. Hereby, provided that a relatively large number of iterations 
has been completed, application of response surfaces or neural networks are the only 
practicable methods for adjusting the starting point uj0 l(z(k)) in cases where the design 
point is changed. Since the overall number of iterations normally is relatively small, 
these methods have not been applied. 
Therefore, the cases where the unknown step z(k) - z(k-1) is expected to be large (e.g. 
in the very first iterations in the outer optimization loop and after interactions of the 
type z(k) --+ z(kl), the starting point defined by (5.25) should not be used. Depending on 
the algorithm used to obtain the solution point u*, a poor starting point u(o) typically 
entails lower convergence rate than the standard starting point u<o) = 0. 
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Chapter 6 
Evaluation of Procedures for 
Interactive Optimization 
6.1
1 
Introduction 
In order to assess the performance and applicability of the different interactive quasi-
Newton optimization algorithms and corresponding implementation of the reliability 
estimation, this chapter considers the effect of primary elements and modifications in 
the optimization algorithm and reliability analysis. 
In section 6.2, modifications of parameters and alternative procedures within the quasi-
Newton optimization algorithm are examined, while section 6.3 considers modifications 
within the reliability estimation. Based on these results, section 6.4 outlines general 
guidelines for interactive reliability-based optimization with respect to user imposed 
interactions and appropriate implementation of the algorithms to solve this type of pro-
blems. 
6.2 Modifications of the Optimization Algorithm 
In this section, the effect of internal algorithm dependent implementations of the Hessian 
update, Lagrange multipliers, line search, etc. is visualized through numerous examples 
and qualitative discussions of the properties of the different modifications and imple-
mentations. Please note that, although the various effects are sensitive to the examples 
used, the effects shown are generally applicable to the class of optimization problems 
considered. 
In order to illustrate these properties, a large variety of indicators is introduced. Conside-
ring the state of the Hessian matrix B, the primary parameter considered is the condition 
number cond(B). Additionally, parameters such as det(B), tr(B), cond(diag(B)) and 
prod(diag(B)) = B1,1 • B2,2 · ... · Bn,n contains information on the state of the Hessian 
matrix. With respect to convergence parameters, quantities such as dT d, pT p (where 
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p =ad), pTBp and VzL(·fVzL(·) are shown, which are all known to approach zero at 
the optimum. Furthermore, the step length parameter a, Lagrange multipliers~ and K, 
etc. are considered. 
Finally, please note that most figures contain a comparison of two different optimization 
strategies which are depicted left and right, respectively. Therefore, since the required 
number of iterations is not identical for such two strategies, the scaling of the horizontal 
axes (which typically indicates the iteration no.) is different. 
6.2.1 Condition Number of the Hessian Matrix 
Considering the influence of the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B ), it has . 
already been pinpointed in chapter 5 that the sensitivity of the QP solution is dominated 
by this quantity. 
In order to illustrate the typical behaviour of interactive optimization problems solved 
with the min cond(B) strategy outlined in section 5.2.1 and the standard BFGS update, 
the iteration history for cond(B) and 3 convergence parameters are shown in figure 6.1. 
In brief, the primary objective with the illustration of the convergence paramaters is to 
vizu~lize the characteristic properties of the different optimization strategies. Therefore, 
the individual curves indicating dTd (solid line), pTp (dashed line) and pTBp (dash-dot 
line) has not been labeled in the figures in this chapter. 
In brief, the optimization problem depicted in figure 6.1 contains n = 5 design variables 
while the objective function and the mi = 7 constraints are formulated as simple po-
lynomials up to the 4th order. The solution of the interactive optimizations problems 
consists of 2 phases. First, the optimization is continued until the mild convergence 
criterion ( dT d < 10-6 ) is fulfilled. At this point, a simple interaction is imposed, whe-
reafter the 2nd phase is continued until the convergence criterion again is satisfied. 
Considering figure 6.1, the primary difference is seen to be the development of the condi-
tion number cond(B) . From the figure, cond(B) can be observed to increase during both 
optimization phases when using the standard BFGS update for the interactive problem. 
Especially in the first iterations after an interaction, the increase in cond(B) is typical 
when applying the BFGS update. Contrary to this behaviour, the condition number 
cond(B) more often remains within the same level when using the m in cond(B) stra-
tegy. 
In general, this tendency applies to the majority of interactive optimization problems. 
Consequently, the standard BFGS update is prone to result in an ill-conditioned Hessian 
matrix and thereby poor search directions, numerical difficulties, etc. after successive 
user imposed interactions. 
Considering the convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp, the qualitative course 
of these curves is smoother when applying the min cond(B) strategy with a smooth 
transition after the interaction between the 1st and 2nd phase. With respect to the 
BFGS update for the Hessian matrix, the irregularity in iteration k = 5 is caused by 
a < 1. However, although a = 1 in the 2nd phase (i.e. d = p ), the 3 convergence 
parameters are seen to flucuate more than the corresponding parameters when applying 
the min cond(B) strategy. 
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Figure 6.1: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 
and convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp using the min cond{B) strategy out-
lined in section 5.2.1 (left) and the standard BFGS update (right). 
In order to illustrate the behaviour for the above mentioned optimization problem in 
the case where the Hessian matrix is initialized B = I after an interaction, the iteration 
history is depicted for this optimization strategy in figure 6.2. 
Comparing figure 6.2 and the right-hand part of figure 6.1, these curves are seen to be 
identical in the 1st phase until iteration no. 9. The reason for this equivalence is that 
the standard BFGS update formula are applied from the basis B(l) =I. 
In the 2nd phase after the interaction, the development in cond(B) differs significantly 
due to the initialization B(lo) = I in figure 6.2. However, with respect to the required 
number of iterations, no significant difference between the different optimization strate-
gies can be seen in this example. Comparing the two iteration histories for the BFGS 
update for the 2nd phase, both optimization strategies are seen to require 6 additional 
iterations independent of whether B(lO) is initialized. 
In general, the difference between the required number of iterations for the BFGS update 
and the min cond (B) strategy is minor in cases where the functions (objective function 
and constraints) consist of polynomials of relatively low order. However, quantities such 
as wide simple bounds, poor starting point (either initially at z(o) or due to user im-
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Figure 6.2:_ Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 
and convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp using the standard BFGS update 
where the Hessian matrix B is initialized after a user imposed interaction. 
posed interactions), large number of design variables and a high degree of non-linearity 
) 
generally affect the performance of the standard BFGS update adversely. In such cases, 
the application of the min cond(B) strategy and/or initialization of the Hessian is an 
advantage. 
Finally, in cases where only a limited number of design variables completely dominate 
the optimization problem (and these variables thereby to a large extent are responsible 
for the construction of the Hessian matrix), no significant improvement can be expected 
when using the min cond(B) strategy compared with the standard BFGS update. How-
ever, in cases where the set of the most active and most significant design variables is 
changing, the min cond(B) strategy is typically superior. 
Parameters used in the Minimization of the Condition Number 
Considering equations (5.10)-(5.14), the parameters /{1 and /{2 are seen to define the 
maximum increase in the condition number of the Hessian matrix in the 2nd phase of 
the min cond(B) strategy. 
Based on experiences, an appropriate value of the parameter /{1 , which determines the 
maximum, absolute limit of cond(B(k+l)), has shown to be ]{1 = min(104+vn, 1010 ). Ty-
pically, provided that the allowable relative increase !(2 is relatively small, the actual 
value of the parameter K 1 is not critical. Provided that the optimization problem is 
well-scaled, the maximum value of cond(B) during the iterative process typically is less 
than the upper bound. Therefore, any value within the range !(1 E ]106 , 1010 [ for the 
problem size n E ]4, 20[ can be applied. 
Considering the maximum, relative increase cond(B(k+1))/cond(B(k)) determined by the 
parameter K 2 , the effect of this parameter is more sensitive. As already pointed out and 
illustrated in the previous figures, the condition number cond(B) is likely to increase 
rapidly in the first iterations. Therefore, in order to prevent ill-conditioning and accu-
mulation of old 2nd order information, the parameter I<2 should be chosen relatively 
small. For example, K 2 = max(n 2 , 102 ) can be applied although values in the range 
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/(2 E ]10
2
, 104 [ typically are reasonable. 
However, due to the application of the 1st phase (see equations (5.8)-(5.9)) of the min 
cond(B) strategy, the 2nd phase, in which the parameter /(2 is used, is not necessarily 
active. Therefore, for well-scaled and well-conditioned optimization problems, any value 
of /(2 within the above mentioned range is often workable. 
Taking the effect of scaling of the optimization problem into consideration, the value of 
the condition number cond(H) of the correct Hessian of a well-scaled problem is expected 
to be smaller than for a poorly scaled problem. As a consequence, the values of the para-
meters /(1 and /(2 can be chosen smaller for well-scaled problems. Refer also to section 
6.2.5 for more details. 
Rebuilding of the Hessian Matrix 
Considering the optimization strategy outlined in algorithm 5.2 in which the Hessian 
matrix is rebuild in each iteration, the characteristic performance of this strategy is dif-
ficult to generalize. 
In cases where an early increase in cond(B) in the first iterations (see e.g. figure 6.2) is 
caused by an incorrect active set of constraints, current design point z(k) far from the 
optimum z*, etc., a continuous removal of old information is typically an advantage. Si-
milatly, removal of old 2nd order information after user imposed interactions sometimes 
improves the performance. On the other hand, in cases where the 2nd order information 
gathered in the first iterations is representative for the current status of the optimization 
problem, removal of this information is a disadvantage. Therefore, based on these obser-
vations and experiences, the performance of this strategy has shown extremely sensitive 
to the choice of starting point z(o) and the type of interactions imposed. 
Therefore, applying the standard BFGS update for the rebuilding of the Hessian matrix 
within algorithm 5.2, the primary drawbacks of the method is similar to the drawbacks 
of the standard BFGS, i.e.: 
• Old and irrelevant 2nd order information may dominate the current approximation 
of the Hessian matrix and thereby reduce the effect of information from the most 
recent iterations. 
• The maximum value of the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 1s 
unbounded. 
Finally, with respect to the choice of the number of iterations kr to be used for the 
rebuilding of the Hessian, the effect of this parameter can be compared to the frequency 
at which the Hessian is initialized B =I. Consequently, a large value of kr and/or rare 
initialization B = I intensify the disadvantages listed above while a small value of kr 
reduce the effeciency due to the absence of 2nd order information. 
6.2.2 Artificial Constraints in the QP Subproblem 
Focusing on the techniques outlined in section 5.3.1 used to comply with the interactive 
change that allows the user to fix (and re-include) design variables, two different tech-
niques are considered. In order to evaluate and illustrate the performance of applying 
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artificial constraints versus a change of dimension (where the Hessian matrix is partly 
initialized when temporarily fixed design variables are re-included), the behaviour of a 
typical example is shown in this section for the two strategies. 
The optimization problem considered consists of n = 8 design variables and mi = 15 con-
straints which is solved by use of the min cond(B) strategy and applying the watchdog 
technique. In brief, the solution procedure consists of the following 3 phases. 
1. A common non-interactive optimization (until iteration number k = 19). 
2. A 2nd phase in which 4 design variables are fixed to adjacent integer values by 
applying the two different strategies. 
3. A 3rd phase in which all design variables are re-included and the current design 
point is changed before the final optimization is conducted. 
The iteration history for the 3 optimization phases for the 2 different techniques is shown 
in figures 6.3 and 6:4. In these figures, convergence parameters dT d, pT p, pTBp, the 
squared nor~ of the gradient of the Lagrange function VzL( · )TVzL( ·) and the condition 
number of the Hessian cond(B) are depicted, respectively. 
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Figure 6.3: Iteration history for the convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp and 
squared norm of the gradient of the Lagra.nge function when changing the of dimension 
(left) and applying artificial constraints (right) for the fixed design variables. Refer also 
to section 5. 3.1. 
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Figure 6.4: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 
when changing the dimension (left) and applying artificial constraints (right) for the 
fixed design variables. Refer also to section 5.3.1. 
From figure 6.3 it is seen that the iteration histories in the 1st phase are identical since 
thes<e are carried out with identical strategies. 
Considering the 2nd and 3rd phase, the required number of iterations until convergence 
are seen to be larger (7 and 14 iterations in phases 2 and 3, respectively) when the 
dimension of the problem is changed. For comparison, the required number of iterations 
when applying the artificial constraints is 6 and 9 iterations, respectively. Although the 
performance of the technique utilizing artificial constraints for this particular problem 
require less iterations (15 to 50%), this property cannot be generalized. Typically, the 
required number of iterations is almost equivalent or 10 to 20% less when applying the 
artificial constraints. 
A general property is that a reduction of the number of design variables typically requires 
fewer iterations than a corresponding enlargement: Partly due to the reduced size of the 
problem and partly due to the fact that no 2nd order information with respect to the 
remaining design variables is discarded in case of a reduction. 
Finally, due to the application of the watchdog technique, the step length a in the line 
search has been a = 1 throughout the optimization, whereby the curves dT d and pT p 
are seen to coincide in figure 6.3. 
Considering the change of dimension from n = 8 to 4 in the 2nd phase, the dimension 
of the Hessian matrix is reduced in accordance with equation (5.16). Similarly, the 
enlargement of B before the 3rd phase is performed in accordance with (5.18) . In this 
particular example, the enlargement of the Hessian matrix to the original dimension 
n = 8 between the phases 2 and 3 is simply chosen as 
B+ = [ B 0] or I ( 6.1) 
due to the fact that the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix B(25 l 
after the 2nd phase satisfy the inequalities Vrnin(B( 25l) < 1 < Vmax(B( 25l). Hereby, the 
condition number of the Hessian matrix remains constant during the operation defined 
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by equation (6.1). 
The iteration history for the condition no. of the Hessian matrix is shown in figure 6.4. 
Considering the case in which the artificial constraints are applied (shown in the right-
hand figure), the order of magnitude for cond(B) is almost constant during the 2nd and 
3rd phases. In the case where the dimension of the Hessian is changed (left), it is seen 
that cond(B) is decreasing due to the reduction of the dimension in the 2nd phase while 
the order of magnitude for cond(B) is practically unchanged in the 3rd phase. 
Comparing the required number of iterations for these 2 times 2 optimization phases, the 
primary cause for the enlarged required number of iterations is seen to be the discarded 
2nd order information. In the 3rd phase, where the 4 design variables are re-included, 
the required no. of iterations is 14 and 9, respectively. Therefore, the old 2nd order in-
formation with respect to these design variables, which is available due to the application · 
of the artificial constraints, is significant for the convergence rate. 
6.2 .3 Lagrange Multipliers 
Considering the effect of the Lagrange multipliers .X, these can be observed to be signifi-
cant parameters with respect to the performance of all types of quasi-Newton optimiza-
tion algorithms. 
Among others, the primary topics of interest are: 
• Update of Lagrange multipliers .X (k+l) based on the previous estimate .X (k) and the 
Lagrange multipliers ,.,(k+l) to the QP. 
• Choice of .X in equations ( 4.29)-( 4.31) in order to define the change in the gradient 
of the Lagrangian q(k). 
• The influence of .X and K. in the merit function - either directly in cases where an 
augmented Lagrange function is utilized or indirectly through the choice of the 
penalty parameters JL. 
In order to illustrate the effect of the choice of the Lagrange multipliers, a simple non-
interactive optimization problem is considered. In brief, the optimization problem con-
sists of n = 5 design variables, m; = 9 inequality constraints, where the objective 
function and the constraints are formulated as multi-dimensional polynomials up to the 
4th order. 
The iteration history for the convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp is depicted 
below in figure 6.5 for two different optimization strategies. The difference in the gra-
dient of the Lagrange function q(k) is given by equation ( 4.30), where q~k) is defined as 
(6.2) and (6.3), respectively. 
VzL(z(k),_x(k))- VzL(z(k-IJ , _x(k)) 
VzL(z(k),_x(k))- VzL(z(k-l),_x(k-I)) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
In both cases, the standard BFGS update, standard line search using the Lrfunction 
as merit function, standard update of Lagrange multipliers using ( 4.44) and standard 
scaling as shown in section 4.6 are applied. 
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Figure 6.5: Iteration history for convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp using 
equations (6.2) and (6.3) (shown left and right, respectively) in the definition of q(k) . 
From figure 6.5 it is seen that the definition of q(k) in accordance with equation (6.2) 
only requires 10 iterations compared to 17 iterations when using (6.3). 
Even more important, the qualitative course of the curves demonstrates a smoother 
convergence when equation (6 .2) is applied, where the convergence parameters shown 
are seen to approach zero almost monotonically. Especially with respect to the parameter 
VzL( · fVzL(-), the qualitative course of the curve is seen to be ideal when using the 
most recent set of Lagrange multipliers only as in equation (6.2), while the alternative 
(6.3) is more irregular. Therefore, in cases where the active set of constraints not has 
stabilized, application of the most recent Lagrange multipliers only in the definition of 
q(k) (or qbk)) is generally an advantage. 
Due to the fact that a = 1 in most iterations, the two curves dT d and pT p are seen 
to coincide in these points. Only where the step length parameter a < 1, whereby 
11 p 11 = a 11 d 11 < 11 d 11, an irregularity can be observed. With respect to the alternative 
definition in equation (6.3), much more fluctuation curves and a relative large difference 
between the parameters pT p and pTBp can be observed in figure 6.5. 
Furthermore, although not depicted, the application of equation (6.2) entails that the 
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maximum value of cond(B) is approximately 107 - 108 , while the maximum value of 
cond(B) is beyond 1010 when using (6.3). 
The primary reason for these differences can be observed from a comparison of the change 
of the active set of constraints throughout the iterations as shown in figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6: Iteration history for non-zero Lagrange multipliers A; (dark) and K; (light) 
using equations (6.2) and (6.3) (shown left and right, respectively) in the definition of 
q(kJ. Subscripts 1-9 correspond to ordinary inequality constraints, 10-14 to lower bounds 
and 15-19 to upper bounds. 
From figure 6.6 the active set of constraints can be observed to change at a decreasing 
rate through the iteration history until the correct set of constraints is obtained in the 
last iterations. Especially when using equation (6.3) the active set is changing more 
rapidly in the first iterations. The difference in the two gradients VzL( z(k), A (k)) and 
VzL(z(k-l),A(k-l)) hereby becomes inconsistent, whereby the 2nd order information in 
the approximate Hessian matrix becomes a poor approximation to the actual Hessian 
matrix H = Vz 2 L( ·). Refer also to figure 6.5 in which a slower rate of convergence can 
be seen. 
With respect to the update of the Lagrange multipliers A in accordance with equation 
(4.44), this update scheme is seen to yield .A(k+l) = K.(k+l) in cases where a= 1. There-
fore, whether to use equation ( 4.44) or simply apply A (k+I) = K.(k+l), and thereby adopt 
the Lagrange multipliers from the QP solution directly, is only relevant for a < 1. 
Based on experiences from relatively small problems only, the difference between the 
application of the update scheme given by equation ( 4.44) or simply applying the iden-
tity A (k+l) = K.(k+J) is minor. However, although not depicted, the iteration history for 
the convergence parameter VzL( · fVzL( ·) seems to be smoother when equation ( 4.44) 
is applied . Not surprisingly, this observations holds especially in cases where a < 1 and 
the active set of constraints is changing. Therefore, based on these observations and the 
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fact that a = 1 in most iterations (due to application of the watchdog technique), this 
issue is not treated in more detail. 
6.2.4 Line Search Termination Criteria 
Considering the choice of a line search termination criterion, a relatively mild criterion 
is preferable. Primarily, this is based on the observation that the extra computational 
effort used to evaluate the gradient of the reliability-based constraints is small provided 
that the constraint value has been determined. 
Thus, using the watchdog technique in the special case where the relaxed criterion is . 
defined as no criterion at all, the watchdog technique can be interpreted as a buffer 
which allows use of a = 1 for the next f:l.kw iterations provided that the standard 
criterion just has been satisfied. Therefore, due to the fact that the standard criterion is 
checked in every iteration although this criterion is not required to be satisfied, the step 
length a = 1 can be maintained provided that the standard criterion is satisfied within 
the next f:l.kw iterations. Hereby, the relaxed criterion is allowed for the subsequent f:l.kw 
iterations until iteration no. k + f:l.kw. 
I 
With respect to the choice of the positive integer f:l.kw, i.e. the number of iterations in 
which the relaxed line search criterion is allowed without satisfying the standard criterion, 
no systematically investigations have been performed. Still, the following guidelines have 
shown generally applicable, although specific examples can be observed to perform more 
optimally for a different choice of f:l.kw. 
• A small value, say f:l.kw E [1, 3] depending of the dimension of the problem, is 
typically too conservative. The relaxed criterion is hereby discarded too often 
where convergence would be obtained after additional iterations. 
• Although a large value, say f:l.kw ~ n°·6 - n°·8 for n E [5, 10], is more likely 
to return to a point that satisfy the standard criterion, the increase in the proba-
bility of success does not compensate for the increased number of wasted/ discarded 
iterations f:l.kw. 
• The likelihood of non-feasible search directions d is increasing for increasing value 
of cond(B). Thus, using the traditional BFGS update, a large value of f:l.kw is 
more likely to cause wasted iterations. 
Considering the more traditonalline search termination criteria outlined in section 4.5.2, 
in which a standard criterion is required to be satisfied in each iteration, the performance 
of such criteria are generally less effective than the watchdog technique. Especially in 
cases where the acceptable range for the line search are narrowed, refer e.g. to the pa-
rameters c and 'TJ in equations ( 4.53)-( 4.55), the overall performance of the algorithms is 
decreasing. Similarly, application of an 'exact' step length is inefficient. 
Consequently, the number of function evaluations used for the line search termination 
must be minimized when (interactive) reliability-based optimization problems are consi-
dered. 
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6.2.5 Scaling of Design Variables and Functions 
In section 4.6, the effect of scaling of the objective function, constraints and design variab-
les has been considered. Considering traditional non-interactive optimization problems, 
the primary purpose of scaling is to improve the numerical stability of the optimization 
algorithm in terms of scaling the elements in the QP solution scheme (i.e. components in 
the Hessian matrix, function values and derivatives of constraints and objective function) 
to be within the same order of magnitude. Especially the combination of non-linearity, 
wide simple bounds and poor starting point z(O) can cause ill-conditioning. 
Applying the traditional BFGS update scheme, the condition number cond(B) is typi-
cally increasing until z(k) is relatively close to the solution z* - refer also to section 6.2.1. .. 
Based on this observation, the effect of scaling becomes even more important for interac-
tive optimization problems. The importance of scaling is illustrated in figure 6.7, where 
typical iteration histories of cond(B) and 3 convergence parameters are compared for a 
scaled (where the scaling is performed in accordance with section 4.6) and a non-scaled 
optimization problem are shown. 
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Figure 6.7: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 
and convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp using the standard BFGS update 
scheme for a scaled (left) and non-scaled (right) optimization problem. 
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In both cases, the optimization is continued until the squared norm of the search di-
rection vector dT d is less than approximately 10-6 , i.e. 9 and 11 iterations, respectively. 
At this point a simple user imposed interaction is introduced, whereafter the optimiza-
tion is continued until the mild convergence criterion dT d ::; 10-6 is satisfied. 
Comparing the scaled and non-scaled iteration history, the development in cond(B) is the 
most significant. Especially for the non-scaled problem, the condition number cond(B) 
is seen to approach values around 1015 • In general, a continuation of the optimization 
problem (i.e. introduction of a new user imposed interaction and subsequently conti-
nuation) is typically impossible for cond(B) > 1010 - 1015 causing a breakdown of the 
optimization algorithm. An initialization of the Hessian matrix B = I is therefore requi-
red in order to obtain a stable solution. 
Considering the performance of the min cond(B) strategy outlined in section 5.2.1, the 
corresponding iteration histories for the solution of the scaled and non-scaled optimiza-
tion problem are shown in figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 
and convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp using the min cond(B) strategy for 
the Hessian update for a scaled (left) and non-scaled (right) optimization problem. 
In figure 6.8, please note that the scaling of the vertical axes is identical to the scaling 
used in figure 6. 7. Comparing the figures 6. 7 and 6.8, no significant reduction in the 
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required number of iterations until convergence can be observed although the latter min 
cond(B) strategy requires less iterations than the standard BFGS update. Especially 
after the user imposed interaction, the convergence parameters dT d, pT p and pTBp 
can be observed to decrease faster, i.e. indicating a quicker transition towards the new 
optimum. 
However, considering the iteration history for the condition number cond(B) shown in 
figure 6.8, the peak values can be observed to approximately 105 and 106 for the scaled 
and non-scaled optimization problem. Comparing these values with the corresponding 
peak values for the BFGS update depicted in figure 6.7 (107 and 1010 for the scaled and 
1012 and 1015 for the non-scaled problem before and after the interaction, respectively), 
a significant difference is observed. 
Finally, based on the outline above and the experiences from numerous examples, the ·. 
following two general properties with respect to scaling and applying the min cond(B) 
strategy ha\'e been observed: 
• The inappropriate tendency of increasing value of cond(B) after an interaction 
when using the BFGS update is seen to be eliminated when using the alternative 
min cond(B) strategy. 
•
1 In cases where the m in cond(B) strategy are applied, the sensitivity with respect 
to the point in which the scaling is performed (typically z(o)) is reduced compared 
to the standard BFGS update. 
6.2.6 Active Set Strategy 
Based on the observation that only the active set of constraints influences the solution 
of the QP, this section considers the effect of various active set strategies. 
Due to the fact that all equality constraints are active, the primary purpose of applying an 
active set strategy is therefore to minimize the number of obsolete function and gradient 
evaluations of inactive inequality constraints. Since the correct active set is not known in 
advance (i.e. prior to the solution of the QP), the constraints are divided into two sets: 
A potentia11y active set of constraints which are 'most likely' to become/remain active 
and the remaining set which is expected not to become active in the current iteration. 
For practical purposes, two widely used implementations of the determination of whether 
a given constraint is in the potential active set or not are given below. 
• Evaluate new constraint value ci(z(k)). Based on this value and the previously 
active set (Lagrange multipliers Am,+j, Km.+j and Cj(z(k-l))), determine whether 
the constraint must be included in the potentia11y active set. Evaluate the gradient 
Vzcj(z(k)) if the constraint is in the potentially active set or, otherwise, apply the 
approximation Vzci(z(k)) ~ Vzcj(z(kil), ki < k. 
• Based on already available data (the previous constraint value cj{z(k-1)) and in-
formation concerning the previously active set), determine the potentially active 
set of constraints. For constraints not included in this potentially active set, apply 
the approximation c;(z(k)) ~ ci(z(k-1)) + Vzci(z(k-1)/ d for the constraint values 
and Vzcj(z(k)) ~ Vzc;(z(k])), kj < k for the gradients. 
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Considering the performance of the two strategies within the context of (interactive) 
reliability-based optimization, which as already mentioned is characterized by relatively 
small additional computational effort for the evaluation of the gradients provided that 
the constraint values themselves are known, the primary issue is whether to calculate 
the constraint values cj{z(kl). 
In order to illustrate the primary difficulties connected with the selection of a potentially 
active set, an arbitrary non-linear one-dimensional function and two simple 1st order 
approximations are shown in figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: First order Taylor series approximation for a simple non-linear one-
dimensional function. 
From figure 6.9 it is seen, that the presence of non-linearities in the neighbourhood 
cj(z) ~ 0 is the cause for the difficulties with respect to the application of an active set 
strategy for the constraints. 
Based on the observation that the determination of the correct active set of constraints 
is vital for the efficiency of the quasi-Newton algorithm, a potentially active set strategy 
which is too narrow must be avoided. On the other hand, an uncritical strategy, in which 
all constraint values are re-calculated in each iteration even though cj{ z) ~ 0, is also 
inefficient. 
Therefore, rather than using an extremely narrow potentially active set strategy or at-
tempting to fine tune the algorithm for a specific problem type, the 2 step procedure 
listed below has shown effective: 
First, a conservative potentially active set strategy is found, where the minimum esti-
mated constraint value (cj(z(k))) must satisfy the condition (6.4) in order to be omitted 
from the potentially active set. 
(6.4) 
In (6.4), the definition of the constraints are assumed to comply with the standard 
definition in equation (2.31 ). Hereby, reasonable values for the constant C > 0 are 
C E [0.25, 1] although larger values can be applied in the first iterations. Typically, the 
value of C can be reduced concurrently with the stabilization of the active set. 
Secondly, provided that the jth constraint is in the potentially active set, the constraint 
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value Cj(z(k)) is evaluated by use of the adaptive accuracy outlined in section 5.4.1. Refer 
also to the next section, in which the efficiency of this technique is considered. 
6.3 Modifications of the Reliability Analysis 
Considering the modifications with respect to the reliability evaluation outlined in section 
5.4, the issues considered in this section consist of adaptive accuracy and an automatic 
adjustment of the starting point u<0l for the reliability analysis. 
6.3.1 Adaptive Accuracy 
Considering the estimation of the reliability index (3, the iterative technique FORM is 
applied throughout this thesis due to the more consistent gradients associated with this 
methodology as outlined in section 2.4. 
Using the adaptive accuracy with respect to the reliability estimation as described in 
section 5.4.1, the parameter [f3 is used as the controlling parameter that determines the 
required accuracy of the estimation of (3 = JTu. Therefore, using a program based 
on the Rackwitz-Fiessler algorithm (2.29) to determine the (3-point (such as Reliab01 
(1994)), the termination criterion is typically of the form (5.21) whereby [f3 corresponds 
directly to the accuracy of the reliability index {3. 
Based on equation (2.33), from which the sensitivity of the reliability-based constraints 
is found, the accuracy of the gradients Vzcj(z(k)) is seen to depend on the accuracy of 
the estimation of the constraint values Cj ( z(k)) = {3j ( z(k)) - f3jin. Therefore, in order 
to compare the rate of convergence of the gradient evaluated by (2.33) with the rate of 
convergence of the reliability index {3, the following definitions are introduced. 
Provided that the error in the reliability index fl(3 is defined as a relative difference in 
accordance with 
fl{3 = 
({3- (3(oo))2 
({3( 00 ))2 
I f3 - f3<ool I 
{3(oo) (6 .5) 
where the 'exact' {3-value (3(=) is found as the limit of the sequence {f3Ul, l = 0, 1, 2, ... }, 
the following two scalars fld(3 and 6.d~ can be used a.s measures for the error of the 
gradient of reliability index 
fld{3 
fld{3 
~7=l(8{3j8zi- of3<=ljozi) 2 
~~I ( o(3(=)j 0Zi)2 
( 6.6) 
(6.7) 
Based on the fact that the relationship of these convergence rates is dependent on the 
specific problem, the relative errors of fl(3, fld(3 and fld~ are shown in figure 6.10 for 
two characteristic problems. 
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Figure 6.10: Relative error in the reliability index !:::./3 (solid line) and the change in 
gradients !:::.d/3 (dashed) and !:::.d/3 (dash-dot) as defined in equations (6.5)-(6. 7) for 2 
characteristic problems. 
From figure 6.10, the rate of convergence for the errors in the gradients !:::.d/3 and !:::.d/3 
is, as
1 
expected, seen to be lower than the rate of convergence for the error l:::./3 in the 
reliability indices. In order to obtain reliable and accurate gradients V'zcj(Z) = V'zf3j( ·) of 
the reliability-based constraints, the required accuracy for the reliability analysis should 
therefore also be determined by the accuracy of the gradients rather than the accuracy 
of the constraint values themselves only. As a consequence of this behaviour, the min 
cond(B) strategy is preferable to the standard BFGS update in cases where the adaptive 
accuracy strategy and/or a relatively large value of the parameter C:f3 are applied due to 
the reduced sensitivity of the gradients. Refer also to section 6.2.1, in which the influence 
of the condition number of the Hessian matrix is evaluated. 
Considering figure 6.1 0, the relative errors l:::./3, !:::.d/3 and !:::.d/3 can be observed to be 
strongly correlated. Furthermore, this observation has proven to be generally applicable. 
Therefore, provided that the controlling parameter C:f3 is chosen sufficiently low, C:f3 is still 
an appropriate controlling parameter for the adaptive accuracy. 
With respect to the overall performance of the adaptive accuracy strategy, the most 
direct measure for the efficiency is the reduction in the required number of iterations 
used in the reliability analysis. Equivalently, the number of iterations is proportional to 
the number of function evaluations, response analyses, etc. 
Focusing on the required number of iterations for the reliability analysis, this issue is 
considered in figure 6.11. In the figure, typical ratios between the no. of iterations 
required when applying adaptive accuracy (i.e for varying values of E:f3) and the no. 
of iterations required for the standard value E:f3 = 10-16 are shown as a function of the 
accuracy parameter E:f3· Furthermore, utilizing the suggested relationship between E:f3 and 
the minimum estimated constraint value ( c( z(k})) given in section 5.4.1 (refer to equation 
(5.23) and figure 5.2), the above mentioned ratio is also depicted versus (c(z(kl)) in figure 
6.11. 
Considering figure 6.11, the typical number of required iterations is seen to decrease 
linearly to approximately 20 to 50% of the number of iterations which is required when 
the standard accuracy parameter E:f3 = 10-16 is used. Due to the definition of the adaptive 
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accutacy in terms of equation (5.23), the limit 20 to 50% is seen to appear for the values 
c13 2:: 10-2 and (c(z(kl)) 2:: 10-3 . 
In order to estimate the effect of the adaptive accuracy strategy more accurately, the 
following properties can be taken into consideration: 
• In cases where the required accuracy is relatively low (i.e. a large value of Ef3), 
a good approximation for the initial starting point u(o) for the reliability analysis 
becomes increasingly important. 
• For increasing values of the number of stochastic variables N, the effect of applying 
adaptive accuracy is typically increasing. 
• For increasing degree of non-linearity of the failure function g(T(u), z(k)) and the 
distributions of the stochastic variables, the importance of using adaptive accuracy 
is increasing. For such cases combined with small values of c13 , the Rackwitz-
Fiessler algorithm (2.29) might fail to converge. 
Finally, having illustrated the effect of the adaptive accuracy for a single, arbitrary 
reliability-based constraint, the reduction in the overall computational effort required 
to solve the reliability-based optimization problem when applying adaptive accuracy is 
considered. 
In order to evaluate this effect, the nature of the optimization problem must be taken 
in account. Considering typical structural problems, failure modes such as yielding in 
specified points , global and local instability, fatigue, maximum allowable deflections, 
rotations, etc. can be included. Therefore, since only a subset of these failure modes (or 
constraints) typically are active, the remaining failure modes are inactive whereby the 
constraint values satisfy Cj(z) > 0. 
In other words, the following two properties determines the overall efficiency of applying 
adaptive accuracy: 
• The number of constraints for which the inequalities cj{z) > 0, j = 1, ... , m 13 is 
satisfied during the entire iteration history. 
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• The values of the constraints Cj(z) > 0, j = 1, ... , m13 during the entire iteration 
history and thereby the reduction in the required no. of iterations (refer e.g. _to 
figure 6.11). 
Thus, based on experiences from typical structural reliability-based optimization pro-
blems, the computational effort is typically reduced to 40 to 60% when applying the 
adaptive accuracy strategy. 
6.3.2 Automatic Adjusting of Starting Point 
In this section, the effect of an automatic adjustment of the initial starting point u}0) 
for the estimation of the reliability index f3i( ·) is examined. Throughout this section, 
subscript j, -indicating the jth constraint ci(z) = (3j{z)- f3yun, is omitted. 
Thus, in order to assess whether to use the automatic adjustment u<0>(z(k)) = u *(z(k-1)) 
outlined in equation (5.25) or simple apply a standard starting point such as u<0) = 0, a 
variety of parameters must be considered. 
As mentioned previously in section 5.4.2, the primary parameter which must be assessed 
is th~ change in the current design point 11 z(k)- z(k-1) 11· However, although this para-
meter is the most significant, issues such as the sensitivities 8(3 / 8zi, the iteration history 
for the Rackwitz-Fiessler algorithm, the value of the reliability index (3, etc. should be 
adressed: 
• As the primary criteria for whether to apply the automatic adjustment, the diffe-
rence 11 z(k) - z(k-1) 11 is required to be small . Hereby, provided that the sensitivi-
ties 8(3/8zi are relatively small, the difference between f3*(z(k)) and (J*(z(k-1)) is 
expected to be small. 
• Due to non-linearities, the difference between two successive (3-points u *(z(k)) and 
u*(z(k- 1)) might differ significantly although the difference between the reliability 
indices (J*(z(k)) and (J*(z(k-1)) is small. 
• For increasing value of the reliability index (3, the non-linearity of the failure func-
tion g(T( u ), z(k)) is increasing rapidly. Primarily, this is caused by the transfor-
mation X = T(U), which for a large class of distributions is known to become 
increasingly non-linear away from the origin u = 0. 
• Considering the iteration histories u<l) or (3(1), l = 0, 1, 2, ... from the Rackwitz-
Fiessler algorithm (refer e.g. to figure 6.10), the rate of convergence in the early 
and latter stages, respectively, can be assessed. In cases where the rate of conver-
gence is low in the early stage, application of u<0l(z(k)) = u *(z(k-1)) is typically an 
advantage. 
• Due to the presence of non-linearities and non-convex functions, a poor starting 
point u(o) for the reliability evaluation is likely to reduce the convergence rate or 
even cause the Rackwitz-Fiessler algorithm to fail- refer also to Reliab (1994). 
Taking the above-mentioned considerations into account, no general guidelines or ge-
nerally applicable heuristic rules have been satisfactorily formulated. In most cases, a 
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criterion of the form 
~ 8(3(z(k-l)) (k) (k-1) { cl 
f;;;t Oz; (z; - Z; ) < max c2. (J(z(k-1)) 
say C1 E [0.2, 1) 
say C2 E [0.05, 0.2) 
is workable for the suggested values of the constants cl and c2. 
(6.8) 
However, in rare cases, the criterion (6.8) has been observed to fail even for relatively 
small values of C1 and C2 • Consequently, since such failure causes a breakdown of the 
optimization algorithm, the criteria used to determine whether an automatic adjustment 
of the starting point u(o) must be chosen extremely conservative. 
6.4 General Guidelines 
Based on the experiences from several optimization problems varying from simple polyno-
mials to realistic deterministic and reliability-based structural problems with n E [2, 15) 
and m; E [1, 20), a set of guidelines for interactive changes and adjacent modifications 
of the quasi-Newton algorithm is outlined in the following 
6.4.1 Guidelines for User Imposed Interactive Changes 
Considering guidelines for how and when to introduce user imposed interactions, these 
are extremely sensitive to the nature of the problem considered and the type of interac-
tions the user are imposing. 
However, although the experiences from the solution of similar types of problems must 
always be taken into account, the following tentative guidelines have shown generally 
applicable to a large variety of problems. 
• Change of the current design point (typically combined with change in simple 
bounds with the intention to obtain a new optimal design that is more acceptable) 
is done when the active set of constraints has stabilized and the norm of the search 
direction vector 11 d 11 is decreasing. 
• Introduction of fixed design variables is most effective after z has stabilized and 
the value of the fixed ith design variable is close to the previous value zfkl. Hereby, 
the change in the remaining design variables is kept to a minimum. 
• All design variables with relatively large influence/sensitivity with respect to an 
active and/or violated constraint (e.g. adjoint diameter/thickness of a given mem-
ber) should not be fixed at the same time. 
• Interactive change of the current design point from a feasible to a substantially 
violated point must be omitted. What-if studies and other qualitative assessments 
of the changes are recommended in order to verify that a feasible solution exists in 
this neighbourhood and that the next optimum is mostly found from the feasible 
regwn. 
• Inclusion of constraints, hereby also narrowing of the simple bounds, must be done 
with respect to feasiblity. 
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6.4.2 Algorithm Dependent Guidelines 
With respect to the more technical guidelines considering the implementation of the 
quasi-Newton optimization algorithm and the corresponding reliability analysis module, 
more general and robust guidelines can be outlined. 
Quasi-Newton Optimization Algorithm 
• No automatic initialization of the Hessian matrix B is performed if the active set of 
constraints h(z) in the QP solution scheme (4.21) is constant (or almost constant) 
and the step length a = 1. (In many standard algorithms, B is typically initialized 
every nth iteration to avoid ill-conditioning). 
• Initialize B if the line search in the merit function </;( ·) not is fulfilled for an 
extremely small value of the step length a, say a ~ 10-6 . 
• In cases where pTBp ~ pT p for a well-scaled problem, the Hessian matrix B is ty-
pically ill-condtioned. The 2nd order term tdTBd in (2.12) completely dominates 
the linear term VzC(zf d. 
• Depending on the degree of non-linearity, cond(B) greater than, say 103+vn, typi-
cally causes ill-conditioning and poor search directions after change at the current 
design point. 
• In order to obtain a consistent approximation for the change in the gradient of the 
Lagrange function, only apply the most recent set of Lagrange multipliers >.. (k) in 
the definition of the vector q~k) in equation (6.2) - refer also to section 4.3 and 
6.2.3. 
• Since the computational effort used to evaluate the gradients of the reliability-
based constraints is small once (J(z) and thereby the function value is found (see 
section 2.5.1), the number of line search must be minimized. Hence, modest values 
of the penalty parameters /Lj used in the merit function and relaxed stop criteria 
such as the watchdog technique by Chamberlain (Chamberlain et al., 1982] must 
be used. 
Reliability Estimation using FORM and the RF Algorithm 
• Considering evaluation of reliability-based constraints, adaptive accuracy is highly 
effective, i.e. the termination criterion for the FORM reliability analysis is control-
led by the value of Cj(z). Hereby the number of obsolete limit state evaluations is 
minimized. 
• Automatic adjusting of the starting point uj0l for the reliability analysis should 
only be applied in cases where the difference (Jj(z(k)) and (Jj(z(k-l)) is small. 
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Chapter 7 
IROS: Interactive Reliability-Based . 
Optimization System 
7.1 Introduction 
J 
Based on the requirements for an interactive reliability-based optimization system out-
lined in chapter 3 and the optimization algorithm and corresponding modifications con-
sidered in chapters 4 and 5, this chapter describes the implementation of the prototype 
IROS - Interactive Reliability-based Optimization System. 
From the starting point that IROS is intended to be used for testing purposes mainly 
and not as a commercial program, an open environment with access to all parameters 
used in the reliability-based optimization is essential. 
Therefore, the interactive facilities are implemented into a toolbox IROS to be used in 
the MATLAB environment- refer e.g. to Matlab (1992). Using MATLAB, an open en-
vironment is provided in which a large series of built-in functions concerning numerical 
analyses, matrix computations and graphical facilities is available. The programming 
language is simple in the way that the code and the corresponding mathematical nota-
tions to a large extent are similar, especially in the context of problems involving vectors 
and matrices. Finally, MATLAB is available for several types of hardware including 
PC's and workstations based on UNIX. 
Since IROS aims at solving reliability-based structural optimization problems, a standard 
interface for these types of problems is implemented in order to treat them rationally. 
However, due to the equally important testing purposes, easy implementation of pro-
blems consisting of simple, explicit functions also must be provided. 
7.2 Program Structure and Modules 
In brief, the structure of the interactive optimization toolbox IROS can be split into the 
following 4 more or less hierarchical groups: 
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1. User interface with graphical displays and facilities to modify the optimization 
problem (user imposed interaction). 
2. Optimization module with quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. 
3. External reliability analysis module. 
4. External FE-module to perform response analyses and evaluation of limit state 
functions. 
At the top of the hierarchy, the user interface constitutes the link between the facilities 
that allow the user to view the current status, vizualize the iteration history of the 
optimization process, interactively modify the problem, etc. and, on the other hand, the 
underlying algorithms in which the actual reliability-based optimization is carried out. 
Comparing the remaining 3 modules listed above with the nested structure of RBSO 
described in section 2.5, these are seen to be similar, i.e. an outer optimization loop (2), 
an inner optimization loop in which the reliability evaluation is carried out iteratively 
(3) and finally a FEM-based response model in which the evaluation of the limit state 
functions and corresponding design sensitivities are carried out (4). 
In the following sections, each of the 4 modules listed above is considered. 
7.3 User Interface and Graphical Displays 
Using IROS, the optimization problem (design variables, stochastic variables, etc.) and 
the user defined functions such as objective function and constraints are predefined in the 
files 'userprob.m' and 'userfunc.m', respectively. Examples of these files (which define 
the example considered in section 8.1) are listed in appendix A.2. 
Having defined the optimization problem to be solved and starting IROS, the main 
window shown in figure 7.1 appears, where also the items under the menu Graph are 
shown. 
Figure 7.1: Main window from IROS. 
Thus, as shown in figure 7.1, in which the standard menus File, Edit, Windows and Help 
are also shown, the 3 primary items within the main window are: 
• Graph used to define various graphical displays. 
• Modify for user imposed interactions. 
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• Optimize used to start/continue the optimization. 
where the items Graph, Modify and Optimize are considered in section 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 
7.3.3, respectively. Furthermore, the modification of the optimization algorithm is con-
sidered separately in section 7.4 while the implementation of the optimization module is 
considered in section 7.5 and throughout this chapter. 
7.3.1 Graphical Module 
Considering the menu Graph, iteration histories for the following quantities are available: . 
• Design Variables used to plot iteration histories of design variables z in subplots 
such ~s depicted in figure 7.2. 
• Stochastic Variables by which distributions and distribution parameters of the sto-
chastic variables x are listed. 
• Objective Function. 
• 
1 
Constr·aints used to plot the iteration history of selected constraints. 
• Gradients whereby the derivative of the objective function and constraints with 
respect to the design variables can be plotted. 
• Convergence where 15 different parameters such condition number of the Hessian , 
step length parameter, norm of search direction, Lagrange multipliers, norm of 
gradient of Lagrange function , etc. can be plotted. 
• Show Time in which the progress of the optimization is shown in terms of the time 
used to evaluate the value of objective function and constraints - see also figure 
7.3. 
In figure 7.2, an example of the iteration history for the item Design Variables is shown , 
where the plot has been divided into 3 subplot in order to show design variables in 
different orders of magnitude. 
Figure 7.2: Plot of iteration history for design variables from IROS. 
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Similarly, the additional parameters listed under the menu Graph can be plotted- refer 
also to chapter 8 in which IROS is used to produce the various curves shown in this 
chapter. Furthermore, please note that the figures in this chapter correspond to the plot 
for the example considered in section 8.1 ). 
Considering figure 7.3, an example of the time (in seconds) used to evaluate the ob-
jective function and constraints in each iteration is shown. Thus, for a reliability-based 
constraint the time shown corresponds to the time used to perform a reliability analysis. 
Additionally, the time used to evaluate the corresponding gradients in the most recent 
iteration is shown below. The primary objectives of this plot is partly to access the com-
putational effort used to evaluate each constraint and, partly, since figure 7.3 is updated · 
gradually, to show the progress of the iterative optimization procedure. 
Figure 7.3: Plot of time used for function/gradient evaluations in IROS. Above, the 
time used to evaluate the objective function (Obj) and constraints (1-nCon) in each 
iteration (7-22). Below, the time used to evaluate the corresponding derivatives with 
respect to the design variables (1-n Var) in the most recent iteration. 
Finally, due to the open environment in MATLAB, parameters not included in the list 
under Graph are accessible and easily plotted using the built-in functions provided that 
the quantities are saved in appropriate vectors or matrices. Consequently, these facilities 
constitutes a tool to access the iteration history up to the current stage and thereby a 
starting point for appropriate interactions. 
7.3.2 Modification Module 
Considering the menu Modify used to impose changes interactively, the following 5 su-
bitems are available: 
• Design Variables used to view and modify the current status of design variables 
and simple bounds such as shown in figure 7.4. 
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• Constraints displaying the current status (such as incluclecljexclucled, value of con-
straint j31 - f3jin, reliability indices j31 and f3jin, required accuracy in reliability 
analyses, etc.) and allows the designer to modify each constraint. 
• Stochastic Variables in order to modify the stochastic variables, e.g. transform a 
stochastic variable to a fixed parameter or vice versa. 
• Reliability Analysis used to determine adaptive accuracy strategy and whether to 
reuse the old starting point as described in section 5.4. 
• Optimization Algorithm in which the parameters controlling the Hessian update 
schemes, line search termination criteria, etc. are accessible. Refer also to section 
7.4 for a closer description, where the modification of the parameters within the . 
quasi-Newton algorithm is considered separately. 
Again, due to the open environment using MATLAB, all the variables and parameters 
described above can be changed (and viewed) directly from the command line. 
An example of the facilities listed above is shown in figure 7.4, in which the layout of 
the modification window for the design variables in IROS is depicted. 
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Figure 7.4: Modification window for design varia.bles in IROS. 
Optilnization Module 
Having defined the modified reliability-based optimization problem by use of the graphi-
cal displays and the modification module outlined in section 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, respectively, 
the iterative optimization process is started/continued as shown below in figure 7.5. 
Figure 7.5: Optimization window in IROS. 
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From figure 7.5 it is seen that IROS requires that the optimization process is continued 
until the prescribed convergence criteria are fulfilled or the specied no. of iterations is 
carried out. 
7.4 Modification of Optimization Algorithm 
In this section, the last item Optimization Algorithm in the modification module in 
section 7.3.2 is considered more thoroughly. 
Based on chapters 5 and 6, several parameters within the quasi-Newton optimization 
algorithm are seen to influence the performance of the algorithm. Basicly, these pa-
rameters can be divided into two groups concerning Hessian Update and Line Search, 
respectively. With respect to the parameters concerning the Hessian Update, the fol-
lowing items are considered: 
• 1 Update Scheme where the overall strategy for the Hessian update such as BFGS, 
DFP, min cond(B(k+ll) in accordance with algorithm 5.1 or rebuild B(k+l) in ac-
cordance with algorithm 5.2. 
• Relaxation ?ammeter fh used to define the approximation q(k) of the change in 
the gradient of the Lagrange function. 
• Initialization Frequency used to determine when the Hessian matrix is initialized 
• Condition No. of Initialization used to define the initialized Hessian matrix (typi-
cally B = q). 
• Max. Absolute Increase in Condition No. cond(B(k+l)) and the corresponding 
action if cond(B(k+ll) exceeds the limit (typically initialization of B(k+Il). 
• Max. Relative Increase in Condition No. cond(B(k+l)) and the corresponding 
action (typically increasing the relaxation paramater fh). 
Similarly, with respect to the parameters concerning the Line Search, the following quan-
tities are considered: 
• Line Search Termination Criterion by which the standard criterion is defined (e.g. 
Armijo, Goldstein, etc.). 
• Merit Function used to select the type of merit function to be used. 
• Watchdog Technique used to specify whether to apply the watchdog technique, to 
define the relaxed line search criterion and the number of iterations allowed for the 
relaxed criterion. 
• Lagrange Multipliers by which the update of ..\ is specified (typically in accordance 
with equation ( 4.44)). 
• Penalty Parameters used to define the penalty parameters J-L to be used m the 
merit function. 
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7.5 Implementation of Optimization Algorithm 
Having defined the overall program structure and modules in IROS, this section describes 
the implementation of the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm to be used for interactive 
reliability-based optimization. Refer also to appendix A in which IROS is described and 
an example of a problem definition is shown. 
7.5.1 Layout of Optimization Algorithm 
Based on the standard layout of an optimization algorithm outlined in section 2.2.3, the 
requirements with respect to user imposed interactions and the modifications outlined 
in chapter 5, the layout of the optimization algorithm implemented in IROS can be 
summarized as follows: 
Algorithm 7.1: Layout of optimization algorithm in IROS 
Step 0 Initialization 
Set current iteration no. k. 
Define max. iterations no. kmax = k + tlk . 
If(k ~ 1) 
Scale design var., obj. func. and constraints- see section 4.6. 
Step 1 Loop, Increase counter 
Increase iteration counter k = k + 1. 
Step 2 Function Evaluation and Sensitivity Analysis 
If(k = 1) 
Evaluate function values C(z(k)), Cj(z(k)) and Cj(z(k)). 
Evaluate gradient values V'zC(z(k)), Vzcj(z(k)) and V'zcj(z(k)). 
Define scaling parameters and perform scaling of design var., 
obj. func. and constraints. 
Else 
If (current design point changed interactively) 
Evaluate function values C(z(k)), Cj(z(k)) and Cj(z(k)). 
Evaluate gradient values V'zC(z(k)), V'zcj(z(k)) and V'zcj(z(k)) . 
Step 3 Hessian Update 
If (current design point not changed interactively) 
Update Hessian matrix, e.g. using the min cond(B(k+l)) strategy. 
Step 4 Solve QP 
Solve quadratic programming subproblem to obtain search direction d and 
Lagrange multipliers ,.,(k+l) to the QP. Refer also to section 4.2.1. 
Step 5 Line Search 
Determine step length a from one-dimensional line search . Hereby, the function 
values C(z(k+l)), Cj(z(k+l)) and Cj(z(k+l)) at the new design point z(k+l) = 
z(k) +ad are evaluated. 
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Step 6 Update Lagrange Multipliers 
Update Lagrange multipliers A (k+l) - typically by use of equation ( 4.44 ). 
Step 7 Check Convergence 
Determine whether the optimality conditions, convergence criteria or iteration 
no. k 2: kmax· If satisfied, then continue, otherwise return to step 1. 
Step 8 Restore and Exit 
Backscale design var., obj. func. and constraints in order to display these 
parameters in the original units. 
Exit. 
As seen from algorithm 7.1 and described in section 7.3.3, the algorithm continues until . 
the specfied no. of iterations ( llk) or convergence is achieved. Consequently, the pos-
sibility 'If (cu1Tent design point changed intemctively)' considered in step 2 may only 
become act]ve in the first iteration after the optimization is continued. 
Considering the Hessian update in step 3, an update is seen to require that the current 
design point not has been changed interactively. The reason for this requirement is, that 
the gradients of the Lagrange function which are required for the Hessian update are not 
availp,ble. From algorithm 7.1 it is seen, that the gradients of the objective function and 
constraints are evaluated in the beginning of the algorithm (step 2) only and not for the 
line search (step 5) . Consequently, in cases where the point z(k) is changed interactively 
to z(k)' the gradients arc only known in the points z(k-1) and z(k) instead of the required 
points z(k- 1) and z(k). 
With respect to a description of the constituents in algorithm 7.1, these generally apply 
to the theoretical outline in chapters 4 and 5. However, a. more detailed description of 
the function and gradient evaluation is given in section 7.5.2, while the implementation 
of the line search including the watchdog technique is considered in section 7.5. :3. 
Finally, for a. closer description of the implementation, refer also to appendix J\.1 in 
which the program structure of the optimization module in IROS is treated in more 
detail. 
7.5.2 Function Evaluation and Sensitivity Analysis 
In this section , the evaluation of function values and corresponding gradients of objective 
function and constraints in IllOS is considered. 
Based on the requirement that both problems based on simple, explicit functions used 
for testing purposes and typical structural problems must be easily treated in IROS, the 
implementation of the objective function and constraints is performed through the user 
provided function 'userfunc. m'. 
An example (that corresponds to the offshore jacket considered in section 8.1) is shown in 
appendix A.2.2. In this appendix, the objective function and constraints c1 (z) to c19 (z) 
are implemented by use of a standard function in IROS, while the latter constraint c20 (z) 
shows an example of an explicit implementation . 
Considering the implementation used to evaluate typical structural reliability-based con-
straints with respect to yielding, deflection, global and local instability, etc. , a standard 
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function is available. 
As shown in appendix A.2.2, the standard function 'pe.,jorm(·) 'is utilized, where the fol-
lowing quantities and parameters must be specified by the user defined file '·use1junc. m' 
in IROS: 
• pc1jType: Specifies the type of performance (yielding, deflection, etc.). H.efer a.J:-;o 
to appendix A.3. 
• pcrfNodc: Specifics a node in the FE discretized response model. 
• pcrfElcm: Specifies an element in the FE discretized response model. 
• cPerfLimit: Specifies the limit of the performance depending on the type of per-
formance, e.g. a fixed parameter for maximum allowable deflection or the outcomf~ ·. 
of a stochastic variable (e.g. yield strength). 
• cBetaMin: Specifies minimum required reliability index f3'ji". 
• cl3ctaAcc: Specifics the required accuracy in the determination of (3i in the relia-
bility analysis. 
• clJetaitNo: Specifies the maximum allowable no. of iterations in the reliability 
analysis. 
I 
Thus, having specified the above performance parameters for each of the reliability-
based constraints in 'uscrfunc.m' or, with respect to the adaptive accuracy para.rncl.ers , 
a.ntoma.t.ically by IROS, the evaluation of the constraint values and corresponding gra-
dients is carried out. The standard procedure used to perform this evaluation, which is 
implemented in IROS in the function 'perj01·m(-) ', is summarized below. 
• Export cu rrent value of design variables z(k). 
• Export parameters that determine the type of performance (e.g. yielding, local or 
global instabi lity, etc.), required accuracy in the determination of (31 and maximum 
allowable no. of iterations in the reliability analysis. 
• Call a standard, external program which, based on the exported data from lROS, 
generates input to lleliabOl. 
• Call the external reliability analysis program ReliabOl to obtain the reliability 
index (31(z(k)) (and corresponding sensitivities 8(3i/8z;). 
• Import the constraint value cJ(z(k)) = (31(z(k))- f3jin (and the corresponding gra-
d. t V A ( (k))) JCn zCj Z . 
In IROS, the commercially available reliability analysis program RcliabOl is used to 
perform the reliability evaluation. For a closer description of the Fortran based reliability 
analysis program HcliabOl, refer to the manual ReliabOl (1994). 
In order to perform effectively the response analyses on which the evaluation of the limit 
state functions is based, a FE program is implemented in ReliabOl. Thus, by use of 
the following algorithm which is implemented in IROS, the evaluation of the reliability 
index and thereby the constraint value c1(z(k)) to be used for the outer optimization 
loop is performed. Comparing algorithm 7.2 with the standard algorithm for reliability 
evaluation using FORM outlined in section 2.4.2, the primary differences are seen to be 
within the evaluation of the limit state function . 
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Algorithm 7.2: Function Evaluation with ReliabOl in IROS 
Step 0 Initialization 
Import data with respect to design variables, description of stochastic variables, 
required accuracy and performance parameters generated by the exported data. 
Define initial starting point in the U-space: u(l), l = 0. 
Step 1 Evaluation of Limit State Function 
1.1 Based on th<> exported data (including z(k), uUl), generate the input for 
the FE program integrated with ReliabOl. To perform this, a user defi-
ned program 'femgen' is used. Thus, on the basis of exported data in a. 
standard format from ReliabOl, 'femgen' generates the input for the FE 
analysis in a standard format. 
1.2 Ca.lljexecute the FE program integrated in ReliabOl. 
-1.3 Extract the specified performance from the result of the FE response 
analysis in order to evaluate the value gj(T(uUl),z(k)) of the limit state 
function. 
Step 2 Sensitivity Evaluation 
Evaluate the gradient of the limit state function Vugj(T(u(ll),z(k)) at the 
current point uUl by use of finite difference, i.e. applying Step 1 successively 
with a perturbed vector u. 
Step 3 Update and Convergence Check 
Update most probable failure point u(I+I) in accordance with the Rackwitz-
Fiessler scheme and check convergence. If satisfied then exit, otherwise set 
l = l + 1 and return to step 1. 
Step 4 Exit 
Thus, from the outline above, the following 3 user imposed contributions must be provi-
ded in order to perform reliability-based optimization with respect to standard perfor-
mances such as yielding, instability, deflection, etc. 
• The file 'use1'prob.m' which contains the definition of the design variables, the 
stochastic variables, etc. Refer also to appendix A.2.1. 
• The file 'use1junc. m' which contains the definition of the constraints/performances. 
Refer also to appendix A.2.2. 
• The program 'femgen' used to generate the FE analysis model (for the specific 
problem) based on exported data from lROS. 
As it is seen from algorithm 7.2, the current implementation of IROS requires that data 
is exported/imported between the various modules. Therefore, as already mentioned in 
section 3.5, application of a common database will increase the efficiency - especially in 
cases where relatively small problems are considered. For example, based on experiences 
with the program 'iCare', which currently is being developed at IST, Lisbon, Portugal, 
the overall efficiency of the optimization system is highly correlated with the organization 
of the internal database. 
Finally, although algorithm 7.2 aims at reliability-based constraints, other determinstic, 
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standard performances such as volume of the structure and deterministic performances 
considering deflection, yielding, instability are easily treated also. In such cases, steps 2 
and 3 in algorithm 7.2 are simply omitted, whereby the value of the limit state function 
9i(x, z(k)) is used directly. 
7.5.3 Line Search using the Watchdog Technique 
In this section, the implementation of the one-dimensional line search in the optimization 
algorithm in IROS is considered. 
Based on the theoretical considerations outlined in section 4.5, the watchdog technique . 
(originally proposed by Chamberlain et al. (1982)) is utilized in order to reduce the 
number of function evaluations within the line search. Using this technique, a relaxed 
line search criterion is allowed for a specified number of iterations ( flkw) provided that 
a standard criterion has been fulfilled. 
In brief, the implementation of the line search algorithm in IROS is summarized in 
algorithm 7.3: 
Algorithm 7.3: Line Search using the Watchdog Technique in IROS 
Step 0 Initialization 
Define vector of penalty parameters JL{k+I) based on the old vector JL(k) and 
Lagrange multipliers K{k+l)- refer e.g. to section 4.5.1 and equation (4.51). 
Evaluate old value of merit function 1/J(O) = 1/J(z(k), JL(k+1)). 
If ( k = 1) or (user imposed interactive changes) 
No relaxed criterion allowed in this iteration. 
Define first trial step length, a = 1. 
Step 1 Evaluate New Value of Merit Function 
Evaluate new function values (objective function and constraints) at the point 
z(k) +ad by the procedures described in section 7.5.2. 
Evaluate new value of merit function ·I/;( a)= 1/J(z(k) +ad, JL(k+1)). 
Step 2 Check Standard LS Termination Criterion 
Check standard criterion (e.g. Goldstein, Armijo ), see also section 4.5.2. 
If {standard criterion satisfied) 
Allow relaxed criterion in next 6.kw iterations, set kw = k and z(kw) = z(k) . 
Exit. 
Step 3 Check Relaxed LS Termination Criterion 
If (relaxed criterion allowed) and (k:::; kw+ 6.kw) 
Check relaxed criterion (typically no criterion, whereby the relaxed criterion 
is fulfilled automatically, i.e. a= 1), see also section 4.5.2. 
If (relaxed criterion satisfied} 
Exit. 
Else 
Goto step 4 and reduce step length. 
If {relaxed criterion allowed) and (k > kw+ 6.kw) 
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No improvement in merit function after Likw iterations with relaxed 
criterion, i.e. set z(k+l) = z(kw). 
No relaxed criterion allowed in next iteration. 
Exit. 
Step 4 Reduce step length parameter 
If (current LS criterion violated) (i .e. standard or relaxed criterion) 
If (upper bounds on a violated) (e.g. equation ( 4.53)) 
Reduce step length parameter a = a/10 and return to step 1. 
Else (e.g. equation (4.54) or (4.55)) 
Increase step length a = 0.5( a+ a 0 Jd) and return to step 1. 
Step 5 Exit 
Omitting step 3 in which the relaxed criterion is considered, algorithm 7.3 is seen to 
correspond .to a line search algorithm where a standard line search termination criterion 
is applied in every iteration. 
Using the watchdog technique in the special case where the relaxed criterion is defined 
as no criterion at all, the watchdog technique can be interpreted as a buffer which allows 
use of a ::::::: 1 for the next flkw iterations provided that the standard criterion has just 
I 
been satisfied . However, in cases where the standard criterion has not been fulfilled 
for flkw successive iterations in algorithm 7.1, these iterations are discarded whereby 
z(k+I) = z(kw) as shown in step 3. 
With respect to the choice of flkw refer to section 6.2.4, in which this parameter is 
considered. 
In order to handle the situations where a user defined interaction is imposed, algorithm 
7.3 is modified compared to an algorithm for non-interactive problems only. For example, 
in cases where the change of the current point z(k) to z(k+) is combined with interactions 
that restrict the potential, feasible design space at a time where the relaxed line search 
criterion is allowed, i.e. k E ]kw, kw+ flkw[, the comparison of 7/J(z(k+)+ad, 1-L(k+l)) and 
7/J( z(kw), 1-L(k+l)) is inconsistent since the points z(k+) +ad and z(kw) correspond to different 
optimization problems. Consequently, the line search is initialized from iteration k+ as 
shown in step 0 in algorithm 7.3, where the standard criterion must be satisfied before 
the relaxed criterion can be used. 
Utilizing the approximation scheme (2.33) to obtain the gradients of the reliability- based 
constraints, the computational effort used to evaluate these gradients is small compa-
red to the time used for evaluating the constraint values themselves. Based on this 
observation, the additional computational effort used to perform a full iteration in the 
optimization algorithm 7.1 is small compared to an additional trial in the line search 
scheme in algorithm 7.3. Consequently, procedures to determine an 'exact' step length 
a are not implemented. 
Therefore, rather than obtaining an optimal step length a based on approximation sche-
mes such as quadratic or cubic interpolation (refer e.g. to Rao & Subbaraj (1990) or 
standard optimization books such as Gill et al. (1981), Luenberger (1984), etc.), a is 
simply reduced until the line search criterion is satisfied. Thus, provided that the upper 
bound on a is violated, a is simply reduced by the scheme a = o:/10, as shown in step 
4 until the line search termination criteria are fulfilled. 
Chapter 8 
Examples of Interactive 
Reliability-Based Optimization 
with -IROS 
Based on the modifications outlined in the preceding chapters and the implementation of 
these into the interactive optimization system IROS outlined in chapter 7, this chapter 
is devoted to a detailed description of a realistic interactive reliability-based structural 
optimization problem. The purpose is therefore partly to test the implementation of 
IROS and partly to evaluate the performance of the modified quasi-Newton algorithm. 
In order to illustrate the efFect of the proposed modifications of the algorithm, the perfor-
mance and iteration history for several optimization strategies is compared to determine 
whether a given optimization strategy is suitable for given types of interactions, given ty-
pes of optimization problems, etc. Therefore, in addition to the comparison of quantities 
such as the required number of iterations, number of limit state evaluations, computa-
tional efforts, parameters within the optimization algorithm such as condition number 
of the Hessian, gradient of the Lagrange function, etc. are investigated. 
8.1 Offshore Jacket 
To illustrate and examine the performance of the modified quasi-Newton algorithm as 
outlined above, an interactive reliability-based optimization of an 'academic' offshore 
jacket is considered in this section. 
8.1.1 Definition of the Problem 
In order to comply with the definition of the optimization problem used in IROS as 
described in chapter 7, the reliability-based optimization problem applies to the standard 
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form (2.1)-(2.5), where each of the reliability-based constraints corresponds to a single 
failure element written in the form (2.31). 
The overall geometry of the truss structure is shown in figure 8.1, where the primary 
dimensions are depth equal to 175 m and width varying from 25 m to 70 m. Furthermore, 
it is seen that the structure consists of 48 tubular truss elements divided into 4 groups. 
n.t~·=z·+4 
y-~ ~ 
h2 
--- : Group 1 (D 1 ,t 1) 
hl 
- - : Group 2 (D2, t2) 
-: Group 3 (D3 ,t3) 
-- : Group 4 (D4 ,t4) 
Figure 8.1 : Overall geometry of offshore jacket and definition of element groups and 
corresponding design variables. 
In brief, the objective of the optimization is to minimize the volume of the jacket in the 
case where the jacket is subjected to extreme short-term loads from waves and wind. 
Characterizing the elements in each of the 4 groups by a diameter D; and a. thickness t; 
and introducing the vertical coordinates h1 and h2 as depicted in figure 8.1, the definition 
of the combined sizing and shape optimization problem is seen to be described by the 
10 design variables listed in table 8.1. 
Variable Designation Lower Initial Upper 
ZJ Diameter of cross-sec. (group 1) [mm] 500 1000 2500 
Z2 Diameter of cross-sec. (group 2) [mm] 500 1200 2500 
Z3 Diameter of cross-sec. (group 3) [mm] 500 2000 2500 
Z4 Diameter of cross-sec. (group 4) [mm] 500 1500 2500 
zs Thickness of cross-sec. (group 1) [mm] 10.0 15.0 100.0 
zs Thickness of cross-sec. (group 2) [mm] 10.0 25.0 100.0 
Z7 Thickness of cross-sec. (group 3) [mm] 10.0 50.0 100.0 
zs Thickness of cross-sec. (group 4) [mm] 10.0 30.0 100.0 
Zg Vertical coordinate ( h!) [m] 25.0 55.0 100.0 
ZJQ Vertical coordinate (h 2 ) [m] 75.0 110.0 150.0 
Table 8.1: Initial values of design variables and simple bounds. 
With respect to the reliability analysis of the structure, only failure modes that corre-
spond to extreme short-term loads are considered, i.e. failure modes that correspond 
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to fatique in weldings and joints are hereby omitted deliberately although this type of 
failure mode traditionally is active. 
The failure modes considered are hereby reduced to yielding, global and local instabi-
lity and maximum allowable deflection, which all have been implemented as standard 
in JROS as described in section 7.5.2. Refer also to appendix A.2, in which the two 
files 'user June. m' and 'userprob.m' used to define the problem in IROS is listed, and 
appendix A.3 that describes the predefined performances implemented in IROS. 
In order to reduce the number of constraints, the most critical elements in each of the 4 
element groups have been determined from deterministic analyses. Based on the results 
of this pre-evaluation, only 6 elements (trusses) are considered: 1 element in each of the 
groups 1 and 2, and 2 elements in each of the groups 3 and 4. With respect to the actual 
positions of the failure elements in each group, refer to appendix B. 
Finally, due to the fact the distribution of the internal forces has changed as a result 
of the optimization, a post-evaluation is required to verify that the subset of elements 
considered remains the most critical in the final design. 
Const. Designation Type (3m1n Limit 
c1 . .. c5 Yielding in cross-sec. (group 1 ,2,3,3,4,4) Rei. 4.0 /y 
C7 .1 . · C12 Global instability in cross-sec. (group 1 ,2,3,3,4,4) Rei. 4.0 -
C13 ... C18 Local instability in cross-sec. (group 1,2,3,3,4,4) Rei. 4.0 -
C]g Horizontal deflection of top site Rei. 2.0 Umax 
c2o Ordering of vertical depths Det. - ht < h2 
Table 8.2: Reliability-based and deterministic constraints. 
Based on the failure modes considered, the results of a sensitivity analysis of a mono-
tower platform in Kirkegaard et al. (1990) and an evaluation of the Keulegan-Carpenter 
number to verify that the jacket is dominated by drag forces, the number of stochastic 
variables to be used in the reliability analysis is reduced to 6. 
The distributions and corresponding distribution parameters of the stochastic variables 
are summarized below in table 8.3. 
Variable Designation Distrib. Exp. value Co. of Var. 
X]= jy Yielding strength [N/mm 2] LN 450.0 0.08 
X2 = E Modulus of elasticity [N/mm 2] LN 2. 105 0.04 
x3 =Go Drag coefficient [-J N 1.2 0.25 
X4 = im Marine growth thickness [m] LN 0.15 0.50 
xs =V Wind velocity [m/s] EXl 40.0 0.20 
X6 = H Extreme wave height [m] EX1 25.0 0.15 
Table 8.3: Distributions and distribution parameters for the stocha.stic variables u~ed 
in the reliability analysis. 
Thus, using the design variables and stochastic variables defined above, the load effect 
on each of the tubular elements in the structure is found from a quasi-static response 
analysis based on linear wave theory. For a closer description, refer also to appendix 
B in which the failure modes and the corresponding variables/parameters is treated in 
more detail. 
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8.1.2 User Imposed Interactions and Optimization Strategy 
Having defined and implemented the reliability-based optimization problem as described 
in section 8.1.1, the interactive reliability-based optimization of the 48-bar truss is carried 
out in accordance with the following 4 steps: 
1: Initial optimization with wide simple bounds on the design variables in order to 
find the 'global' optimal design. 
2: Change of the current design point and narrowing of the simple bounds of the 
diameters in order to find a more acceptable solution. 
3: Move diameters (z 1 •.• z4 ) to discrete integer values and change the corresponding 
design variables to fixed parameters. 
4: Re-include the diameters (z1 ••• z4 ) in the optimization problem, move thicknesses 
(z5 ... z8 ) to discrete integer values change these to fixed parameters. 
The 3 necessary user imposed interactions between the optimization steps hereby consist 
of a change of the current design point and modification of the constraints (simple 
bound,s) between steps 1 and 2, change of current design point and fixing/exclusion of 4 
design variables by use of artificial constraints (refer to section 5.3.1) and finally, between 
steps 3 and 4, change of current design point combined with a new change in the set of 
design variables. 
In order to compare the characteristics of the modifications of the algorithms discussed 
in the previous chapters, 5 different optimization strategies have been used to solve the 
interactive reliability-based optimization problem defined in section 8.1.1. The main 
differences are summarized in table 8.4, where optimization strategy A is considered the 
primary strategy for interactive problems, while the remaining 4 strategies B-E are used 
for comparison. 
Type Hessian update lni ti alizati on Line search criterion 
A min cond(B) Never Watchdog (Armijo/no critrion) 
B BFGS update B =I if cond(B) > 1010 Watchdog (Armijo/no criterion) 
c BFGS update B = I after interaction Watchdog (Armijo/no criterion) 
D BFGS update B =I if cond(B) > 1010 Standard ( Armijo) 
E BFGS update B = I after interaction Standard (Armijo) 
Table 8.4: Primary differences for the 5 optimization strategies. 
In table 8.4, the Hessian update termed min cond(B) is carried out in accordance with 
the 2-phase algorithm 5.1 while BFGS indicates that the update scheme given in equation 
( 4.42) is used directly. With respect to the definition of the vectors qU•) and q~k) equations 
(4.31)-(4.30) are applied directly while ek in (4.32) is defined using C = 0.2. Using the 
optimization strategies B-E, the approximate Hessian matrix is initialized to the identity 
matrix B = I under specified conditions. 
With respect to the line search, the linear L1-function ( 4.48) is used as the merit function 
while the corresponding penalty parameters 1-L are updated in accordance with ( 4.51) with 
the modification outlined in section 6.2.4 that ensures f.lj > 0. The standard line search 
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termination criterion used in all 5 optimization strategies (as the standard criterion in 
the watchdog technique in type A-C and the only criterion in type D-E) is the least 
restrictive criterion (4.56), in which the new value 'lj;(a) only is required to decrease, i.e. 
'lj;(a) < 'lj;(O). Having satisfied the standard criterion in optimization strategy A-C, the 
relaxed criterion is chosen as no criterion at all (i.e. the step length by definition is a= 1 
for the next 3 iterations). 
In each of the 5 optimization strategies, the design variables and constraints have been 
scaled to unity before the 1st iteration while the objective function is scaled with respect 
to the gradient VzC(z(o)) as described in section 4.6. Additionally, no update of the 
Hessian matrix is performed after a user imposed interaction where the current design 
point z is moved since the corresponding set of vectors p(k) and q(k) is unknown. 
8.1.3 Overall Performance of Optimization Strategies 
In order to compare the required number of iterations in each step for the 5 optimiza-
tion strategies consistently, the optimization is continued until mild convergence criteria 
conc,erning 11 d 11, 11 VzL(-) 11 and 'lj;(-)- C(·) are fulfilled. Refer also to section 8.1.4, in 
which the iteration histories of various convergence parameters are depicted. 
Based on these termination criteria, the required number of iterations for each step for 
the 5 optimization strategies A to E is summarized in table 8.5. 
Optimization strategy No. of iterations in step 
Type Hessian update Initialization Line search 1 2 3 4 Total 
A min cond(B) Never Watchdog 10 5 4 3 22 
B BFGS update If cond(B) > 1010 Watchdog 16 6 5 5 32 
c BFGS update After interaction Watchdog 16 6 10 10 42 
D BFGS update If cond(B) > 1010 No watchdog 17 6 6 6 35 
E BFGS update After interaction No watchdog 17 6 10 10 43 
Table 8.5: Required no. of iterations for 5 different optimization strategies. 
From table 8.5 the most efficient optimization strategy is seen to be type A, in which 
the total number of iterations required for the 4 optimization steps is 22 compared to 
32-43 in the cases where the BFGS update of the Hessian matrix is used. 
Considering the number of iterations required before and after the first user imposed 
interaction (i.e. step 1 and step 2-4, respectively), optimization strategy A requires 10 
and 5 + 4 + 3 = 12 iterations, respectively. Similarly, strategy B-E is seen to require 
16-17 iterations in step 1 while the last 3 optimization steps require 16-26 iterations. 
Consequently, strategy A in which the watchdog technique is combined with the mini-
mization of the condition number of the Hessian is superior both before and after user 
imposed interactions in this example. 
Comparing the strategies B-E in step 2-4, the required number of iterations in strategies 
C and E where the Hessian is initialized after an interaction is seen to be 6 + 10 + 10 = 26 
compared to 6 + 5 + 5 = 16 and 6 + 6 + 6 = 18 for strategy B and C. Thus, automatic 
initialization of the Hessian and thereby discarding all 2nd order information is not an 
advantage in this example. 
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In order to assess the trajectory of the design point during the iterative process, the 
iteration history for the design variables is shown in figure 8.2 for optimization strategies 
A and D. 
Furthermore, throughout the remainder of this chapter (unless otherwise stated), opti-
mization strategy A is primarily compared with strategy D, since strategy D is considered 
a typical representative for standard quasi-Newton algorithms. 
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Figure 8.2: Iteration history for design variables for the two optimization strategies A 
(left) and D (right) . Diameters: z1 . .. z4 . Thicknesses: z5 •.• z8 . Heights: z9 , z10 . 
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In general, please note that the figures plotted for optimization strategy A corresponds 
to 22 iterations only while 35 iterations are used in strategy D, as listed in table 8.5. 
In addition to the differences in the required number of iterations, it is seen from figure 
8.2 that the path or trajectory of the design variables using optimization strategy A 
compared to strategy D is smoother. Especially in steps 2-4 after the interactions, the 
transition from one optimum to the next is seen to form less fluctuating curves for 
strategy A. 
Analogously, considering the objective function and the minimum value of the constraints 
(i.e. most violated constraint) in each iteration, these curves can be observed to behave 
in a similar manner with more smooth transitions between the optimization steps wh en 
using optimization strategy A. The curves are depicted below in figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3: Iteration history for objective function and the minimum value of all con-
straints for the two optimiza.tion strategies A (left) and D (right). 
Based on the fact that the simple bounds are being narrowed for a subset of the design 
variables and due to the presence of the additional constraints used to fix the design 
variables, the value of the objective function is observed to increase during the 4 opti-
mization steps. 
Considering the minimum value of the constraints depicted below in figure 8.3, these 
curves are seen to equal zero at optimum whereby the reliability-based constraints writ-
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ten in the form Cj(z) = /3j(z)- f3jin 2: 0 are fulfilled. Due to the non-linearity of the 
constraints a given constraint does not remain the most violated constraint. throughout 
the iterative process. Hereby, the two curves in figure 8.3 do not correspond to single 
constraints. 
Finally, in order to illustrate the effect of the various user imposed interactions, the 
change in diameters and thicknesses for the 4 element groups over the entire optimization 
through the 4 optimization steps is visualized in figure 8.4. In this figure, the hatched 
cross-sections to the left in each of the 4 columns correspond to the initial design in each 
optimization step while the dark cross-sections to the right correspond to the optimal 
design. 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
DLower= 500 DL = 1000 D fixed L fixed ower 
Group 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Giroup 2 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Group 3 0 0 0 0 
Group 4 00 00 0 0 00 
h2 82 .0 109 109 91 91 89 89 108 
h, 55 47 47 41 41 40 40 50 
Obj. fun c. 33.8 37.1 38.1 43.4 
Figure 8.4: Plot of va.ria.tion of cross-sections for the 4 element groups and values of the 
objective function (volume) through the 11 optimi7-ation steps. (Ratio bet.wccn diameters 
and thicknesses in figure is not constant). 
8.1.4 Performance and Behaviour of Modified Algorithm 
Having considered the primary parameters such as design variables, objective function 
and constraints in the previous section, more internal parameters used within the opti-
mization algorithms arc considered in this section. 
First, in order to illustrate the influence of the line search termination criteria used, the 
step length a in the search direction d is plotted in figure 8.5. 
Comparing these cmves, optimization strategy A using the watchdog technique is able 
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to use a = 1 in all iterations except the first iteration, while strategy D using a standard 
line search termination criterion requires a = 0.1 < 1 five times. However, based on 
the observation that a < 1 all occur in the iterations that correspond to optimization 
step 1 before the user imposed interactions, the different line search criteria used in 
strategies A and D are seen to be insignificant in comparison of the performance after 
the interactions, i.e. in step 2-4. 
0 5 10 15 20 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Iteration no. Iteration no. 
Figure 8.5: Iteration history for the line search step length parameter a for the two 
optimi7:ation stra.tcgies A (left) and D (right). 
Based on the chapters 4, 5 and 6, the condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) 
and thereby the update of the Hessian matrix is considered the most primary parameter. 
From figure 8.6 it is seen that cond(B) for strategy A is approximately a factor 102 
to 103 smaller than the standard BFGS update . Especially in the first iteration, the 
maximum relative increase in the condition number (defined by the parameter /(2 = 100 
in phase 2 in equation (5.10)-(5.14)) is active for optimization strategy A. Consequently, 
the differences between the two strategies are significant already in the step 1. Due to 
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Figure 8.6: Iteration history for condition number of the Hessian matrix cond(B) for 
the two optimization strategies A (left) and D (right). 
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the influence of the differences in the line search criteria used for the two optimization 
strategies, the difference with respect to the required number of iterations in step 1 is 
partly due to this factor. However, in steps 2-4 in which a = 1, the primary cause 
of the reduced number of iterations is the minimization of cond(B) and thereby the 
update of the approximate Hessian matrix. Refer also to figures 8.12 and 8.13, in which 
optimization strategies B and E are considered. 
Additional parameters used to compare the effect of the Hessian update are depicted in 
figure 8. 7, in which the scalar products pT p and pT q are compared with pTBp. 
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Figure 8. 7: Iteration history for the scalar product of the step vector pT p (upper) and 
the scalar product pT q (lower) compared witl1 the product pTBp for the two optimiza-
tion strategies A (left) and D (right). 
For a well-scaled problem with a well-conditioned Hessian matrix, the quantities pT p and 
pTBp are expected to be within the same order of magnitude because the 'exact' Hessian 
of the Lagrange function in such case is expected to be comparable to the identity matrix 
I. Based on the quasi-Newton condition ( 4.27) requiring that the next approximate 
Hessian update B(k+l) must fulfil the equality B(k+l)p(k) = q(k), the iteration history 
of the quantities p(k)T p(k) and p(k)T B(k)p(k) is seen to form comparable trajectories. 
Especially when using optimization strategy A, where the relative changes of the Hessian 
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matrix are moderate, the scalars p(k)T p(k) and p(k)T B(k)p(k) are similar. 
Finally, since the vectors p and q are known to vanish in optimum, all 3 quantities 
considered in figure must converge to zero at the end of each optimization step. Even 
more importantly, using optimization strategy A the transition from one optimum to the 
next in each optimization step is seen to be smoother and thereby indicating a stable 
and unproblematic optimization. 
Considering the variation in the active set of constraints, each element K.i in the reduced 
vector of Lagrange multipliers K, to the QP subproblem ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) is known to correspond 
to an active constraint . Therefore, the non-zero elements in the expanded vectors K and 
A are shown in figure 8.8, where the me+mi+2n +n elements correspond to ordinary 
constraints (2.3)-(2.4), lower and upper bounds (2.5) and artifical constraints to fix the 
design variables. 
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Figure 8.8: Iteration history for non-zero Lagrange multipliers Ai (dark) and Ki (bright) 
for the two optimization strategies A (left) and D (right). Subscripts 1-20 of the Lagrange 
multipliers correspond to ordinary inequality constraints, 21-30 to lower bounds, 31-40 
to upper bounds and 41-50 to artificial constraints for the fixed design variables. 
Due to the update scheme A(k+t) = A(k) +a(K(k+I) -A(k)) in accordance with (4.44), the 
two sets of Lagrange multipliers are seen to be identical in the majority of the iterations 
where a = 1, i.e. A (k+t) = ,.,(k+t). 
Considering the change of the active set of constraints, no significant difference can be 
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observed between the two optimization strategies. However, because the set is seen to 
change, the definition of the vector q in accordance with ( 4.30)-( 4.32) is significant to 
obtain a consistent estimate of the change in the gradient of the Lagrangian - refer also 
to section 6.2.3. 
Furthermore, only a small subset of 4-6 constraints of all 19 reliability-based constraints 
is seen to be active at the optimum of each optimization step. With respect to the 2n 
simple bounds, only various lower bounds are active. Finally, the artificial constraints 
that correspond to the fixed design variables are observed to be active in the optimization 
steps 3 and 4. 
With respect to the iteration history for the gradient of the Lagrange function VzL(z, ..\), 
the squared norm 11 VzL(z, ..\) 11 2 is depicted in figure 8.9. 
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Figure 8.9: Iteration history for the squared norm of the gradient of the Lagrange 
function for two optimization strategies A (left) and D (right). 
Firstly, a smoother transition can be observed when using optimization strategy A, which 
also has been pointed out for some of the previous figures. Next, considering the decrease 
in 11 VzL(z, ..\) 11 2 , the KT optimality condition (2.10) is seen to require VzL(z, ..\) -r 0 in 
optimum. Thus, considering figure 8.9, the norm of the Lagrangian is seen to converge 
faster to zero when using optimization strategy A - especially in steps 2-4 after the user 
imposed interactions. Based on the experience from this and similar problems (refer 
also to the discussion in section 6.2), the main reasons for this behaviour are caused by 
the approximation of the Hessian matrix. Considering the solution scheme for the QP 
subproblem ( 4.17), the determination of the reduced vector K. and thereby the Lagrange 
multipliers..\ to the original problem (2.1)-(2.5) is dependent on the given approximation 
of the Hessian matrix. 
Finally, the difference between the merit function (the L1-function ( 4.48) as outlined in 
section 4.5.1) and the objective function is shown in figure 8.10 . 
Again, a less fluctuating curve is observed for optimization strategy A compared to stra-
tegy D. Furthermore, figure 8.10 shows a more pronounced and faster decrease towards 
zero close to the optimal designs for each optimization step for optimization strategy A. 
Considering the absolute value of the difference between the two curves in the first 5 
iterations in step 1, the difference between the merit and objective function is largest for 
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Figure 8.10: Iteration history for the difference between merit function and objective 
function for the two optimization strategies A (left) and D (right). 
optimization strategy A due to the effect of the relaxed line search criterion in the watch-
dog technique. Consequently, using the relaxed line search criterion (here no criterion at 
all is1used whereby a = 1) entails a path in which more constraints are substantially vi-
olated compared with the traditional line search termination criterion resulting in a < 1 
as shown in figure 8.5. 
8.1.5 Performance of Alternative Optin1ization Strategies 
In order to compare and outline the major differences for some of the alternative op-
timization strategies, the primary parameters such as condition number of the Hessian 
matrix cond(B), convergence parameters pT p and pTBp, step length parameter a and 
the squared norm of the gradient of the Lagrange function are compared. 
In figures 8.11-8.13, the iteration history for the above-mentioned parameters are plotted 
for optimization strategies A, B and E, respectively. For comparison , please note that 
the vertical axes in these figures used for a given parameter are identical (e.g. [1 , 1010] 
for cond(B)) and differ from the axes used in the previous figures 8.5-8.10. However, 
since the optimization strategies A, B and E require a total of 22, 32 and 43 iterations 
as listed in table 8.5, the horizontal axes in the figure 8.11-8.13 are not identical. 
Comparing the results for optimization strategies A and B depicted in figures 8.11 and 
8.12, the combination of the standard BFGS update for the Hessian matrix and the 
watchdog technique is seen to cause ill-conditioning and a temporary breakdown in 
iteration 11 in figure 8.12. Up to this stage, cond(B) is observed to increase and approach 
the upper limit cond(B) = 1010 where the Hessian is initialized (B = I) automatically 
in accordance with table 8.4. 
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Figure 8.11: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix, con-
vergence parameters pT p and pTBp, step length parameter a and squared norm of the 
gradient of the Lagrange function for optimization strategy A. 
Furthermore, immediately before the initialization, the standard line search criterion in 
the watchdog technique is seen to be used, where a step length parameter a = 10-9 
is required. Consequently, the relaxed line search criterion in the watchdog technique 
which has been used in the 3 previous iterations has caused the increase of cond(B) 
from approximately 105 to 109 . Additionally, considering the parameters pT p, pTBp 
and 11 VzL(z, .A) 11 2 the ill-conditioning is easily verified. 
After the initialization B = I in iteration 12, the optimal design point is seen to be 
reached after only 5 additional iterations. From this point, the performance of optimiza-
tion strategy B is almost similar to strategy D in the remaining optimization steps 2-4. 
Compare e.g. the required number of iterations listed in table 8.5 and figure 8.12 with 
figures 8.5-8.10. 
Finally, especially for non-scaled problems (i.e. zdzi ~ 1, 8Cj8z; ~ 1, 8hi/8z; ~ 1, 
etc. for some i,j), the min cond(B) strategy such as used in optimization strategy A has 
proven even more efficient compared to the standard BFGS update. Typically, the latter 
strategy entails values of cond(B) in the range of 108 - 1010 , where numerical problems 
in the solution of the QP (2.12)-(2.15) appear. 
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Figure 8.12: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix, con-
vergence parameters pT p and pTBp, step length parameter a and squared norm of the 
gradient of the Lagrange function for optimization strategy B. 
Considering optimization strategy E, in which the standard line search criterion and the 
BFGS update is used combined with an initialization of the Hessian B = I after each 
interaction, no temporary breakdown can be observed. 
Comparing the iteration histories for strategies D and E, these are seen to be identical in 
step 1 since cond(B) < 1010 . However, due to the initializations at the beginning of each 
optimization step and thereby discarding all previously gathered 2nd order information, 
the required number of iterations is increasing in these steps (6 + 6 + 6 = 18 versus 
6 + 10 + 10 = 26). Refer also to table 8.5 in which the required number of iterations for 
all 5 optimization strategies is shown. 
Consequently, based on the experiences with this problem, the Hessian update, in which 
the condition number of the Hessian is minimized in accordance with algorithm 5.1, 
seems to be superior for solving interactive optimization problems. 
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Figure 8.13: Iteration history for the condition number of the Hessian matrix, con-
vergence parameters pT p and pTBp, step length parameter a and squared norm of the 
gradient of the Lagrange function for optimization strategy E. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
This chapter is divided into two parts. First, a brief summary of the thesis and conclu-
sions are given in section 9.1 whereupon overall conclusions and suggestions for further 
work within the research area are outlined in section 9.2. 
9.1 Summary and Conclusions 
Considering the development of methods for design and analysis of structural systems, 
the most recent trends are seen to approach concurrent computer-based systems by which 
the design and analysis process can be treated interactively and rationally within the 
same environment. 
So far, numerous program packages are commercially available within the individual 
branches of CAD, FE-based analysis, structural optimization and reliability estimation. 
However, considering programs that contain a combination of these modules within 
the same environment, only a limited number of programs is available. Furthermore, 
with increased requirements for interactions at all levels, the number of available pro-
grams/systems is decreasing. 
Thus, among the primary obstacles to an integrated design and analysis system capable 
of performing interactive reliability-based structural optimization the following can be 
mentioned: 
• Formulation of a global, standard interface or common database in order to allow 
for integration of the different programs/modules. 
• Formulation of reliability-based design criteria in order to obtain a consistent level 
of safety for reliability-based methods. 
• Development of algorithms that allow for interactive reliability-based structural 
optimization. 
Based on these requirements and the motivation outlined in the introduction in chapter 
1, the primary scope of the thesis has been limited to development, implementation and 
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examination of methods suitable for interactive reliability-based optimization. 
Within this field, the primary work covered in the thesis can be summarized in the 
following issues: 
• Definition of desirable and necessary interactive capabilities for interactive relia-
bility-based optimization systems. 
• Modification of existing, and development of new procedures and algorithms to be 
used for interactive reliability-based optimization. 
• Implementation of the prototype IROS (Interactive Reliability-based Optimization 
System) to be used under the programming language Matlab. 
• Application of IROS to test and evaluate the performance of the modified algo- . 
rithms with respect to the solution of interactive reliability-based structural opti-
mization problems. 
Based on the observation that the class of quasi-Newton optimization algorithms gene-
rally has proven to be most efficient with respect to the solution of typical structural 
problems, special attention is given to the performance of these algorithms. In a tradi-
tional non-interactive environment, the superior performance of this type of algorithm 
I 
is caused by the exploitation of the approximate 2nd order information to be stored in 
the approximate Hessian matrix B, where this matrix by use of quasi-Newton update 
schemes sequentially approaches the Hessian matrix of the Lagrange function . 
Since the approximate 2nd order information depends on the iteration history, a stan-
dard quasi-Newton update scheme such as the recursive BFGS update typically causes 
ill-conditioning of the approximate Hessian matrix when applied to interactive problems, 
where the iteration path is perturbed by the user imposed interactions. Therefore, un-
less the Hessian matrix is redefined (e.g. simply an initialization) after such interaction, 
alternative procedures must be applied. 
Based on the above-mentioned, identification and examiniation of the primary parame-
ters/quantities within the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm are important issues in 
order to modify existing algorithms for interactive optimization. Considering the modi-
fication of the quasi-Newton algorithm, the primary contributions in this thesis can be 
summarized as : 
• A new update formula for the approximate Hessian matrix B in which the condition 
number cond(B) is minimized and both the absolute and relative increases in 
cond (B ) are restricted. 
• Introduction of artificial constraints for temporarily fixed design variables whereby 
the full dimension of the Hessian matrix B is preserved in cases where these design 
variables are re-included in the optimization problem. 
• Application of the line search termination criterion known as the watchdog tech-
nique whereby the full step length o: = 1 can be allowed more often . 
In brief, the basic strategy behind the modifications is to minimize the sensitivity with 
respect to user imposed interactions and modifications and to preserve already obtained 
2nd order information. A more stable solution procedure and faster convergence rate 
are hereby obtained. 
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The most important property of the proposed modifications is that no additional function 
and gradient evaluation of objective function and constraints is required, Hereby, the 
additional computational effort is completely within the optimization algorithm and 
therefore negligible when considering typical structural optimization problems. 
9.2 Overall Conclusions and Comments 
With respect to the applicability of the proposed modified quasi-Newton optimization 
algorithm, the performance has been evaluated and tested on numerous examples ranging 
from simple, deterministic problems to realistic reliability-based structural optimization 
problems. Based on the experiences obtained by use of the prototype IROS, the following 
overall conclusions with respect to the applicability of the implemented procedures can 
be listed. 
• The sensitivity with respect to scaling of design variables, objective function and 
constraints and poor starting point is reduced when applying the strategy for the 
j Hessian update in which cond(B) is minimized. 
• Although the proposed modifications are intended specificly for interactive relia-
bility-based structural optimization problems, these modifications apply to inter-
active deterministic problems and traditional non-interactive (deterministic and 
reliability-based) problems as well. 
• With respect to the performance of the modified algorithm, this is generally si-
milar to the performance of standard quasi-Newton algorihms (such as NLPQL or 
VMCWD) when considering non-interactive structural reliability-based optimzi-
ation problems. Considering interactive problems, the min cond(B) strategy is 
generally superior. 
• In order to compensate for the additional computational effort used in the more 
complicated Hessian update that involves solution of two additional subproblems, 
determination of eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, etc., the optimization problem 
must be characterized by costly function and/or gradient evaluations, i.e. typical 
structural problems. 
Considering future research and suggestions for additional work within the field, a more 
extensive testing programme would be preferable. Based on the observation that the 
performance of the algorithms is highly dependent on the actual optimization problems 
considered, these tests are particularly relevant for different types of realistic reliability-
based structural problems. Hereby, the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 
methods for different types of optimization problems can be verified more thoroughly. 
The primary cause for this lack of more testing is the time used to establish the proto-
type IROS, in which the 3 modules (graphical user interface, optimization algorithm and 
reliability-based response analysis) have been integrated. Due to the requirements that 
a large class of parameters must be accessible during the optimization process through 
the user interface, the implementation of IROS has been a time consuming process. 
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Additionally, the time used for the preliminary testing of various, alternative types of op-
timization algorithms (such as sequential linear programming, method of moving asymp-
totes, etc.) could have been reduced. 
However, having established the prototype IROS, the primary suggestions for further 
research are: 
• More extensive testing of the performance and applicability of the proposed mo-
difications - especially with respect to the solution of interactive reliability-based 
optimization problems. 
• Application of alternative update schemes for the approximate Hessian matrix, 
heuristic rules for when to initialize the Hessian matrix, etc. 
• More formal guidelines for how and when to introduce user imposed interactions. 
For example, heuristic rules based on experiences from typical problems can be 
used in · combination with the designers intuition. 
Appendix A 
Description of Program IROS 
This appendix describes various parts of the implementation of IROS which, for various 
reasons, have been omitted in the outline of IROS given in chapter 7. 
A.l Implementation of Optimization Algorithm 
Based on the layout of the optimization algorithm outlined in section 7.5.1, the evaluation 
of function values and sensitivities in section 7.5.2 and the line search considered in 
section 7.5.3, this appendix briefly describes the modules in which the algorithms are 
implemented. For a description of the underlying theory, refer to the chapters 4, 5 and 
7. 
Level 0: 
IROS: Main file used to control the 3 modules at level1: Graph, Modify and Optimize 
used to handle the graphical displays, modification module and the module to 
perform the interactive reliability-based optimization, respectively. Additionally, 
the problem definition defined in the file 'userprob.m' (refer to appendix A.2.1) is 
read in this module. 
Level 1: 
Optimize: Superior module which basicly corresponds to algorithm 7.1. The imple-
mentation of the primary functions and modules are described at level 2. 
Graph, Modify: Similarly, but not described here, this level contains two superior 
modules to control the graphical display Graph and a modification module for user 
imposed interactions Modify, respectively. 
Level 2: 
Func, Grad: Standard functions used to call the user defined functions in 'user-
func.m '. Refer also to appendix A.2.2 in which an example is shown and appendix 
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A.3 used to evaluate standard performances such as yielding, deflection, global and 
local instability, etc. 
Perform: Standard interface function which is called from the user provided function 
'userfunc. m'. Refer to section 7 .5.2 for a description of function evaluation using 
the standard interface perform(}. 
Hessian: A collection of functions used to update the Hessian matrix including func-
tions to perform the one-dimensional optimizations in algorithm 5.1 and 5.2 to 
obtain min cond(B)(k+t). 
Quadratic Programming: Solve the QP subproblem to obtain the search direction 
d and the Lagrange multipliers K. 
Simplex Algorithm: 2 phase simplex algorithm to obtain a feasible point with 
respect to the linearized constraints in the QP ( 4.1 )-( 4. 7) . If no feasible point 
exist, relax the violated constraints by the relaxation parameter p E [0, 1]. 
QP Solution: Apply the iterative scheme described in section 4.2.1 to obtain the 
correct active set of constraints and solve the QP. 
Line Search: Perform the one-dimensional line search using the watchdog technique 
to obtain the step length a. 
AdapAcc, Func: Define adaptive accuracy for reliability-based constraints and 
evaluate function values. 
PenPar, MeritFunc: Define penalty parameters 1-L and evalute value of merit 
function . 
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A.2 Example of Problem Definition 
A.2.1 Definition of Problem Variables 
In this section, the user provided file 'userprob. m' used to define the reliability-based 
optimization problem of the offshore jacket considered in section 8.1 is shown. 
1 % ••••• •• •••••••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • 
2 % File : userprob.m 
3 % This file contains the definition of the optimization 
4 % problem for IROS and is read automatically from 'IROS' 
5 % before the optimization is performed. 
6 % 
7 %Date : 07.03.96 
8 % 
9 % Example : Ifip 1996 - example 8.1 
10 % 25 node I 48 bar 
11 % offshore example 
12 % 
13 % No of DesignVar 10 
14 % No of Constraints 20 
15 % No of StocVar 6 
16 % • •• •••••••••••••••• • • ••• •• ••••••••••••••• ••• •••• • ••••••• 
17 
18 
% No 
nVar 
of Design Variables 
= 10; 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
% Initial values of Design Var and Simple 
% Lower Initial 
zLIU = [ 500 . 0 1000.0 
500 . 0 1200.0 
500 . 0 2000.0 
500.0 1500.0 
10.0 15.0 
10.0 25.0 
10.0 50.0 
10.0 30.0 
25.0 55 .. 0 
75.0 110.0 
% Text to Design Variables 
zText = [ 'zl Diameterl [mm] . 
'z2 Diameter2 [mm] . 
'z3 Diameter3 [mm] 
'z4 Diameter4 [mm] . 
'z5 Thicknessl 
'z6 Thickness2 
'z7 Thickness3 
'z8 Thickness4 
'z9 Heightl [m] 
'zlO: Height2 [m] 
48 % No of Constraints (total) 
49 neon = 20; 
50 
51 % Total no of Equalities 
52 nEqCon = 0; 
53 
54 % Total no of Inequalities 
55 nineqCon = 20; 
56 
[mm]' 
[mm]' 
[mm]' 
[mm]' 
Upper 
2500.0 
2500.0 
2500.0 
2500.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
150.0 
l ; 
57 % No of Reliability-Based Constraints 
58 nRelCon = 19; 
59 
l; 
Bounds 
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60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
GB 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
7B 
79 
BO 
Bl 
B2 
% Text 
cText = 
to 
[ 
Constraints 
'cl Stress, 
'c2 Stress, 
'c3 Stress, 
'c4 Stress, 
'c5 Stress, 
'c6 Stress, 
'c7 Global, 
'cB Global, 
'c9 Global, 
'clO: Global , 
'ell: Global, 
'cl2: Global, 
'cl3 : Local, 
'c14: Local, 
'cl5: Local, 
'cl6 : Local, 
'c17: Local, 
'clB: Local, 
'c19 : Umax < 
'c20: hl < h2 
grpl ' 
grp2 ' 
grp31' 
grp41' 
grp3u' 
grp4u' 
grpl ' 
grp2 ' 
grp31' 
grp41' 
grp3u' 
grp4u' 
grpl ' 
grp2 
grp31 ' 
grp41 ' 
grp3u 
grp4u 
3000rnrn' 
+ 25m' l; 
B3 % Performance limit for constraints [1 .. neon] 
B4 cPerfLimit = -l.O*ones(nCon,l); 
B5 cPerfLimit(19) 3000.0; 
B16 cPerfLimit(20) = 0.0; 
B7 
BB % Min required reliability indices [1 .. neon] 
89 cBetaMin = 4.0*ones(nCon,l); 
90 cBetaMin(19) 2.5; 
91 cBetaMin(20) = 0.0; 
92 
93 % Required accuracy for reliability indices [1 .. neon] 
94 cBetaAcc = le-lO*ones(nCon,l); 
95 cBetaAcc(20) = 0.0; 
96 
97 % Max no of iterations for reliability analyses [1 .. neon] 
9B cBetaitNo = 25*ones(nCon,l); 
99 cBetaitNo(20) = 0; 
100 
101 
102 % No of Stocastic Variables 
103 nStoc = 6; 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
% Type of 
% O:Det . 
xType = [ 
Stochastic 
!:Uniform 
3 
3 
2 
3 
6 
6 l; 
Variables 
2:Normal 3:Lognormal 
% Mean value of Stochastic Variables 
xMu = [ 400.0 
2.le5 
1.2 
0.15 
40 . 0 
25 . 0 ]; 
% Standard dev. of Stochastic Variables 
xSigma = [ 40 . 0 
1.05e4 
0.18 
0.06 
B.O 
3. 75 l; 
6:Gurnbel(max) 
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130 % Text to Stochastic Variables 
131 xText = [ 'xl: Yield str. [N/nun2] ' 
132 ' x2: E-rnodulus [N/nun2] 
133 'x3: Drag coeff. [-] 
134 'x4: Marine growth [m] ' 
135 'x5: Wind speed [m/s] 
136 'x6 : Wave height [m] ' ]; 
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In this section, an extract of the file 'userfunc. m' used to define the objective function 
and constraints (19 reliability-based and 1 deterministic constraints) for the optimization 
problem of t_he offshore jacket considered in section 8.1 is shown. 
1 function fcValue = userfunc(nVar, nCon,nRelCon,nineqCon,nEqCon , 
2 nStoc, zSetBin,z, fcCode, cPerfLimit,cBetaMin,cBetaAcc, . . . 
3 cBetaitNo, xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigrna) 
4 % ••• •• •••••• • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ % File : userfunc . rn 
6 % This file contains the definition of the objective 
7 % function and all constraints. The functions are called 
8 % automatically from IROS during the optimization. 
9 % 
10 %Date : 07 . 03.96 
11 % 
12 % 
13 % 
14 % 
15 % 
Example : Ifip 1996 - example 8.1 
25 node I 48 bar 
offshore example 
16 % No of DesignVar 10 
17 % No of Constraints 20 
18 % No of StocVar 6 
19 % • • ••••••••••• • ••• • ••• • ••••• • •••••••••••••••• • •••• • •••••• • •••• • ••• • 
20 
21 
22 
23 % Obj.func. 
24 if fcCode == 0 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
perfType 1; % Volume 
perfNode = 0; 
perfElern = 0 ; 
fcValue = perforrn(nVar , nStoc, zSetBin,z , 
xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigrna, .. . 
perfType,perfNode,perfElem, 0,0,0,0); 
fcValue = le-9*fcValue; 
end 
36 % Constraint no. 1 
37 if fcCode == 1 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
perfType 21; % vonMises stress, grpl 
perfNode = 0; 
perfElern = 28; 
fcValue = perform(nVar, nStoc, zSetBin,z, .. . 
xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigma, perfType,perfNode,perfElern, 
cPerfLimit(fcCode),cBetaMin(fcCode),cBetaAcc(fcCode), 
cBetaitNo(fcCode)); 
45 end 
46 
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194 % Constraint no. 15 
195 if fcCode == 15 
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196 perfType 31; % Local instability, grp3lower 
197 perfNode = 0; 
198 perfElem = 13; 
199 fcValue = perform(nVar, nStoc, zSetBin,z, 
200 xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigma, perfType,perfNode,perfElem, 
201 cPerfLimit(fcCode) ,cBetaMin(fcCode) ,cBetaAcc(fcCode), 
202 cBetaitNo(fcCode)); 
203 end 
204 
205 % Constraint no. 16 
206 if fcCode == 16 
207 perfType 31; % Local instability, grp4lower 
208 perfNode = O; 
209 perfElem = 11; 
210 fcValue = perform(nVar, nStoc, zSetBin,z, ... 
211 xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigma , perfType,perfNode , perfElem, 
212 cPerfLimit(fcCode),cBetaMin(fcCode) ,cBetaAcc(fcCode), 
213 cBetaitNo(fcCode)); 
214 end 
2~5 
216 % Constraint no . 17 
217 if fcCode == 17 
218 perfType 31; % Local instability, grp3upper 
219 perfNode = 0; 
220 perfElem = 27 ; 
221 fcValue = perform(nVar, nStoc, zSetBin,z, .. . 
222 xSetBin,xType,xMu , xSigma, perfType,perfNode,perfElem, 
223 cPerfLimit(fcCode),cBetaMin(fcCode),cBetaAcc(fcCode), 
224 cBetaitNo(fcCode)); 
225 end 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
% Constraint no. 18 
if fcCode == 18 
perfType 31; % Local instability, grp4upper 
perfNode = 0; 
perfElem = 24; 
fcValue = perform(nVar, nStoc, zSetBin,z, 
xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigma, perfType,perfNode,perfElem, 
cPerfLimit(fcCode) ,cBetaMin(fcCode) ,cBetaAcc(fcCode), 
cBetaitNo(fcCode)); 
236 end 
237 
238 
239 
240 % Constraint no. 19 
241 if fcCode == 19 
242 perfType 14; % Total deflection 
243 perfNode = 23; 
244 perfElem = 0; 
245 fcValue = perform(nVar, nStoc, zSetBin,z, ... 
246 xSetBin,xType,xMu,xSigma , perfType,perfNode,perfElem, 
247 cPerfLimit(fcCode) ,cBetaMin(fcCode),cBetaAcc(fcCode), 
248 cBetaitNo(fcCode) ); 
249 end 
250 
251 
252 
253 % Constraint no. 20 
254 if fcCode == 20 
255 fcValue = z(lO)- z(9)- 25.0; 
256 end 
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A .3 Predefined Performances in IROS 
In this appendix, the predefined performances used to implement standard limit state 
functions such as yielding, deflection, etc. in IROS are considered. 
Using these predefined performances, the standard function 'perform(-)' in IROS is used 
in the user defined function 'userfunc.m '. Thus, as listed in section 7.5.2 (refer also 
to appendix A.2.2), the following 7 parameters must be specified: perfType, perfNode, 
perfElem, cPerfLimit, cBetaMin, cBetaAcc and cBetaltNo. 
perfType: Type of performance. 
01 : Total Volume of Structure. 
perfNode : Not active. 
perfElem : Not active. 
perfLimit : Defines a target volume, i.e. the performance is defined as 
(per!) = perfLimit - (volume). 
11 : Displacement of node in x-direction. 
J 
perfNode : Defines the node in which the displacement is evaluated. 
perfElem : Not active. 
perfLimit : Defines a target displacement, i.e. the performance is defined as 
(per!) = perfLimit - ( disp). 
12 : Displacement of node in y-direction. 
Similar to perfType 11. 
13 : Angular rotation of element at node. 
perfNode : Defines which node in the element the angular rotation is evaluated. 
perfElem : Defines the element to be considered. 
perfLimit : Defines a target rotation, i.e. the performance is defined as 
(perf) = perfLimit - (rot). 
14 : Total displacement of node. 
Similar to pc1jType 11. 
21 : von Mises stress in an element. 
perfNode : Defines which node in the element the stress is evaluated. 
perfElem : Defines the element to be considered. 
perfLimit : Defines a target stress (e.g. yielding strength), i.e. the performance is 
defined as (per!) = perfLimit - (stress). 
31 : Global instability in an element. 
perfNode : Used to define the length of the column, i.e. if perfNode is within the 
element a simple Euler column is considered . If perfNode is situated outside 
the element, the length of the column is defined as the maximum length 
between perfNode and a node within the element. 
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perfElem : Defines the element to be considered. 
pe1jLimit : Defines the yield strength which is used to evaluate the global instabi- ,lobe 
lity of the element in accordance with the Danish Design Code DS 412 DS 
41 : Local instability in an element. 
Similar to perfType 31. 
With respect to the parameter perfLimit, a negative value of the parameter cPerfLimii er c 
in 'userprob. m' in appendix A.2.1 indicates that perfLimit is defined as the outcome of a out 
stochastic variable. Thus, considering perfType 21, 31 and 41 (yielding, global and local lbal 
instability), perfLimii is defined as the outcome of the stochastic variable that describes .hat 
yield strength. 
In addition to the parameters considered above, cBetaMin, cBetaAcc and cBetaltNo 1d l 
denoting the minimum required reliability index fJmin, the required accuracy in the esti- :y li 
mation of j3 and the maximum allowable no. of iterations, respectively, must be defined 1st l 
for all types of performances- refer also to section 7.5.2. 
j 
Appendix B 
Description of Offshore Example 
In this appendix, the response analysis and the failure modes that corresponds to the 
optimization problem considered in chapter 8 is described in more detail. 
B.l Response Analysis 
For given values of the wind velocity v; = V(z;), where z; denotes the vertical coordinate, 
diameter D; and length/;, the extreme wind force F; on the ith tubular element is simply 
founds as 
(B.l) 
With respect to the wave forces, linear wave theory is applied to estimated velocity and 
acceleration as a function of the extreme wave height H - refer e.g. to Svendsen & 
Jonsson (1980). Succeedingly, Morrisons formula is applied to evaluate the force at the 
tubular elements, i.e. 
(B.2) 
where u; = u( -z;) denotes the velocity at the vertical coordinate z; below mean water 
level and tm denotes the thickness of the marine growth. In equation (B.2), only the 
drag forces is taken into consideration based on an evaluation of the Keulegan-Carpenter 
number as referred in section 8.1.1. 
Thus, provided that all external forces F; is found in accordance with (B.l)-(B.2), the 
FE model can be established in order to perform the response analysis. 
B.2 Failure Modes 
Having performed the response analysis, the failure modes concerning yielding, global 
and local instability and maximum allowable deflection (refer also to table 8.2 in section 
123 
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8.1.1) can now be evaluated. 
Generally, the failure modes are evaluated by use of the predefined standard performan-
ces included in IROS - refer e.g. to chapter 7 and appendix A.3. 
Furthermore, the implementation of these performance is based on the danish codes 
DS412 and DS449 in which yielding and global and local instability is treated. Thus, 
utilizing these performances, the yielding failure mode is simply evaluated by use of 
Naviers formula, global instability by use of an Euler based formuia in which geometri-
cally imperfections, etc. are taken into account (refer to DS412, pp. 33) and finally the 
capacity with respect to local instability in accordance with similar expressions given in 
DS449, part 2, pp. 53. 
Finally, in order to reduce the number of constraints, only the 6 most critical elements · 
in the structure are examined as outlined in section 8.1.1. In figure B.1, the positions of 
these most £ritical failure elements for the 4 element groups are depicted. 
Group 1 ® 
Group 2 @ 
-: Group 3 @@) 
Group 4 @ (]) 
Figure B.l: Positions of the 6 most critical failure elements for the failure modes 
yielding and global and local instability. 
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a 
A 
B 
cJ(z) 
Cj(z) 
c(z) 
(cCz(k))) 
c(z) 
cond( ·) 
c 
C(z) 
C(z) 
d 
D,D 
e; 
vector with nodal displacements 
cross-sectional area 
approximation to the Hessian matrix of the Lagrange function 
equality constraint no. j 
inequality constraint no. j 
vector of constraints 
expected value of constraints at the point z(k) 
vector of scaled constraints 
condition number of matrix 
constant 
objective function 
scaled value of objective function 
search direction 
scaling parameters 
unit vector with zeroes except unity at ith position 
modulus of elasticity 
general function 
joint probability density function 
yielding stress 
nodal force vector 
failure function no. j 
Hessian matrix 
vector of active constraints 
E 
!(-) 
fx(X) 
jy 
f 
gj(-) 
H 
h(z) 
I moment of inertia 
I identity matrix 
kr 
constant 
maximum absolute value of cond(B) 
maximum relative increase in cond(B) 
global stiffness matrix 
number of iterations used to rebuild the Hessian matrix 
le local stiffness matrix 
l 
L(z, A) 
number of iterations in which the relaxed line search criterion 
must be allowed 
length 
Lagrange function 
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LN(p, iJ) 
m 
m/3 
M 
M a 
Mai 
Ma{3 
Mci 
Me 
M; 
M sb . 
ME:; 
M;..; 
n 
nP 
N 
N(p,O") 
p 
p(k) 
P(-) 
pi 
q(k) 
Q 
R 
R 
t 
T( ·) 
u 
u 
wi(t) 
w 
w 
X 
X 
Z j 
z 
z(k) 
Z(t) 
z 
z 
z+ 
z 
log-normal distributed variable with mean value p and st.dev. O" 
number of constraints 
number of active constraints 
number of equality constraints 
number of inequality constraints 
number of reliability-based constraints 
safety margin 
set of active constraints 
set of inequality constraints which is likely to become active 
set of active reliability-based constraints 
set of inequality constraints with non-positive constraint values 
set of equality constraints 
set of inequality constraints 
set of simple bounds 
set of c:-active inequality constraints 
set of inequality constraints with positive Lagrange multiplier 
number of design variables 
number of parameters in vector p 
number of stochastic variables 
normal distributed variable with mean value p and st.dev. O" 
vector of deterministic parameters 
change in design variables from z(k-l) to z(k) 
penalty term in merit function 
probability of failure 
change in gradient of Lagrange function from z(k-I) to z(k) 
orthogonal matrix 
reliability 
upper triangular matrix 
thickness 
transformation from U-space to X-space 
realizations of U 
vector of stoc.var. in standard, normal and uncorrelated space 
working set of inequality constraints in solution of QP 
width 
vector used in Hessian update 
realizations of X 
Notation 
vector of stoc.var. (generally correlated and non-normally distributed) 
design variable no. i 
vector of design variables 
vector of design variables in kth iteration 
current estimate of design variables in QP subproblem 
vector of scaled design variables 
vector of currently changed design variables 
vector of design variables with enlarged dimension 
vector of design variables with reduced dimension 
step length in search direction 
Notation 
(3 
{3min 
c 
Ef3 
1J 
,\ 
X 
f.l 
1-L 
K, 
K, 
V 
<i>k 
<p(-) 
<P(.) 
<Pn{ ·) 
'1/J(-) 
p 
outward normalized vector in U-space 
reliability index 
minimum required reliability index 
perturbation 
difference, finite difference 
threshold parameter 
accuracy parameter in reliability analysis 
eigenvalue 
vector of Lagrange multipliers 
reduced vector of Lagrange multipliers 
mean value of stochastic variable 
vector of penalty parameters in merit function 
vector of Lagrange multipliers for the QP subproblem 
reduced vector of Lagrange multipliers for the QP subproblem 
gradient operator 
parameter used in Hessian update 
normal density function 
normal distribution function 
n-dimensional normal distribution function 
merit function 
relaxation parameter used to obtain feasible point 
standard deviation of stochastic variable 
stress at a point A 
relaxation parameter used in Hessian update 
failure region 
safe region 
Superscripts: 
max upper bound 
mm lower bound 
T transpose 
* optimal value of design variables, objectivce function, etc. 
(k) iteration number in optimization algorithm 
(1) iteration number reliability analysis (FORM) 
Subscripts: 
index for design variables 
J index for constraints 
(I) iteration number in QP subproblem 
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Summary 
The aim of the present thesis Interactive Reliability-Based Optimization of Structural 
Systems has_ been to develop, implement, examine and evaluate the possibilities of ap-
plying interactive reliability-based optimization. 
In a comparison of the prevalence of methods for deterministic and reliability-based op-
timization with other computer-based design and analysis methods such as FE-based 
CAD systems, the latter is observed to be widely used in the industry. On the other 
handi reliability-based optimization of realistic structural systems is rarely applied out-
side research and university environments. 
The reasons for this difference are plenty. Criteria used to obtain a consistent level of 
safety for reliability-based methods have not been formulated so far in opposition to 
the traditional deterministic approach (prescribed partial safety factors in correspon-
ding design codes). Furthermore, the formulation of the reliability-based optimization 
problem with all potential design requirements and constraints can only in rare cases be 
established uniquely. Lack of adequate program packages for commercial use in which the 
reliability-based optimization problem is solved within an integrated CAD /FEM environ-
ment is another important factor. Finally, the traditional non-interactive environment in 
which the designer's intuition and experience from similar examples cannot be taken into 
account constitutes another obstacle to a broader use of methods for reliability-based 
optimization. 
Therefore, based on the above description, the basis for this thesis is to examine the 
opportunities to apply interactive reliability-based optimization of structural systems. 
Within this research area, the primary scope of the thesis is limited to development 
and examination of techniques, methods and algorithms for interactive reliability-based 
optimization. Based on an assessment of the efficiency and applicability of existing non-
interactive methods, modified and alternative algorithms are formulated which are able 
to comply with the specific requirements in an interactive environment more rationally. 
To illustrate the interactive capabilities seen from the viewpoint of the optimization 
process, the program IROS (Interactive Reliability-based Optimization System) is deve-
loped and implemented. Therefore, the primary objective of IROS is to identify the most 
important parameters in a reliability-based optimization and hereby test and evaluate 
the proposed changes and modifications of the existing algorithms. 
Based on this limitation, the thesis does not consider the equally important integration 
of the interactive reliability-based optimization system with existing CAD /FEM systems 
thoroughly, which allow the design and analysis process to be performed within the same 
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system. 
In short, the thesis can be divided into 3 parts. First, the chapters 2, 3 and ( 4) are 
devoted to a review of basic theory and a definition of requirements and interactive ca-
pabilities to be included in an interactive optimization system. Thus, based on the first 
part, chapters (4), 5 and 6 describe the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm and formu-
late new /modified procedures and algorithms to be used in interactive reliability-based 
optimization. Finally, chapters 7-8 describe the implementation of the interactive opti-
mization system IROS and evaluate and illustrate the effect of the proposed interactive 
modifications through a realistic example. 
In the following the individual chapters are briefly summarized. 
Chapter 1 contains a short introduction and reasons for considering the issue interactive · 
reliability-based structural optimization. On this basis, the primary objective of the 
thesis is defined as reported in the preceding sections. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to an outline of the basic theory considering non-linear optimization, 
reliability analysis using FORM (First Order Reliability Method) and the combination 
reliability-based optimization - partly for the purpose of defining the problem conside-
red and corresponding solution techniques and partly to outline the terminology used 
thro1ughout the thesis. 
Chapter 3 contains a description of the requirements and desirable possibilities to be 
included in an interactive reliability-based optimization system. Among others, this 
includes a description of graphical displays such as sensitivities, elasticities , what-if stu-
dies, etc. which can be used to determine appropriate interactive changes. Based on 
the requirements for interactive changes with respect to design variables, simple bounds, 
constraints and parameters in the reliability analysis, necessary properties to a solution 
algorithm for interactive optimization problems are formulated. 
Based on the observation that the most efficient algorithms for structural optimization 
problems (both deterministic and reliability-based) in general are based on quasi-Newton 
optimization algorithms, the primary constituents in this algorithm are treated in detail 
in chapter 4. Thus, issues such as solution of QP (Quadratic Programming) subproblem, 
update of the approximate Hessian matrix, update of Lagrange multipliers and choice of 
merit function, penalty parameters and different choice of line search termination criteria 
(in particular the socalled watchdog technique) are therefore discussed on the basis of 
interactive optimization. 
Based on the requirements for interactive reliability-based optimization outlined in chap-
ter 3, chapter 5 proposes various modifications of existing quasi-Newton algorithms and 
new suggestions for altered solution methods. Especially the sequential construction of 
2nd order information in the Hessian matrix, which to a large extent is responsible for 
the rate of convergence and the stability of the iterative solution of the optimization 
problem, and methods used to preserve information already stored in the Hessian are 
treated. A method, among others, is a minimization of the condition number of the 
Hessian matrix proposed whereby the sensitivity with respect to interactive changes is 
reduced. 
In chapter 6 the effect of the modifications proposed in chapter 5 is evaluated and exami-
ned. The difference between various optimization strategies is demonstrated primarily 
through simple, explicit examples (typical polynomials), in which the effect of the indi-
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vidual parameters is illustrated through characteristic plots of both non-interactive and 
interactive optimization problems. 
Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the program IROS to be used in the MATLAB 
environment. After a brief demonstration of the interactive and graphical possibilities 
in IROS, the implementation of the primary constituents in the optimization algorithm 
is treated in more detail. Among other issues, the evaluation of reliability-based con-
straints through a standard interface and the implementation of the watchdog technique 
are considered in this chapter. 
Next, the application of IROS is demonstrated in chapter 8, where the solution of a re-
alistic reliability-based optimization problem of a structural system (an offshore jacket) 
is shown. The optimization problem is solved interactively by use of several optimiza" 
tion strategies, whereby advantages and disadvantages of the proposed methods can be 
assessed. 
Finally, in -chapter 9, a brief summary of the thesis and an overall conclusion are gi-
ven. It is emphasized that although the proposed procedures are intended for solution 
of interactive reliability-based optimization problems, these procedures can be applied 
for solution of interactive as well as non-interactive optimization problems with both 
deterministic and reliability- based constraints. 
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Summary in Danish 
Formalet med denne afhandling Interactive Reliability-Based Optimization of Structural 
Systems har vreret at udvikle, implementere og unders!/lge mulighederne for at anvende 
interaktiv palidelighedsbaseret optimering. 
Sammenlignes udbredelsen af metoder til bade deterministisk og palidelighedsbaseret 
optimering med anvendelsen af andre computerbaserede design- og analysemetoder som 
f.eks. FE-baserede CAD-systemer, ses sidstnrevnte at have vundet stor udbredelse i in-
dustrien. Modsat anvendes palidelighedsbaseret optimering af realistiske konstruktioner 
kun 
1
sjreldent udenfor forsknings- og universitetsmiljfller. 
Arsagen til denne forskel skyldes flere faktorer. Kriterier til fastsrettelse af et konsi-
stent sikkerhedsniveau for palidelighedsbaserede metoder er endnu ikke formuleret som 
tilfreldet er ved anvendelse af deterministiske metoder (partialkoefficient metoden med 
tilhfllrende norm er) ligesom formuleringen af det palidelighedsbaserede optimeringspro-
blem med alle potentielle designkrav og sidebetingelser sjreldent entydigt kan opstilles. 
Manglende programpakker til kommerciel brug, hvor palidelighedsbaserede optimerings-
problemer kan l!llses i et integreret CAD /FEM milj!ll er endvidere en vresentlig faktor. 
Det traditionelle ikke-interaktive miljfll, hvor designeren/brugeren ikke har mulighed for 
at udnytte sin intuition og erfaring fra lignende eksempler, udg!llr endnu en faktor mod 
en mere udbredt anvendelse af metoder til palidelighedsbaseret optimering. 
Pa baggrund af ovenstaende er udgangspunktet for denne afhandling derfor at unders!llge 
mulighederne for at foretage interaktiv palidelighedsbaseret optimering af strukturelle 
problemer. 
Inden for dette omrade afgrrenses hovedtemaet til at omfatte udvikling og unders!llgelse 
af teknikker, metoder og algoritmer til interaktiv palidelighedsbaseret strukturel opti-
mering. Ud fra en vurdering af eksisterende ikke-interaktive metoders effektivitet og 
anvendelighed opstilles saledes modificerede og alternative algortimer, som mere effek-
tivt kan im!1ldekomme de specielle krav som stilles i et interaktivt miljfll. 
Med henblik pa at illustrere de interaktive muligheder set fra en optimeringsmressig 
synsvinkel, er det interaktive palidelighedsbaserede optimeringssystem IROS (Interactive 
Reliability-based Optimzation System) udviklet og implementeret. Det primrere formal 
med IROS er saledes at identificere de vigtigste parametre i en palidelighedsbaseret op-
timering og dermed evaluere og teste de foreslaede rendringer og modifikationer af de 
eksisterende algori tmer. 
Med udgangspunkt i denne afgrrensning beskreftiger afhandlingen sig derfor ikke dybt-
gaende med den vigtige integration af det interaktive palidelighedsbaserede optimeringsy-
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stemmed eksisterende CAD-systemer, hvorved design- og analyseprocessen kan foretages 
inden for samme system. 
Meget kortfattet kan afhandlingen opdeles i 3 hoveddele: I kapitel 2, 3 og ( 4) gennemgas 
den grundlreggende teori, hvorefter krav til interaktivt at rendre optimeringsproblemet og 
muligheder i forbindelse med et interaktivt palidelighedsbaseret optimeringssystem defi-
neres. Pa baggrund af dette omhandler kapitel ( 4), 5 og 6 en beskrivelse af quasi-Newton 
optimeringsalgoritmer samt en opstilling af nyefmodificerede procedurer og algoritmer 
til brug for interaktiv palidelighedsbaseret optimering. Endelig beskriver kapitel 7 og 
8 implementeringen af det interaktive optimeringssystem IROS, hvorefter effekten af de 
foreslaede interaktive modifikationer illustreres igennem et realistisk eksempel. 
I det f~lgende resumeres de enkelte kapitler. 
I kapitel 1 gives en kort introduktion til emnet samt en begrundelse for at beskreftige 
sig med interaktiv palidelighedsbaseret optimering. Pa baggrund af denne defineres af-
handlingens hovedformiU som gengivet i det foregaende. 
I kapitel 2 gennengas den n~dvendige baggrundsteori for henholdsvis ikke-linerer opti-
mering, palidelighedsanalyse vha. FORM (First Order Reliability Method) og kombina-
tionel} palidelighedsbaseret optimering - dels for kort at opstille problemstillingen med 
tilh~rende l~sningsmetoder og dels for at indf~re den terminologi, som benyttes gennem 
den resterende del af afhandlingen. 
Kapitel 3 indeholder en beskrivelse af, hvilke krav og muligheder et interaktivt palidelig-
hedsbaseret optimeringssystem skal indeholde. Dette omfatter bl.a. beskrivelse af n~d­
vendige og hensigtsmressige grafiske afbildninger som bl.a. sensitiviteter, elasticiteter, 
what-if studier , m.m., som kan benyttes til at fastlregge interaktive rendringer. Pa bag-
grund af krav til interaktive rendringer mht. design variabler, simple grrenser, sidebe-
tingelse og parametre i palidelighedsanalysen opstilles krav til en l~sningsalgoritme for 
interaktive optimeringproblemer. 
Idet de mest effektive algoritmer till~sning af strukturelle optimeringsproblemer (bade 
deterministiske og palidelighedsbaserde) generelt er quasi-Newton baserede optimerings-
algoritmer, gennemgas de enkelte bestanddele i denne metode i kapitel4. Elementer som 
l~sning af QP (Quadratic Programming) problem, opdatering af approksimativ Hessian 
matrix, opdatering af Lagrange multipliers samt valg af merit funktion, parametre i 
denne samt muligheder for valg af linies~gnings-kriterier (bl.a. den sakaldte watchdog 
teknik) diskuteres derfor med udgangspunkt i interaktiv optimering. 
Pa baggrund af de i kapitel 3 opstillede krav til interaktiv palidelighedsbaseret optime-
ring, indeholder kapitel 5 forslag til modifikationer af eksisterende quasi-Newton algorit-
mer samt nye forslag til rendrede l~sningsmetoder. Specielt den sekventielle opbygning 
af 2. ordens information i Hessian matricen, som i vid udstrrekning er afg~rende for 
konvergenshastigheden og stabiliteten af l~sningen af optimeringsproblemet, og metoder 
til bevarelse af allerede opbygget information i Hessian matricen behandles. Bl.a. fo-
reslas at konditionstallet af Hessian matricen minimeres i en srerskilt underoptimering, 
hvorved f~lsomheden over for interaktive rendringer reduceres. 
I kapitel 6 evalueres og illustreres effekten af de i kapitel 5 foreslaede rendringer. For-
skellen mellem de forskellige optimeringsstrategier demonstreres primrert vha. simple, 
eksplicitte eksempler (typisk polynomier), hvor effekten af de enkelte parametre illustre-
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res ved at sammenholde karakteristiske kurver for bade ikke-interaktive og interaktive 
optimeringsproblemer. 
I kapitel 7 beskrives implementeringen af programmet IROS til brug under MATLAB. 
Efter en kort demonstration af de interaktive og grafiske muligheder i IROS, gennemgas 
implementeringen af de enkelte elementer i optimeringsalgoritmen mere detaljeret, her-
under bestemmelse af palidelighedsbaserede sidebetingelser gennem et standard interface 
samt implementering af watchdog-teknikken. 
Anvendelsen af IROS til l0sning af et realistisk problem demonsteres herefter i kapitel 
8, hvor ](llsningen af et palidelighedsbaseret optimeringsproblem af en offshore jacket 
gennemgas. Det interaktive optimeringsproblem ](llses sidel(llbende vha. :Here forskellige 
optimeringsstrategier, hvorved fordele og ulemper ved de opstillede metoder kan vurde~ 
res. 
Endelig, i kapitel 9, afrundes afhandlingen med et kort resume samt en overordnet kon-
klusion. Bl ,a. fremhreves det, at pa trods af, at de opstillede metoder specielt er tiltrenkt 
l(llsning af interaktive palidelighedsbaserede optimeringsproblemer, kan disse med fordel 
anvendes ved ](llsning af sa vel interaktive som ikke-interaktive optimeringsproblemer med 
bade deterministiske og palidelighedsbaserede sidebetingelser. 
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